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Abstract

An experimental study has been performed to investigate the response of a turbulent

boundary layer to different shaped transverse grooves. Square, semicircular and

triangular grooves with widths of 5, 10 and 20nun and depth to width (dlw) ratio of unity

were investigated. The ratios of the groove depth to the oncoming boundary layer

thickness (dllirJ)are 0.067, 0.133 and 0.267, respectively, for d » 5, 10 and 20mm. The

experiments were performed at two frcestream velocities (U o) of 2.0 and 5.5m1s,

corresponding to Reynolds number (RII) based on the momentum thickness just upstream

of the groove of 1000 and 3000, respectively. The turbulence parameters were measured

using hot-wire anemometry, and measurements were performed at several locations

downstream of the groove. The development of the wall shear stress and the internal

layer downstream of the groove was also investigated. The ejection and sweep events and

the bursting frequency were estimated based on the quadrant decomposition method.

The development of the turbulent boundary layer downstream of the grooves was

compared with results from the corresponding smooth-wall cascoFor all groove shapes,

the 20mm groove has the most pronounced effect on all turbulence parameters. In

general, the effect of the square groove on the turbulent characteristics is more

pronounced than the effects of the semicircular and triangular grooves. The wall shear

stress ( T...) was estimated from the slope of mean velocity at the wall. An increase in r...

just downstream of the groove for all groove shapes and sizes was observed. The increase

in T... is followed by a small decrease in r...below the smooth-wall value before it relaxes

hack to the corresponding smooth-wall value at approximately xl lirJ'" 3. The increase in

Twis more pronounced at RII= 3000 than that at R()= 1000. At RII= 1000, the spectrum of



wall-norma l turbulence intensity (v') downstream of the groove shows a significant

increase at the higher wave number (kl), while the increase in the spectrum of streamwise

turbulence intensity (u? is not discernible at the same kl range. There is an increase in the

bursting frequency ( f~') on the grooved-wall compared to the smooth-wall case. The

variation of f~' downstream of the groove is somewhat similar to the variation of Cw.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Despite being stud ied for many years , turb ulent bo undary laye rs , part icular ly over

rough surfaces. still remain poorly und erstood. A co mplete picture of the interaction of

the near-wall structures in turbulent boundary layers with the surface has not been

uncovered. A significant effort is still devoted to the study of the turbulent boundary

layer because of its importance in many practical applications. The interaction of the

near-wall structu res with the surface is primari ly responsible for the high sk in fric tion on

the surface. A turbulent boundary layer responds differently to different surface

geometries. For example, it ha s been shown that longitudinal rible ts (Fig . 1.2) can reduc e

the friction drag, whi le transversal riblets tend to increase the friction drag.

The inner most region of the layer is particularly interesting, because of the

possibility of manipulating the turbulent structures in this region to obtain some desired

benefits. The inner region constitutes approximately 20 percent of the total boundary

layer thickness (8), but the most dominant turbulent activities take place within this



region. For example, approximately 85 percent of the total turbulent kinetic energy

dissipation takes place in this region (Klebanoff, 1955). Experimental and numerical

results show that the turbulent quantities, such as turbulence intensities, turbulence

energy spectra, and Reynolds stresses, change very rapidly in this region as the solid

boundary is approached. Also, turbulent bursts, recognized as one of the most important

stress-producing events in a turbulent boundary layer, originate in this inner region. A

study of the structure of turbulent boundary layers, especially in the innermost region, is

important to enhance our understanding of the near-wall characteristics of the layer.

Skin friction, which is dissipative in nature, plays an important role in the system

performance for both external and internal flows. For example, the skin friction drag

determines the overall efficiency of aircraft, high-speed vehicles, marine vessels, piping,

and dueting systems. In transportation applications, overall fuel efficiency can be

improved by reducing the total drag force. The required thrust is directly proportional to

drag force, and for a typical civil transport aircraft, skin friction drag can contribute up to

50 percent of the total drag at cruising speed (Coustol and Savill, 1991). In internal flows,

such as in pipelines and ducting systems, almost 100 percent of the drag is due to skin

friction. A large number of investigations of skin friction drag reduction have been

performed over the last five decades, because of the economic benefits. For example. for

a typical long range transport aircraft, a reduction in skin friction drag of less than 5

percent can produce a considerable savings on direct operating costs. The drag reduction

is directly related to the reduction in fuel consumption, and the fuel consumption

contributes up to approximately 22 percent of the total direct operating cost (Marec,

2000).



1.1 Background of Study

A tremendo us amount of literature on methods of manipulating a turbulent

boundary layer to achieve a skin friction drag reduction is already available. It is well

known that the coherent structures such as quasi-stream wise vortices and low-speed

streaks embedded in the near-wall region of the turbulent boundary layer can be

manipulated for possible skin friction drag reduction. However, a clear understanding of

the ncar-wall structures of a turbulent boundary layer and how they interact with a

surface is necessary to implement any drag reduction scheme. Despite being studied for

many years , probably since the study of Nikuradse (1933), the effect of different surface

modifications on a turbulen t boundary layer is still not fully understood .

Several drag reduction schemes have been investigated, which can basically be

classified into two different categories : active and passive control. For active contro l,

externa l energy is required, while no auxiliary energy is necessary for passive control.

Some active contro l techniques are: (I) laminar flow control ; (2) suction and blowing; (3)

micro bubble technique; (4) moving surface; (5) electromagnetic forces; and (6) reactive

control. With laminar flow contro l, transition of the boundary layer to turbulence can be

delayed. Suction in a turbulent boundary layer can be used for re-laminarization and

attenuation of turbulent activ ity in the near-wall region. A reduction in skin friction drag

due to suction has been reported (Antonia et al., 1995; Park and Choi. 1999). Inj ection of

light gases or micro-bubbles into a turbulent boundary layer can reduce skin friction drag

(Latorre and Babcnko , 1998; Kodama et al., 2000). Using this technique , an overall skin

friction drag reduction up to 30 percent has been reported (Latorre and Babenko, 1998).



A moving surface either in the strearnwise direction (Modi, 1997), or oscillating motion

in the spanwise direction (Choi and Clayton, 1998; Choi, 2002) can be used to reduce

drag. Choi and Clayton ( 1998) and Choi (2002) reported that a reduction in skin friction

drag up to 45 percent can be achieved using an oscillating surface in the spanwise

direction. Electromagnetic forces can be used for controlling turbulent boundary layers in

conductive fluids such as seawater (Kim, 1998; Lee and Kim, 2002). A drag reduction up

to 50 percent using this control scheme was reported (Kim, 1998). A recent development

of turbulent boundary layer control is through reactive control. In general, reactive

control is more complex and its construction and implementation are more difficult than

the previous methods (Gad-el-Hak, 1996). Although skin friction drag reduction of up to

50 percent can be achieved using active control. the overall energy efficiency of this

control technique is poor (Kim, 1998). Through passive turbulence control techniques,

the skin friction drag could potentially be reduced without any extra auxiliary energy.

Two of the most well known passive control techniques for turbulent skin friction drag

reduction are the use of external manipulators such as large eddy break-up devices

(LEBUs) embedded in the outer part of a turbulent boundary layer (Fig. 1.1), or internal

devices that involve an alteration of the wall geometry such as longitudinal grooves

(riblets) on the surface (Fig. 1.2). Sowden (1998) noted an average local skin friction

drag reduction of approximately 3 percent downstream of LEBUs. The LEBU support

drag and the structural complexity necessary for their instal1ation, however, tend to

negate any benefits of drag reduction. Bechert et al. (1997) showed that when the

geometry of the riblets is properly optimized, a drag reduction of approximately 10

percent can be achieved. The maintenance of longitudinal micro grooves on a surface has



posed several difficulties, however. While passive control techniques will not yield as

much drag reduction as active control, they are simpler to implement.

Perturbing elements can be used on a flat plate to enhance momentum and heat

transfer associated with boundary layers. The enhancement of the momentum and heat

transfer is a result of an increase in turbulent transport due to higher turbulence intensity

levels in the near-wall region. In the studies using a transverse square groove (Choi and

Fujisawa, 1993; Elavarasan et aI., 1996; Pearson et al., 1997) and a v -shaped groove

(Tantirige et al., 1994), an increase in the turbulence intensity was reponed . There have

been several studies of the response of a turbulent boundary layer to a short perturbation;

see, for example, Andreopoulus and Wood (1982), Webster et al. (1995) and Pearson et

al., (1997, 1998). In these studies, it was shown that skin friction coefficient (Cf ) and

Reynolds stresses, including II', v', and (-/Iv), are significantly shifted from me original

smooth-wall values. There is a local increase and decrease in Cf downstream of the

perturbation, and the Reynolds stresses are increased considerably downstream of the

perturbing element. Pearson et al. (1998) noted that the Cfdistribution downstream of the

perturbation is an indicator of the response of the turbulent boundary layer to the

perturbation. While the response of turbulent boundary layers to a short perturbation with

a single sized perturbing element is wen documented, there have been relatively few

studies of the effect of different sized and shaped short perturbations. There is a need for

more studies to investigate the response of turbulent boundary layers to different sized

and shaped short perturbations



1.2 Purpose and Significanc e of Study

A study of the response of a turbulent boundary layer to short perturbations will

provide a better insight and understanding into the interaction between the surface and

the boundary layer. especially in the near-wall region. Although there have been several

studies on turbulent boundary layers perturbed by a single transverse square or v -groove,

the effect of the size of the groove has not been investigated. There have been no

systematic studies on the relaxation of a turbulent boundary layer downstream of

different shaped transverse grooves. The possibility of drag reduction using ad-type

roughness has been proposed (Choi and Fujisawa, 1993). A small local skin friction

reduction downstream of a transverse square groove was observed (Choi and Fujisawa,

1993; Elavarasan et al., 1996; Pearson et al., 1997). The total skin friction drag due to the

presence of the groove. however, is higher than the corresponding smooth-wall value

(Elavarasan et al., 1996). Ching and Parsons (1999) suggested a possibility to reduce the

total skin friction drag by using transverse square grooves in series in the main flow

direction.

The main purpose of the present study is to investigate the response of a turbulent

boundary layer to different shaped transverse grooves. Three different groove shapes:

square (SQ), semicircular base (SC) and triangular (TR) were investigated. For each

shape, three different sized grooves were used in this study: 5, 10 and 20mm (Fig. 1.3).

The depth to width ratio (Jlw) of each groove was set to unity. The response of the

turbulent boundary layer to the groove is investigated from x/So = 0 up to x/SQ'" 2.0.

Experiments were performed at two Reynolds numbers, Ro = 1000 and 3000. Hot-wire



ancmomctry using single-normal and X-wires was used to measure the turbulence

characteristics downstream of the groove.

The present study attempts to clarify the differences of the turbulent boundary

layer characteristics over different transverse grooves from the corresponding smooth

wall case. First, different techniques of wall shear stress (t,..) measurements for smooth

wall turbulent boundary layers are evaluated. The most appropriate e, measurement

techniques using indirect methods applied to a boundary layer developing downstream of

a short perturbation are then examined. Next, the . .. distribution in turbulent boundary

layers downstream of the different sized and shaped grooves is studied. This provides

some insight into the possibility of drag reduction in turbulent boundary layers using

different sized and shaped grooves. The changes in turbulent characteristics (u', v', (-uv),

E(kj ) , sweep and ejection events, and the bursting frequency) and their relaxation

downstream of the grooves are studied. Also, the effects of the oncoming boundary layer

thickness (00) on the turbulent characteristics are evaluated.

1.3 Outline of T hesis

A literature review relevant to this research is presented in chapter 2, which

consists of four sections. In the first section, coherent structures in a turbulent boundary

layer are reviewed, while the structure of a turbulent boundary layer under zero pressure

gradient on smooth and non-smooth walls is reviewed in the second and third sections,

respectively. Simulations and experimental techniques used to study turbulent boundary

layers are reviewed in the fourth section.



In chapter 3, descriptions of the experimental facility, instrumentation and data

reduction procedures are presented. Firstly, the wind tunnel is described with details of

the tunnel geometry, dimensions, capabilities and limitations. A brief description of hot

wire anemometry is presented next, followed by a description of the Preston tube

arrangement and data acquisition system. The data reduction procedures for the Reynolds

stress, wall shear stress, internal layer growth, sweep and ejection events, and bursting

frequency are presented in this chapter. The last pan of this chapter presents the

experimental uncena inties.

In chapter 4, the experimental results for the baseline smooth-wall turbulent

boundary layer are presented and discussed. The results and discussion include wall shear

stress (1...), mean velocity CU),Reynolds stresses and turbulent energy spectra. Sweep and

ejection events and bursting frequency are also discussed. Wall shear stress

measurements using a Preston tube are also presented in this chapter.

In chapter 5, the experimental results of the grooved-wall experiments are

presented and discussed, which includes the experimental results from the square (SQ),

semicircular base (SC) and triangular (TR) grooves. The main emphasis of the discussion

in this chapter is to examine the effect of the groove size on flow parameters close to the

groove such as wall shear stress (1,.,), mean velocity (U) and mternal Iayer (d;) growth

downstream of the groove. The turbulence measurements, sweep and eject ion events, and

bursting frequency are presented and discussed in separate sub-sections.

In chapler 6, the effects of the different shapes of the grooves on the turbulent

boundary layer are discussed. Conclusions and recommendations are given in chapter 7,

and the contributiuns of the present study to the literature are also highlighted.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Boundary layers play an importan t role in the momentum and heat transfer at the

wall. Typically, boundary layers can be classified into three different regimes: laminar,

transit ional, and turbulent (Fig. 2.1). In laminar boundary layers . the momentum transfer

is essentially by molecular diffusion, whereas in turbulent boundary layers the

momentum transfer by the fluctuating veloci ty plays a sign ificant role. In trans itional

boundary layers, momentum transfer due to velocity fluctuations can take place,

however, the momentum transfer is not as intense as in turbulent boundary layers. There

has been a large amount of research on turbule nt boundary layers, both experimentally

and numeric ally, because or its importance in many practical applications. Although the

transport mecha nisms in turbulent bounda ry layers have been studied for many decades,

the dynamics of turbu lent boundary layers are still not fully understood . With advances in

modem instrumentation along with the recent adva nces in direct numerical simulation

(DNS), however, some of the key dynamics in turbulent boundary layers have been
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uncovered, especially the role of the quasi-coherent structures, or coherent motions. In

this chapter, previous studies on turbulent boundary layers are reviewed briefly. The

review consists of four sections: (i) coherent structures in turbulent boundary layers; (ii)

turbulent boundary layers on smooth-walls; (iii) turbulent boundary layers on non

smooth-walls; and (iv) simulations and experimental techniques in turbulent boundary

layer studies. This short review should provide a better undemanding of the effect of

different surface geometries on the structure and characteristics of a turbulent boundary

layer.

2.1 Coherent Stru ctu res in a Tu rbul ent Bound ary Laye r

In the last decade or so, a significant amount of effort has been devoted to the

study of quasi-coherent structures, or coherent motions, in a turbulent boundary layer. A

substantial amount of information has been collected on these structures through detailed

probe measurements, flow visualization, whole flow field measurements, particle image

velocimetry (PIV), and from direct numerical simulation (DNS) (e.g. Head and

Bandyopadhyay, 1981; Robinson, 1991; Main and Mahesh, 1998; Na et aI., 2(0 1). While

there is no precise definition for quasi-coherent structures, Robinson (1991) provides a

definition for a coherent structure as "a three-dimensional region of the flow over which

at least one fu ndamental flo w variable (velocity component. density, temperature, erc.}

exhibits significant correlation with itself, or with another variable, over a range of space

and/or time that is significantly forger than the smallest locaf scales of the flow ". The

coherent structures in a turbulent flow field occur randomly in time and space, and they

are characterized by a very wide range of length and time scales (Carpenter, 1997). The

13



most dynamically dominant coherent structures in the near-wall region of a turbulent

boundary layer are the quasi-streamwise vortices (Head and Bandyopadhyay, 1981;

Cantwell, 1981; Smith and Schwartz, 1983). Jeong et al. ( 1997) showed that the coherent

structures in the near-wall region are mostly highly elongated quasl-streamwise vortices,

and these vortices are well organized. Low-speed streaks are formed between two

adjacent quasi-strcamwise vortices. Figure 2.2 depicts a schematic diagram of a low

speed streak surrounded by quasi-streamwise vortices (reproduced from Blackwelder and

Ecke1mann, 1979), and Fig. 2.3 shows the near-wall streak structure at y . = 2.7

(reproduced from Kline et al., 1967). As the vortices develop, they become longer, reduce

in diameter, and lift up away from the wall. When the 'hea d' of the vortex lifts up, the

leading edge of the low-speed streak.moves together with the vortex away from the wall

(Smith and Walker, 1997). In the final step of their cycle, they break up ('b ursting' ).

Figure 2.4 shows a schematic diagram of burst formation in the near-wall region

(reproduced from Hinze, 1975). It is believed that the bursting proceess initiates a new

generation of vortical structures, and then the cycle is repeated (Carpenter, 1997). In

addition to the see amwtsc vortices, transverse (lateral) and wall-normal vortices may be

present, with the latter ones occurring less frequently. These vortices, except the wall

normal vortices, could 'pump-out' mass and momentum from the wall (Robinson, 1991).

It is conjectured that there is a strong correlation between skin friction and the quasi-

streamwise vortices in the near-wall region. If these vortices can be moved away from the

ncar-wall region, a reduction in skin friction may be possible (Pollard, 1996). Also, if the

coherent structures can be stabilized, then the skin friction drag would be reduced

(Sirovich and Karlsson, 1997).
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Flow visualization was used extensively in many early studies (e.g. Kline et al.,

1967; Kim et al., 1971; Falco, 1980a. b. 1991; Head and Bandyopadh yay, 1981) to educe

the structure of turbulent boundary layers. Kline et at. showed that there were well

organized motions in the inner region of the layer. Streak patterns in the layer were

shown at several different distances from the wall, from very close to the wall (y+=- 2.7)

up to the wake region (y+ = 507). The streak patterns across the layer were shown to be

different from one location to another as the streak moves away from the wall. In the

innennost region. the orientation of the streaks is well defined and is in the streamwise

direction. Farther away from the wall, the orientation of the streaks is less defined . Fa lco

(1980a) showed that large-scale three-dimension al bulges are present in the outer region

of the turbulent boundary layer.

The near-wall turbulent dynamics are continuous and self-regenerating activities

(Choi. 1996). Ejections and sweeps play an important role in the dynamics of turbule nt

Reynolds stresses, turbulence produc tion, and turbu lent kinetic energy dissipat ion

(Cousto ls and Savill, 1991). The ejections are associa ted with negative streamwise (-u)

and positive wall-normal (+v) velocity fluctuations, while the sweeps are associated with

positive streamwise (+u) and negative wall-normal (-v) velocity fluctuations (Wallace et

al., 1972). In the uv quadrant-s plitting descript ion (Wallace et al., 1972; Willmarth and

Lu, 1972), ejections and sweeps are defined as (UV)2 and (UV)4, respectively , where

subscripts 2 and 4 represent the second and fourth quadrant , respectivel y (Fig. 2.5).

Wallace et aJ. ( 1972) identified that the major turbulent events in the wall region are

ejectio ns of low-speed fluid outward from the wall and sweeps of high-speed fluid

inward toward the wall. The ejections and sweeps are believed to playa key role in

IS



maintaining the turbulence activities in the near-wall region, and these two activities

produce the major part of the Reynolds stresses (Scherz. 1993).

In the outer region of a turbulent boundary layer, large scale eddies seem to be

more dominant. Robinson (1991) found eddies on the scale of the boundary layer

thickness (0) in this region. Falco (l980a, b) observed a clear demarcation line between

the turbulent and non-turbulent region. It is believed that there is a strong interaction

between the outer large-scale structures and the quasi-streamwise coherent structures in

the inner region. Several studies have shown that breaking the outer large-scale

structures, using LEBUs or micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS) for example. can

result in a skin friction reduction (Main and Bewley, 1994; Ho and Tai, 1998; Sowdon,

1998). The definite relationship between the outer large-scale structures and inner region

coherent structures, however, has not been clearly resolved. Despite the vast amount of

information available on these coherent motions, the interaction of these motions with

different surface geometries has not been resolved. For example. there is still no

consensus on how different surface roughnesses interact with the near-wall low-speed

streaks and quasi-srrearnwise vortices.Additionally, although several mechanisms for

reduction in skin friction drag by manipulating the near-wall coherent structures have

been proposed, the exact mechanism of this is not clearly understood. So far, there has

been no systematic study of the influence of wall-roughness on the turbulent bursting

frequency. Although flow visualization showed the structure of the turbulent boundary

layer on non-smooth surfaces does not differ significantly from that on a smooth surface

(Grass, 1971; Ching et al., 1995h), the roughness geometry can affect the bursting

frequency. In the following section, previous studies on the effects of different surface
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geometries on the near-wall turbulent structures and turbulent parameters are described

briefly.

2.2 Turbul ent Bound ary Layers on Smooth-W alls

A significant number of experimental and numerical studies of turbulent boundary

layers over both smooth- and non-smooth-walls have been performed. The characteristics

of smooth-wall turbulent boundary layers are briefly reviewed first to provide a better

understanding of how the characteristics of turbulent boundary layers over non-smooth

walls differ. There are two main regions in a turbulent boundary layer designated as tbe

inner and the outer regions (Fig. 2.6). The inner region occupies approximately 20

percent of the boundary layer thickness (t5)and consists of three sub-regions: the laminar

sub-layer (up to v" ~ 5), buffer region (5 !':y ' !': 40). and an overlap region. In the laminar

sub-layer the viscous shear dominates, while in the overlap region both viscous and

turbulent shear stresses are non-negligible. The inner limit of the overlap region is

approximately at y + :< 40, but the outer limit oftbis region depends on the flow Reynolds

number. For example, at a Reynolds number about 1000 (based on the momentum

thickness and freestream velocity), this outer limit is approximately y + :< 200, but this

limit increases up to approximately at j- " > 750 at RII:< 13000. In the figure, the outer

limit oftbe overlap region refers to the data at the lower Rj).The outer region consists of

two sub-regions: the overlap region and a wake region. The outer region is much larger

than the inner region, and occupies up to approximately 80 percent of the boundary layer

thickness. Unlike in the inner region, the turbulent shear stress is much more important

than the viscous shear stress in the outer region.
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Up to date, there has been a vast amount of reviews and studies on smooth-wall

turbulent boundary layers. Several issues, such as the effect of Reynolds number (e.g.

Gad-el- Hak and Bandycpa dhyay, 1994; Ching et al., 1995a; Moch izuki and Nieuwstadt,

19% ), scaling laws (Clauser, 1956; George and Castillo, 1997; DeGraff and Eaton,

2(00), and universal log-law in the over lap region (Osterlund et al., 2(00) have been

investigated.

The structures of turbulent boundary layers depend strongly on Reynolds

numbers. It is well known that at highcr Reynolds numbers, there exists an overlap region

of mean velocity when nonna hzed using wall variables (u c and \I). The exte nt of the

overlap region widens as the Reynolds numbcr increases. At low Rcynolds numbers,

however, the overlap region is very narrow, and its existence is questi onable (Ching et

al., 1995a). The latter authors also showed that the locations of peak values of Reynold"

stresses [ v", w" ,and <-u+v' » increase with RlJ, altho ugh the location of the peak value of

u .. is nearly unchanged. In the study of Antonia and Kim (1994), it was shown that the

low Reynolds number effect can be identified using two important characteristics . First,

there is an intensification of the quasi-streamwise vortices, but the average location and

diameter of the vortices, in terms of U r and v, were approximately unchanged. Second,

the use of u, and vas the nonnalizi ng parameters for most turbulence quantit ies in the

ncar-wall region were less appropriate than the use of Kolmogorov velocity (u) and

length <TJ) scales. The Reynolds number effects are found to penetrate deeper into the

boundary layer in the case of streamwise turbulence intensity (u? than that of the mean

velocity ( ll) (Gad-el-Hak and Bandyopadhyay, 1994). A strong dependence of u' on the

Reynolds number is also evident from the studies of Fernholz and Finley (1996).
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Mochizuki and Nieuwstadt (1996) showed the peak value of u' is nearly independent of

the Reynolds number, while Metzger and Klewicki (2001) found that the peak value ofu'

is dependent on ROo The Reynolds number effect on wall-normal turbulence intensity (VI

and Reynolds stress « -uv» have also been reported (Fernholz and Finley, 1996; Ching et

al., 1995a). In general, self similarities in v" and (-u"v+) are confined to the region very

close to the wall (say»' :;10).

Scaling issues in turbulent boundary layers are still being investigated. For

instance, while the scaling parameter for mean velocity is well established. scaling

parameters for normal stresses are still in debate. For example, Purtell et al. (1981)

argued that streamwise turbulence intensity scales favorably with outer parameters (Ua

and b), whereas DeGraff and Eaton (2000) proposed that mixed-parameters are more

appropriate. Moreover, the correct scaling parameters for the turbulent burst are still not

clearly understood. For example, Blackwelder and Haruomdis (1983), Kim and Spalart

(1987), and Luchik and Tiedenn an ( 1987) argued that the inner variables (u r and l1 are

the best scaling parameters for the average bursting period. On the contrary, Rao et at.

(1971)and Kim et al. (1971) found that outer variables (Sand Uo)were more appropriate.

While the inner scaling parameters may be the most appropriate for the turbulent burst

period at low Reynolds numbers, scaling using mixed variables (outer and inner

variables) seems to be more appropriate at higher Reynolds numbers (RII ~ 6000) (Shah

and Antonia, 1989).

The studies of Klebanoff and Diehl (1952) and Klebanoff(19 55) were the earliest

comprehensive experimental studies on smooth-wall turbulent boundary layers. They

found that the turbulent energy production and dissipation reach a maximum value in the
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region close to the wall (y+ < 30). They also suggested that the concept of local isotropy

was not appropriate to estimate the rate of turbulent energy dissipation. The flow

visualization studies of Kline et al. ( 1967) and Head and Bandyopadhyay (1981)

provided some insight into the near-wall turbulent structures, including low- and high

speed streaks. More recently, direct numerical simulations (DNS) (see, for example,

Spalart, 1988) have provided considerable insight into turbulent boundary layers and

provided a benchmark database for laboratory experimental data.

2.3 Turbulent Boundary Layers on Non-Smooth-Walls

The discovery of coherent structures, including quasi-streamwise vortices and

streak structures in wall-bounded turbulent flows, led to the possibility of developing

flow control schemes for turbulent boundary layers. The control schemes can be

classified as active methods or passive methods using surface modifications. Only the

passive methods using surface modifications are discussed in this thesis. The surface

modifications include surface roughness or the use of short perturbations

Using flow visualization, Grass (1971) and Grass et al. (1991) showed that the

basic characteristics of the inner-region of turbulent boundary layers over a wall

roughened with sand grains were not significantly different from that on the smooth-wall.

Low-speed streaks and turbulent burst events including the sweep and ejection events

were also found in the rough-wall turbulent boundary layer, similar to those in the

smooth-wall turbulent boundary layers. Similar to the finding of Grass ( 1971), Ching et

al. (1995b) and Djenid i et al. (1999) showed that the low-speed streak structure over a d

type rough-wall is not too different from that on the smooth-wall. The appearance and the
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break-up of the streak patterns were similar to the low-speed streaks observed by Kline et

al. (1967).

Although flow visualization techniques have shown that the basic structures of the

near-wall low-speed streaks over the smooth- and rough-wall turbulent boundary layers

are similar, the inherent turbulent quantities are different. This is most significant in the

near-wall region, say withiny ' ::;100 (Antonia, 1994; Mochizuki and Osaka, 1998). Also,

the wall shear stress ( r..) on rough-walls is different from that on smooth-walls

(Andreopoulus and Wood, 1982; E1avarasan et al., 1996; Pearson et al., 1998). Antonia

and Luxton (197Ia ) introduced the concept of an internal layer (0;) in a turbulent

boundary layer for a sudden change in wall boundary condition. The internal layer is

defined as the region within the turbulent boundary layer where the effects of the change

in boundary condition are felt. Several types of rough-walls have been studied, including

turbulent boundary layers over sand-grain roughness (Andreopoulus and Bradshaw,

1981), riblet surfaces (Choi et al., 1993; Bechert et aI., 1997; Lee and Lee, 2001), k- and

d-type rough-walls (Perry et al., 1969; Bandyopadhyay and Watson, 1988; Antonia and

Djenidi, 1997), and transverse V-grooves (Tantirige et al., 1994). The effect of simple

perturbations (short-roughness, 2D bump, and single transverse square groove) on

turbulent boundary layers have also been studied by many researchers (Andreopoulus and

Wood, 1982; Choi and Fujisawa , 1993; Webster et al., 1996; Pearson et al., 1997, 1998).

2.3,1 k-type Roug h Wall

The k-typc rough-wall (Fig. 2.7) is defined as containing transverse 2D

rectangular grooves with wlk > L The usefulness of this type of roughness is its ability to
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enhance the turbule nce intensities in the near-wall region (Bandyopadhyay and Watson,

1988). Many studies on turbulent boundary layers over this type of roughness have been

performed (e.g. Perry et al., 1969; Antonia and Luxton, 1971b; Bandyopa dhyay and

Watson, 1988). The flow is strongly affected by the roughness height (k), which is also

believed to be the most appro priate scaling parameter for the length scale in the wall

region. Bandyopadhyay and Watson (1988) showed that the second and third moments

were increased by up to 13 and 50 percen t, respect ively, over a k-type rough-wa ll. The

increase in the second moment over this type of rough-wall was also observed by Antonia

and Luxton (197 Ib). The skin frictio n over a k-type rough-wall was found to be higher

than that on the smooth-wall (Bandyopadhyay and Watso n, 1988) .

1.3.1 d-type Rough Wall

A d-type rough-wa ll (Fig. 2.8) is characterized by regularly spaced two

dimensional square grooves plac ed normal to the flow, one element width apart (II' = d) in

the streamwise directio n (Antonia, 1994 ; Elavarasa n et aI., 1996). Bandyopadhyay (1986)

and Bandyo padhyay and Watson (1988) also used the d-type rough-w all tenn for wid -c I .

The d-type rough wall is particularly interest ing because o f the possibility that the

boundary layer over this roughness type may be exactly self-preserving [Djenidi et al.,

1994). Also, it has been suggested that the drag over this rough-wall should not be mueh

differe nt from that over a smooth-wall , and could even be smaller (Tani et al., 1987;

Osaka and Mochiz uki, 1988). The d-type rough-wa ll has also been studied as a means of

surface drag reduction by combining this surface with other potentia l drag reducing

devices such as LERUs (Bandyopadhyay, 1986).
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Using flow visualization, Townes and Sabersky (1966) showed that there was a

significant interaction between the flow in the grooves of the d-type rough-wall and the

outer flow. They identified several phases of activities : ejections of fluid out of the

groove , inflows into the groove, and periods of relative calm where the outer layer skims

over the groove. Djenidi et al. (1994) speculated that the near-wall quasi-strearnwise

vortices are responsible for the ejections of fluid out of the groove, and also responsib le

for the increase in the Reynolds stress ( -uv» . The observatio ns of Townes and Sabersky

were corroborated by Ching et al. (1995b), who showed that passage of near-wall quasi

streamwise vortices over the grooves triggered thc ejections of fluid out of the groove.

They also showed that the streak structure on the d-type rough-wall is somew hat similar

to that on the smooth-wall. Figure 2.9 shows a time sequence of fluid ejection from the

groove to the overlying layer (Elavarasan et al., 19%).

There were significan t differences in the mean velocity (U), turbulent intensities

(u 'and v'), and Reynolds stress (-uv» over thed-type roughness when compared with the

smooth-wall case (Antonia, 1994; Mochizuki and Osaka, 1998; Djenidi et aI., 1999).

Antonia found a decrease in if in the region y+:;;100 and increases in u" , v" and (-u ' v+)

over the d-type rough-wall compared to that over the smooth-wall. Antonia argued that

the increases in u" , v'", and (-u' v+) must be associa ted with the increase in the wall shear

stress, although the latter was not explicitly described. Mochizuki and Osaka (1998),

using a d-type rough-wall with insertion of longitudinal ribs inside the grooves , found a

reduct ion in u ' compared to that observed in the smooth -walt. Djenidi et al. (1999)

showed that r.. exhibits a periodic behavio r with a wavelength that resembles the

periodicity of the surface geometry. The r", attains a maximum at a location ju st
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downstream of the crest leading edge (groove trailing edge) and a minimum at a location

just upstream of the crest leading edge . The total surface drag over the d-type rough-wall,

however, was not compared to the smooth-wa ll case.

The study of turbulent boundary layers over the d. type rough-wall has been

extended to sparse d-type roughness, where the grooves are spaced several element

widths apart. For the sparse d-type roughness, a drag reduction of approximately 3

percent has been reported at low Ro when the spacing is 20 widths apart (Tani et al.,

1987; Matsumoto, 1994). Coustols and Savill (1991) attributed the reduction to the

beneficial modifications of the turbulence structure in the near-wall region between

consec utive grooves .

2.3.3 Riblets

Longitudinal riblets (Fig. 1.2) have received much attention because of their

potential for drag reduction (Walsh, 1980, 1990; Bacher and Smith, 1986; Choi et al.,

1993; Lee and Lee, 2(0 1). It is believed that riblets are able to dampen the quasi-

streamwis e vortices . II is hypothesized that the formation of counter rotating vortices at

the longitudinal riblct peaks can reduce considerably the re-generation of low-speed

streaks in the near-wall region. This in tum reduces the bursting frequency in the near

wall region, resulting in a reduction in the wall shear stress (1'",.) (Bacher and Smith,

1986). If the riblet spacing is smaller than the typical diameter of the dynamically

significant streamwise vortices. a reduction in wall shear stress is obtained (Choi et at.,

1993; Lee and Lee, 2(0 1). With Ihis riblet size, the streamw ise vortices cannot penetrate

into the riblel valley so that only a limited wetted area interacts with the vortices. Choi et
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al. (1993) found a rihlet space of 20 wall units for drag reduction , while Bacher and

Smith ( 1986) and Bechert et al. (1997) found a spacing of 15 wall units. In a recent

experimental study, Lee and Lee (200 1) found that the rihlet spacing should be about 25

wall units to obtain a surface drag reduction using longitudinal rible ts with a semi

circular groove cross section .

There have been a large number of studies on the effects of riblets on the

characte ristics of a turbulent boundary layer. The stud ies include probe measurements

(e.g. Antonia, 1994; Grek et aI., 1995; Bechert et a!', 1997), flow visualizations (e.g.

Bacher and Smith, 1986), and numerical simulations (e.g. Choi et al., 1993; Tullis and

Pollard, 1994). The wall-normal turbulence intensity (v" ) over the ribler surface was not

significantly different from the smooth-wall cases, while a slight decrease in the peak of

1/" below the smooth-wall value was observed (Choi et al., 1993; Antonia, 1994; Grck et

al., 1995). A significant decrease in (-I/ ' v+) over the ribler surface compared to the

smooth-wall value has also been reported (Choi et aI., 1993; Antonia, 1994; Lee and Lee,

2001). The reduction in (-I/·v ·) over the riblets is believed to be related to the drag

reduction mechanism.

From flow visualization, Bacher and Smith (19116) showed that the structure of

the streaks over a rib let surface is not too different from that observed over a flat plate in

the region j- " > 15. In the region j -' < 15, on the other hand, the low-speed streak structure

over the riblet surface is significantly different from the smooth-wall case . In this region,

the streak spacing over the riblet surface is significantly reduced, and the latera l

movement of the streaks is suppressed considerably compared to that on a flat plate. This

finding is supported by Choi et a!' (1993) from direct numerical simulations . The latter
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authors found that the effect of the riblets on the turbulence charac teristics is limited in

the region y" < 20 in cases s " > 20, and in the regiony' < 60 in cascs s " ; 40, whcre s " (..

su, /0 is the normalized riblet spacing , indicating that the effect of the riblets penetra tes

farther away from the wall as the riblet size increases. Lee and Lee (2001) reported that

the effect of the riblets with s"> 25.2 dimini shed beyond j- " » 30.

Turbulent boundary layers over a surface with different transverse grooves have

also been studied . The transverse groove geometries include conve x curved (Walsh,

1980), small amplitude rigid waves (Cary et al., 1980), and triangular (Timin, et al.,

1983; Tantirige, 1989). Turbulence intensity amplification over these surface geometries

was reported. The exchange of the fluid within the groove and the outer flow was

strongly affected by the presence of the turbule nce fluctuati on in the outer flow (Timi n ee

el., 1983; Tantirige, 1989). Drag characteristics on the grooved-walls did not differ

significantly from the corresponding smooth -wall, although a small drag reduction was

reported allow Re(R o'" 9(0) (Walsh, 1980).

2.1.4 Short Rough ness/Perturbation

There have been several investigations of the response of a turbu lent boundary

layer to a perturbation by a single transverse groove, which includes a square groove

(Choi and Fujisawa, 1993; Elavarasan et al., 1996; Pearson et al., 1997) and a V-shaped

groove [Tantirige et al., 1994). Choi and Fujisawa (1993) found a small decrease in Cf

(approximately 3.5 percent) just downstream of a transverse square groove of size d/Iio '"

0.4. They speculated that the reduction was caused by the existence of quasi-stable vortex

flows within the groove. The Cf relaxed back to the smooth-wall value at sl d =100 (or
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x/& = 40) downstream of the groove. The mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles

were observed to relax back to the smooth-wall profiles at x/d " 5 (or x/& = 2). For a

groove with smaller d/& (0.125 and 0.17), Elavarasan et al. (1996) and Pearson et al.

(1997) found a significant increase in Cf (approximately 100 and 200 percent,

respectively) just downstream of the groove (Fig. 2.10). The sudden increase was

followed by a decrease below the smooth-wall value (by approximately 50 percent), and

an oscillatory relaxation to the smooth-wall value beyond x/&" 2. They speculated that

the intense local pressure gradients emanating from the downstream edge of the groove

were responsible for the sudden increase in Cfi and the reduction was due to a weakening

of the strcamwise vorticity due to the removal of the wall. Intuitively, the experiments of

Choi and Fujisawa (1993) should yield the most pronounced effect of the groove on the

turbulent boundary layer, since they used the largest groove size. However, Choi and

Fujisawa (1993) inferred r.. from the Clauser-chari (log-law) technique, while Elavarasan

et al. (1996) and Pearson et al. (1997) estimated it from the slope of the mean velocity

profile at the wall from laser Doppler velocimctry (LDY) measurements. It has been

argued that in this instance, the Clauser-chart technique may not be appropriate since the

boundary layer is nOIin equilibrium just downstream of the groove.

An increase in II' downstream of the groove was discernible, up toy/o ::;0.1, in the

studies of Pearson et al. (1997) and Elavarasan et al. ( 1996). On the contrary, Choi and

Fujisawa (1993) found a reduction in u' by approximately 10 percent in the same ylO

region. Tantirige et al. (1994) found that for II V-shaped groove there is an increase of the

turbulence intensity (u? due to the presence of the groove. This increase suggests that

there is an increase in the rate of exchange of the mass between the outer flow and the
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flow within the groove. There is very little information on the wall-normal turbulence

intensity (v~ downstream of a single transverse square groove. However, the effect of an

impulsive step on v' in a turbulent boundary layer has been studied. For example,

Andreopoulus and Wood (1982) studied a turbulent boundary layer altered by a short

length of surface roughness. They found an increase in the maximum value of v'IUo and

u'IUoup to approximately 200 percent over the smooth-wall reference value. The increase

in v'IUo and u'IUo were related to the increase in the turbulent energy production. The

increase in v'IUo and u'IUowere also associated with an increase in the Reynolds stress

« -uv)/(Uoh. Both v'IUoand u'IUohad not relaxed back to the smooth-wall value at the

streamwise location xl4 '" 35, where the maximum values were still approximately 20

percent higher than the corresponding smooth-wall value. The Cf distribution (obtained

from the Clauser-chart technique) showed an impulsive increase of approximately 200

percent over the upstream value due to the presence of the roughness strip. At xl&! '" 3.5,

ef reached a minimum of approximately 70 percent of the value upstream of the strip,

and then gradually relaxed back to the smooth-wall value at xl&! = 20.

Webster et al. (1996) investigated the effcct of a 2D bump on a turbulent

boundary layer at Ro = 4030. There was approximately a 100 percent increase in v'lUo

over the upstream reference value at a location xl&! '" 10downstream of the bump leading

edge. Unlike v'IUo. the maximum value of u'IUo occurred at xl &! "" 4.2, and was

approximately 130 percent of the reference value. The increase in v'IUo and u'IUowere

associated with the development of the internal layers triggered by the leading and

trailing edges of the bump. At the last measurement location (xl&! = 14), both v'IUoand

u'IUohad not relaxed back to the corresponding undisturbed surface values. The Cfwas
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found to increase by approximately 70 percent over the bump, and did not differ

significantly from the upstream value in the region downstream of the bump. Based on

their arguments, favorable followed by adverse pressure gradients above the bump were

respons ible for the rapid increase and decrease in Cf above the bump. The increases in

turbulence intensities were assoc iated with the discontin uity due to the presence of the

bump.

A reduction up to approximately 50 percent in Cf at the interface between the

smooth-surface and a short perturbing roughness was reported by Pearson et al. (1998).

This reduction in Cfwas followed by an increase up to approximately 60 percent in Cf

above the roughness element before it relaxed back to the smooth-wall value at

approximately one .5 downstream of the step change . Although the studies of

Andreopulus and Wood (1982), Websteret al. (1996), and Pearson et al. (1998) showed

an increase in Cfat the top of the roughness element, the evol ution ofC/as it passes over

the elemen t behaves differen tly. For the case of the flow perturbed by a 2D bump

(Webster et al., 1996), Cf shows a valley extending up to approximately 50 percent of the

bump chord length. The increase in CjOver the short roughness element for Andreopoulus

and Wood (1982) and Pearson et at.(1998), however , seems to be abrupt before it relaxes

back to the corresponding smooth-wall value.

It is clear from the previous investigations that the effect of a transverse groove on

a turbulent boundary layer, and its relaxation processes is still not clearly understood. It

has been argued that the groove geometry and size could be optimized to obtain a small

drag reduction (Ching and Parsons, 1999). Based on the results of Pearson ct al. (1997),

Ching and Parsons argued the surface drag reduction can be enhance d by using a sparse
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d-type roughness. By asswning the wall shear stress distribution between consecutive

grooves is qualitatively similar to that of Pearson et aJ. (1997), Ching and Parsons

proposed a distribution of f w on the sparse d-type roughness as shown in Fig. 2.11. If the

area under the overshoot can be reduced while the area under the undershoot is increased,

the total surface drag could be decreased. This could possibly be used in active boundary

layer control schemes, where 20 slots or grooves are used for adding momentum to the

layer. A better understanding of the interaction between the grooves and the boundary

layer structure, however, needs to be obtained to determine the important scaling

parameters.

2.4 Simul ations and Experiment al Techniques

Numerical studies of turbulent boundary layers have been performed for

approximately the last four decades. More recently the use of direct numerical

simulations (ONS) and large eddy simulations (LES) have provided considerable insight

into the structure of turbulent boundary layers. In DNS, all scales of motion are resolved,

while in LES, only the large scales are resolved, while;the smaller scales are modeled.

DNS was initiated in the 1970s (Joslin, 1997), and presently, DNS is capable of solving

flows at low Reynolds numbers, including compressible and reacting flows (Moin and

Mahesh, 1998). Today, LES can be used to solve turbulent flows at higher Reynolds

numbers and in more complex geometries than DNS (Piomelli and Balaras, 2002).

ONS is a powerful tool to solve turbulence problems. especially at low Reynolds

numbers and for unbounded flows, where separation between the largest and the smallest

scales is not large. As the Reynolds number increases, or in the case of wall-bounded
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flows, the scale separa tion is very large, and D:-.lSis limited by computational speed and

memory. LES is currently more suitable to solve wall-bounded turbulent flows at

moderate Reynolds numbers. DNS and LES still remain largely research tools; the use of

LES in more realistic wall-bo unded turbu lent flows, such as in ship hydrodynam ics or in

aircraft aerodynamics , where the Reynolds number is very high, is still imprac tical

(Piomelti and Balaras, 2002) . Numerical simulations of turbulence have severa l

advantages over experimental techn iques, especially when the experimental conditions

are difficult to simulate.

Studies of turbulent boundary layers on smooth-walls using DNS (Spalart , 1988;

Moin and Mahesh, 1998) and LES (Wu et at , 1995) have provided a more complete

picture of turbulent boundary layer structures. The near-wa ll vertical structures and streak

patterns educed from the numerical simulations are in excellent agreement with those

obta ined from flow visualization (Kline et aI., 1967; Falco, 1980a, b, 1991; Head and

Bandyopadh yay, 1981). Numerical simulations of turbulent boundary layers over non

smooth-walls have also been performed. Choi et al. (1993) and Goldstein et al. (1995)

investigated the turbulent flow over a riblet surface using DNS. They showed that the

riblet surface can be used to reduce drag, with a reduction up to 4 percent (Goldstein et

al., 1995). Suppression of the transversal movement of quasi-strcamw ise vortices and the

inability of the near-wa ll vortical structures to penetrate the riblet valley were conjectured

to be responsib le for the drag reduction. In a recent study, Cui et al. (2000) investigate d

turbulent flow characteristics over d- and k-type rough-walls using LES. They found that

the effect of the d-type rough wall is confined to the near-wall region, while the effect of
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the k-type rough-wall penetrated into the outer region of the boundary layer. These

findings are consistent with previous experimental results.

Although DNS and LES have provided much information about the structure of

turbulence, thc capabilities are still limited. To investigate the structures of turbulent

boundary layers on more complex geometries and at high Reynolds numbers, one must

still resort to experiments. Experiments continue to yield much information on the

dynamics of near-wall turbulence and are still powerful tools for studying turbulent

boundary layers. Details of the sub-layer structure of a turbulent boundary layer were first

obtained experimentally, especially from flow visualization (Kline et al., 1967, Fig. 2.3).

Ching et al. (1995a) used laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) 10 characterize the turbulence

intensities in three orthogonal directions, and obtained the correlation coefficients

between two orthogonal turbulence intensities and the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensors.

Recently, in addition to the hot-wire/hot-film sensors and laser Doppler

anemometry/velocimeuy, particle-tracking velocimetry (PTV) and particle image

velocimetry (PIV) can provide a more complete field of measurements (i.e. 20 and 30

flow fields). The main drawback of experimental techniques is the inability to measure all

required turbulent data, especially the pressure, at an instant of time (Rogallo and Moin,

1984). Although experimental techniques can be used at much higher Reynolds numbers

than numerical simulations, model design and cost often become a major consideration.
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Fig. 2.2 Model of counter rotating streamwise vortices together with the resulting low
speed streak (Reproduced from Blackwelder and Eckelmann , 1979).

Fig. 2.3 Low- and high-speed streaks in the viscous sublayer (y+= 2.7). Flow directi on is
from left to right. (Reproduced from Kline et aI., 1967).
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Fig. 2.4 Conce ptua l model of a cycle of the bursting proc ess in the near-w all region

(Reproduced from Hinze, 1975).
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Fig. 2.5 Quadran ts of the ins tantaneous ev-plane (Reproduced from Rob inson, 1991)
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Fig. 2.6 A typical plot of mean velocity distribut ion in a turbulent boundary layer over a
smooth-wall under zero pressure gradient. Data from DeGraff and Eaton (2000):
D, RIJ- 1430; . , Rf}- 13000.-, tr = (l /0.42S)lnC/) + 5.50.
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Fig. 2.7 k-type roughnes s (Reproduced from Perry ct. al., 1969),
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Fig . 2.8 (i-type rou ghne ss (Reproduced from Ant onia , 1994).

Fig. 2.9 A time sequence of fluid eject ion from a square groo ve (Rep roduced from
Elavarasan er aI., 1996)
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Chapter 3

Experimental Facility, Data Reduction

Procedures, and Experimental

Uncertainties

A description of the wind tunnel and test plate configuration is presented in this

chapter. The instrumentation, including the Preston tube arrangement for the wall shear

stress measurements and the data acquisition system is described. Details of the data

reduction procedures for the velocity, wall shear stress and turbulent bursting

phenomenon are also described. The turbulence quantities were obtained from hot-wire

anemome try using single- and X-wire sensors . The hot-wire calibration techniq ues for

both sensors are presented, followed by techniques to estima te wall shear stress ( T...) and

the growth of the internal layer (d,). The methodology for estimating the sweep and

ejectio n events and the bursting frequency are descr ibed briefly. Finally, this chapter is

concluded by a presentation of the experi mental uncertainties.
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3.1 Experimental Facility

3. 1.1 Wind Tunnel and Hot Wire Anemometry

The experiments were performed in an open circuit low speed wind tunnel at

Memorial University of Newfoundland. The wind tunnel has a 0.91m x 0.91m test

section and is over 20m long. allowing investigation of relatively thick boundary layers

(Figs . 3.1. la and 3.1.1b). This alleviates to some extent the spatial resolution problems of

hot-wire anemornetry. A centrifugal blower driven by a 19 kW motor is used in the wind

tunnel. The air passes through a screened diffuser and a large settling chamber with three

single-piece precision screens. The air is accelerated into the test section through a S: I

contraction. The velocity in the test section is changed using motorized variable angle

inlet vanes on the blower. Thc maximum frccstream velocity that can be achieved is

approximately 1Sm/s. Thc freestream turbulence intensity is no larger than 0.5% at all

velocities. The roof of the test section may be adjusted to compensate for boundary layer

growth along the test section walls. A false floor/flat plate with a transverse groove

machined across the entire span was installed in the test section and was used as the test

surface. The false floor/flat plate was fabricated in such a manner to allow the size and

shape of the groove to be changed conveniently .

Experiments were performed at two freestream velocities of 2.0mls and S.Smls

corresponding to Reynolds numbers, based on the momcntum thickness just upstream of

the groove, of Re '" 1000 and 3000, respectively. At each freestream velocity,

measurements were made on a smooth-wall flat plate and a flat plate with a single

transverse groove. The boundary layer was tripped at the leading edge of the plate using a

roughness strip consisting of a piece of IOOmm wide sandpaper (series 081l ) and a
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L5mm diameter cylindrical rod. Three different shaped (square , semicircular and

triangular) grooves, with three different sizes (5, 10 and 2Omm) for each shape were

used. The depth 10 width ratio (dlw) was unity for each groove (see Fig. 1.3).

Measurements were made al several x-locations downstream of the groove at both Ro.

The flat plate is made of 25mm thick acrylic and is mounted horizontally on the floor of

the wind tunnel. The leading edge of each transverse groove was located at a distance of

2.5m from the roughness strip (see Fig. 3.l.lb and c). In tenus of the boundary layer

thickness jus t upstream of the grooves (8,,), the groove sizes are 0.06700, 0 .1330" and

0.26700.respectively, at Re= )()oo. The ratio of the groove depth to the tunnel span (d/L )

is 1:45 for the largest groove, which is similar to the studies of Elavarasan et al. (1996)

and Pearson et al. (1997), and better than that in the study ofChoi and Fuj isawa (1993 ,

d/L = 1:12). The ratio of &L is approximately 1:12 and is smaller than those in the

studies of Cho i and Fujisawa, Elavarasan et al., and Pearson er aI., where &; L is

approximately 1:5, 1:6, and 1:8, respec tively. Hence, the bounda ry layer in the present

study can be considered to be two-dimensional at the centerline, where all measurements

were made.

The turbulence measure ments were obtained using single and x- wire hot-wire

anemometry . A DANTEC 55P05 single-wire boundary layer type probe connected to a

DANTEC 55MOI standard bridge was used for the boundary layer measurements. The

sensor is a 5f.UD diameter (- 0.03 wall unit) Platinum-plated tungsten (PI-plated tungsten)

wire with an effective (active) length (l~) of 1.25mm. In terms of wall units ( 1.1'''')' the

wire length is approximat ely 8 and 18 wall units, respectively, at Rf}~ 1000 and 30oo.

The ends of the wire are copper and gold plated to a diameter of approximately 30~m.
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For the X-wire measurements, an X-wire from Auspex Corporation was used. The

distance between the two wires is approximately O.5mm, corresponding to approximately

3 wall units. This wire distance is considered to be large enough to avoid thermal wake

interference between wires, based on the observat ion of Zhu and Antonia (1995). The

wires were operated at an overheat ratio of 1.5. The frequency response of the wires was

about 30 kHz as determined from a standard square-wave test.

The hot-wire probe is traversed in the wall-normal direction using a specially

designed traversing mechanism with a Muutoyo height gauge. The traverse mechanism is

installed on rails mounted on the roof of the tunnel to move it in the streamwise direction.

The traverse mechanism has a maximum span of approximately 46cm and a minimum

linear division of O.Olmm. The probe (wire-sensor) can be brought to within

approximately 0.05mm from the wall. The distance of the wire-sensor from the wall was

determined using a reflection method. A theodolite was used to measure the angle

between the sensor and its reflection on the wall. The distance from the wall is calculated

from this angle and the distance of the theodolite to the probe. In the wall-region, tbe

uncertainty of the probe distance from the wall is estimated to be no worse than 6.3 and

14.9 percent at the low and high Hi/,respectively.

3.1.2 Preston Tube

A Preston tube was used to measure the wall shear stress for the smooth-wall

case. The tube is placed on the test surface, parallel to the free-stream velocity (Fig.

3.1.2). Static pressure (Pd is obtained using the static pressure tap (hole) ofa Pitot-static

tube located 150mm above the wall. The opening of the Preston tube is located at the

same streamwise location as the static pressure tap. The Preston tube is attached to the
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stem of the Pitot-static tube. The differential pressure (lip = PH - pd, where PH is the total

pressure from the Preston tube, is measured using a micro-manometer (FURNESS

FCO I2) with accuracy ±0.01 Pa

3.1.3 Data Acqu isition

A schematic of the data acquisition system is shown in Fig. 3.1.3. The hot-wire

signals are passed through a signal conditioning unit (SCU) before being sampled by the

analog to digital (AID) converter. The signals are digitized using a 16 channel 12 bit

Keithley 570 System AID converter, interfaced to a Pentium personal computer. For the

turbulent measurements, the hot-wire was operated for 10 seconds at sampling rates of 4

kHz and 6 kllz for RfJ- 1000 and 3000, respectively. For the hot-wire calibrations. the

velocity is measured using a 8360-M--GB VelociCalc® Plus TSI air velocity meter.

which has resolution of 0.01 mls and accuracy of 3 percent (TSllncorporated, 1998). An

li P 5420b digital spectrum analyzer and an oscilloscope were used to monitor the hot

wire signals on-line. The analyzer consists of three parts: a 54470B type digital filter, a

544lOA type AID converter, and a display unit. The AID converter can handle an analog

input signal up to 25.6 kHz in frequency and ± 10 vex:: peak in amplitude.

3.2 Data Reduction Procedur es

3.1.1 Hot Wire Calibrations

Proper hot-wire calibrations are important for accurate velocity measurements

using hot-wire anemometry. The calibrations are performed both before and after the

measurements to ensure that the results obtained are valid. The velocity for the hot-wire
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calibration is measured using a 836Q-M-GB VelociCa1c® Plus TSI air velocity meter,

hereafter referred to as the 'TSl-instrumenr. The 'TSI-instrument' was periodically

calibrated against the Pitot-tube to ensure that the "I'Sl-instrument' was working well.

This is imponant to make sure that the hot-wire calibrations were stable. The analog

output of the hot-wire anemometer is directly sampled into a personal computer using an

NO converter. The output of the hot-wire anemometer is also connected to a spectrum

analyzer and an oscilloscope to check the signal-to-noise ratio. The measurements are

taken only if there is no significant noise in the signal. Data were sampled at a frequency

of 20 Hz for 60 seconds and were lime-averaged to obtain mean values for each point.

For each calibration curve, ten to seventeen data points are used.

A third order polynomial is employed for the functional relationship between the

hot-wire signal (Volts) and the velocity, U. This can be expressed as

(3.1)

where U is obtained from the 'TSI-instrument', while E is the anemometer output. The

constants Cfh ct, cs. and CJ are obtained by a least-squares curve fit to the data , The

calibration procedure for an X-wire is more involved than that of a single-normal (SN)

wire, where both a yaw and velocity calibration were performed using the 'effective angle

method' of Browne et al. ( 1989). Each sensor (wire) is connected to an anemometer unit,

and the outputs from the two anemometers are recorded simultaneously along with the

velocity recorded from the "I'Sl-instrument'. A more complete description of the

calibration of the single-normal (SN) and Xcwires, including the data reduction program

is presented in Appendix A.
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3.2.2 Wall Shear Stress (~). Friction Velocity (II,) Qnd Skin Friction

Coef/ic ient (q,

An accurate estimation of the wall shear stress is necessary to predict the skin

friction drag associated with boundary layers. The wall shear stress (Tw) is estimated in

four different ways: from the Clauser-chart (log-law) technique, a power-law

approximation of the velocity profile, slope of mean velocity profile at the wall, and from

Preston tube measurements. The relation between the wall shear stress (Tw) , and the

friction velocity (u ,) can be expressed as:

r.. = p (ui.

The skin friction coefficient (Cfi is defined as:

c =- '-- .
f O.5pU ;

a) Clauser-ahart (log-law) technique

(3.2)

(3.3)

The Clauser-chart (log-law) technique assumes a universal mean velocity profile

in the overlap region. The Clauser-chart technique is only appropriate if the Reynolds

number is sufficiently high (Ro 2. 15(0) for a log-law region to exist. At low Ro, the

existence of the log region is questionable (Ching et aI., 1995a). The basic equation for

the log-law technique is expressed as:

U 1 (u,Y)-= - In - + 8 .
"', I( v

(3.4)
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Eq. (3.4) is linear when Ulu, is plotted as a function of In(YU,/ 0 . The II , is then

dete rmined using a trial and error method so that the left-hand side tenn in Eq. (3.4)

collapses well with the measured data in the overlap region. In the current study, « » 0.4 1

and B = 4.9 at Ro = 1000 and Ie = 0.43 and B = 5.5 at Ro = 3000 are adopted . The

constan ts /( and B are obtained from the best flt to the experimental data, and there is no

formal bas is to obtain uniqu e valucs for /( and B. In the study of DcGraaff and Eaton

(2000) over a wide range of Reynolds number (Ro= 1430 to 31,(00), it was found that /(

varies from 0.39 to 0.45, while 8 remains flexib le so that the error between the data and

the log-law is minimized.

b) Power-law technique

An advanta ge of using the power-law tech nique to estimate u,at low Roturbulent

boundary layers was reponed by Djenidi et al. ( 1997). Following Barenblau's (1993)

arguments of incomplete simi larity, Ching et al. (1995a ) showed that u,can be expressed

u, ou.J-' _ ("p(3 / 2al )" "" ) ,
l exp(3/ 2a ) C

where a and C are calculated with the following equations :

3
a=~.

and

(3 .5)

(3.6)
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(3 ,7)

Djenidi et al. ( 1997) showed that u; determined from Eq. (3.5) was within ± 0.57 percen t

10 that obtained from Preston tube measurements for Re= 940. At higher Ro(Re?: 30(0) ,

on the other hand, the power-law fit in the overlap region is poor , and it is difficult to

obtain a good fit to the experimental data using the power-law approximation.

c) Slope ofU at the wall

The wall shear stress can also be calculated from the slope of mean velocity (U) at

the wall:

(3,8)

This technique needs accurate data very close to the wall i.e. y + :s;3.0. Djenidi and

Antonia (1993), using LOA, showed that e-can be detenn ined using this lechnique to an

accuracy of order ± 3 percent at low Reynolds numbers (Ro:S; 1320). Due to the effect of

heal conduction from the wire to the wall, measure ments in this region are very difficult

with hot-wire anemomet ry, especially at high RIJ, where the linear sub-layer is very thin.

At the lower RIJ, at least four to five data points can be obtained in the range I s y + s 5

using a single-normal hot-wire. At the higher Ra, however, only about three data points

fall on the linear line U' = y + in the layer, and the data in the range y + s:2.5 show a

spurious increase due 10 the wall conduction effect. A correction can be made for the
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effect of wall conduction to obtain more data points in the region y + !> 5.0 to allow for a

more accurate estimate ofu,.

The effect of wall conduction on hot-wire signals in the prox imity of the wall

have been studied, and methods for correcting the signal have been proposed (Wills,

1962; Bhatia et al., 1982; Azad and Burhanuddin, 1983; Krishnamoon hy et al., 1985;

Janke, 1987). Recently, Lange et al. (1999) and Durst et al. (2001, 2002) proposed a

simpler scheme for the correction factors for the hot-wire signal in the near-wall region,

and this method is used in this thesis. The correction factor (C.) is defined as the ratio of

the correct local veloc ity (Uc) to the measured velocity (U_):

(3.9)

and is expressed in the exponential form as:

C. = 1.0-exp(-Ay·l), (3.10)

where A and Dare experimental constants determined from a fit to the data . Figure 3.2.1

shows the values of C. in the near-wall region for the present exper iments, together with

the fit 10 the experimental data. Beyond / =- 4, C. is practically equal to unity . The

nondime nsional uncorrected data of mean velocity on the smooth-wall flate plate is

shown in Fig. 3.2.2, where U r was obtained from the log-law technique. Estimation of u,

using the log-law technique for the smooth-wall turbulent boundary layer is accurate

when the Reynolds number is sufficiently high (RIJ ~ 1500) that the overlap region

extends one decade or more in the wall-normal direction.
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When the near-wa ll mean velocity data is corrected for the wall conduction effect ,

approximately six data points can be obtained in the range y + S 5 at both Ro. The u,

estimated from the mean velocity gradient at the wall is within ± 4 percent of the value

obtained from the log-law techniq ue for the smooth-wall case . The distributions of ir in

the near-wall region before and after correc tion are shown in Figs. 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. Data

from DNS (Spa lart, 1988) and the line ir = y + are also shown in the figures for

comparison. The present data, after correction, show a very good collapse with the two

lines in the region y" S 5. The C. obta ined from this technique is used to correct the mean

velocity in the ncar-wall region for the turbulent boundary layer developing downstrea m

of the transverse grooves . Finally, the corrected mean velocity profiles in the linear sub-

layer are used to estimate u , for the grooved-wall profiles since the use of the log-law

technique may not be appropriate in this case.

d) Preston lube technique

A Preston tube was also used to determine the wall shear stress for the smooth-

wall case to corroborate the other techniques. This method was introduced by Preston

(1954), who suggested a non-dimensional relationship between the differe ntial pressure

at the wall (Ap) and the wall shear stress ( r...)

(3.11)

where Ap is the pressure difference between the total pressure at the wall (which is

sensed by the Preston tube) and the static pressure (which is sensed by the Pitot-static
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tube). Patel (1965) proposed three relationships for F in Eq. (3.11) that are valid in three

Reynolds number ranges:

A)y· =0 0.50x· + 0.037,
y. < 1.5, and u-li12v <5.6.

B) y. ~ 0.828 7 · O.138I x· + O.1437x· 2 • O.OO6Ox· l,
1.5<~ < 3.5 and 5.6 < u,d/2v < 55,

C) x· = y. + 2 IOg l ~ (1.95 y. + 4. 10),
3.5<y. < 5.3 and 55 < u,d12v < 800 ,

(3.12a)

(3.12b)

(3.12c)

where x· = log IO(4Pd;J and y . = IOg lO(fwd:J' respectively. Although there is a
4p v 4p v

drawback of using Patel's calibration since it is in an implicit form Eq. (3.12c), this is the

most frequently used compared to the other available calibrat ion equations .

Bechert (1995), proposed a more general Preston tube calibration fonnula

(3.13)

where land f¥J+are defined as T".ci/(PV ~) and f¥JJ 1(pv 2), respec tively. This formula is

in excellent agreement with data obtained by Head and Ram (1971). Bechert's calibration

equation is valid within a wide range of f¥J+( 102 < f¥J+< 101
'). At low f¥J+« 10\ Eq.

(3.13) over pred icts wall shear stress ( T",) by about 6 percent from the experimenta l data

of Head and Ram, while at higher f¥J. (> 10) it compares well with the experiment al

data . Bcchcrt's equation is easier to use since it has only a single expression for a wide

range of 6p + compared to three for Patel's calibration.
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3.2.3 Internal Lay er Growth (di )

When there is a sudden change in the wall boundary condition, the effect of the

step change on the turbulent characteristics propagates outward into the boundary layer.

The region within which the effects are significant is usually termed the internal layer

(d;). The thickness of d; just downstream of a step change is approximately 0 .10 (see, for

example, Antonia and Luxton, 1971a), hence it is well within the log/overlap region. For

a sudden change from smooth-to-rough surface, Antonia and Luxton found that within

the internal layer the turbulence level and turbulence production were increased.

The growth of the internal layer (d;) due to the presence of the groove in this case

is determined using the method of Antonia and Luxton (1971a,b). This is illustrated with

reference to Fig. 3.2.5, which shows the UlUo profiles downstream of the 20mm square

(SQ)-groove at R () : 3000. Within Ihe internal layer, the shear stress distribution just

downstream of the stcp change (i.e. downstream of the groove trailing edge in the present

study), must vary between the sheer stress at Ihe wall and the shear stress at the edge of

the internal layer (Antonia and Luxton, 197Ia). Based on dimensional arguments,

Antonia and Luxton (197Ia) suggested that the mean velocity profile (U) must be

affected by the gradient of wall shear stress (dr..Jdx)and the distance from the solid

boundary (y). Using simple mathematical manipulations, one can obtain a linear

functional relationship between U and/12 (Antonia and Luxton, 1971a,b). When UlU o is

plotted againstyl l2,there is a location indicating a sudden change in the slope of the non-

dimensional mean velocity profiles, called a 'knee' point. In the inner and outer regions,

the profiles are linear, with the slope in the inner region being much larger than that in the

outer region. The intersection between the straight lines representing the inner and outer

regions of the mean velocity profiles is used 10 define the edge of the internal layer in this
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thesis. The distribution of the internal layer (d;) downstream of the 20mm SQ-groove at

Rf}= 3000 obtained from this method is also shown in Fig. 3.2.5 (inset). The complete

results of the distribution of d, downstream of the different sized and shaped transverse

grooves are presented in chapter 5 and 6.

3.2.4 Sweep and Ejectio n E vems and B urst Detection

Sweep and ejection events, which are parts of the bursting process in wall

bounded turbulent flows, play an important role in the dynamics of the Reynolds stresses.

turbulence production, and turbulent kinetic energy dissipation (Coustols and Savill,

199 1). The term burst was used by Kim er al. (1971) to describe the ejection from the

wall oflow-speed fluid embedded in the ncar-wall region. An ejection is initiated when a

low-speed streak lifts slowly from the wall and oscillates in a three-dimensional manner

with a final break up.

Several techniques have been employed to detect the frequency of bursts or

ejection occurrence in the near-wall region. In the uv quadrant-splitting technique

(Wallace et aI., 1972; Willmarth and Lu, 1972) ejections are defined as (UV)2. where

subscript 2 represents the second quadrant. The second quadrant « uvn) is associated with

negative streamwise (-u) and positive wall-normal (+v) velocity fluctuations. and this

quadrant contributes the most to the total Reynolds stress (-uv». The second quadrant

reflects low-speed fluid moving away from the wall. Blackwelder and Kaplan (1976)

used a variable-time interval-averaging (VITA) technique to detect the burst and sweep

processes. The detection criterion is based on the large variance in the streamwise

velocity fluctuation (u) . Chen and Blackwelder (1978) modified the VITA technique

proposed by Blackwelder and Kaplan using a slope condition such that ejections will be
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detected only if there are acce lerat ions in the streamwise direc tion . Lu and Willmarth

( 1973) used the Lr-level technique , later modified by Luchik and Tiederman (1987), to

detect ejections in a turbulent boundary layer . Lu and Wil1marth (1973) used the

streamwise velocity signa l (u) at the edge of the sub-layer as the detection criterion. They

observe d that if u was low and decreasing, an ejection occurr ed . The V-level technique

from Lu and Willmanh (1973) and the modified V-level (mu-level) from Luchik and

Tiederman (1987) used u' as the threshol d level.

Bogard and Tiederman (1986) evaluated the effectiveness of the above techniques

to detect ejection and bursts in a channel flow. The evaluation was made by direct

comparison between hot-film probe measurement and flow visuali zation . It was

concl uded that the second-quadrant techniq ue was the most reliable to detect the burst

and time interval between two consecu tive ejections. This particu lar techniq ue, hence , is

used to detect the bursts in the turbulent bo undary layer in this thesis .

An ejection is only detecte d if the Iuv Itu 'v' signal exceeds a certain threshol d

level (H), and uv resides in the second-quadrant (Wa llace et aI., 1972; Willmarth and Lu,

1972). The threshold level (H) is determined using the equation recommended by Com te-

Bellor et al. (1978) , i. e.:

H =:(.uv}1fu'v'. (3. 14)

The procedure used to calculate the ejectio n and burst frequencies is summari zed

as follow:

( I) ejecti ons are detected if l uvl/u'v' <:: H;

(2) the time between two conse cutive detec ted ejec tions (T~) is calculated;
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(3) the duration of each detected ejection is calculated, and the averag e (T~) is

obtain ed;

(4) all detected ejections for which T. ::;T~ are removed ;

(5) the max imum T. ( t.....) is calc ulated by comparing the probability distribution

of T. to the exponential distribution ;

(6) the detected eject ions with T. S t ..... are grouped into a single burst;

(7) the number of bursts (Nh) within the sampling time (T,) is calculated to obtain

the burs tmg frequency (iB) , i.e.fB - Nhl T•.

Figure 3.2.6 shows a typieal streamwise and wall-no rmal veloc ity flucruation and

the corresponding Reynolds stress at r " .. 14 obtained from x-wiremeasurement for a

sampling time (T,) of lOs at a sampling frequency C/.) of 4 kHz. Only 11100 of the total

samples is shown in the figure for clarity . In Fig. 3.2.7, the contributions of the first,

second , third and fourth quadrants of (-IIV) signal to the Reynolds stress are shown,

togethe r with the threshold line (Eq. 3. 14). For the second quadrant « -IIVn), it is obvious

that there are four significant spikes and one less intense spike higher than the threshold

line. After applying the detection criterion (Eq. 3. 14), Fig. 3.2 .8 is obtained , which shows

five detectio n functions equal to unity. Applyi ng the detecti on function to the whole

domain of the sampling time, one can obta in the time interval between two consecutive

ejections (T.), and then obtain its average (T....).

The duration of each ejection is calculated by taking the difference between the

start and end times of the ejec tion. The mean ejec tion duration (Ta) is calculated for the

whole samp ling period, and it is assumed that all ejections with a period less than T«are

false signals . Figure 3.2.9 shows the histogram of the distribution of time between two
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consec utive ejections, T.. at y. = 14 for T,,;:O: To. The exponential density function is also

shown in the figure for comparison.

According to Bogard and Tiederman (1986) , ejections with separation time less

than f-. can be grouped into a single burst event , where f ..... is determined as follows:

The probability distribution of T. is plotted as shown in Fig. 3.2.10 together with the

exponentia l distribution function (straight line). The average duration of each ejection

(To) and the average period between ejections (T"...) are used to normalize T" in the

exponentia l function. The deviation from the exponential function is then chosen as the

location of the f ..... . From Fig. 3.2. 10, it can be seen that the deviation of the probability

distribution of T. from the exponentia l distribut ion lakes place at [1- exp(.(T"~ To)J(T"... 

To)] ""0.8, and the correspo nding value of T..... is approximately 0.05s. The complete

results of the sweep and ejection processes and the corres ponding bursting frequency (fB)

are presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 for the smooth- and grooved-walls.

So far only the second quadrant contribution to the Reynolds stress has been

described ; contributions to the Reynolds stress are also made by the first, third , and fourth

quadrants. The first quadrant «UV)I) is associated with both positive streemwise (-t-u) and

wall-normal (+v) velocity fluctuat ions, the third quadrant (uv» ) with both negative

srreamwise (-u) and wall-normal (-v) velocity fluctuations, while the fourth quadran t

«- UV)4), is assoc iated with positive streamw ise (-t-u) and negat ive wall-normal (-v)

velocity fluctuations. The fourth quadrant is referred to as the sweep by Wallace et al.

( 1912) and Willmarth and Lu (1912), while the first and third quadrants are referred to as

outward interactio n and wall-ward interaction. From Fig. 3.2.7, it is clear that the

contribution of (-UV)4 to the total Reynolds stress is comparable 10 the contrib ution of
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(-UI')2, while the contributions of (uv)\ and (uv)J to the total (-uv) are much less than those

from (-uvn or (-UV)4. Table 3.1 shows relative contributions of (uv)l. (-UV)2, (uv)), and

(-UV)4 to the total Reynolds stress «-uv ») at a particular x-location at y ' = 14. The two

"positive stress producing motions" (Wallace et al., 1972), (-UV)2 and ( -UV)4, contribute

more than 100 perce nt to the total Reynolds stress (-uv», while the other two "negative

stress produci ng motions" , (uv)\ and (uv)J, contribu te in the opposite way to the pos itive

stress producing motions to make 100 percent of the tota l Reynolds stress.

Table 3.1 Relat ive contributions of (UV)l, (-UV)2, (UV)3, and (-UV)4 10 the total
Reynolds stress «-uV» . Re= 1000.

Variab le Symbo l Magnit ude Percentage of the total

(ml/s2) Reynolds stress (-(uv»

Tota l Reynolds (-uv) 0.004787 100.0
stress

Quadrant I (uv) . or g. -0.000 743 -15.5

Quadrant 2 ( -UV)20r q2 0.003719 77.7

Quadrant 3 (uv)J or qJ -0.00 1183 -24.7

Quadrant 4 ( -UV)40r q4 0.002994 62.5

The decomposition of the Reynolds stress into the four quadrants, i.e. (uv)l,

(-uvn , (UV)l , and (-UV)4, are written as qs. q2, qJ and q4, with the corresponding

normalized values by inner variable (u r) denoted as q\ +. Q2+. qJ+ and q / . Figure 3.2.11

shows the distributions of the stress producing motions across a typical boundary layer at

a particular streemwise location, where the individual stress producing motion is

normalized by the local friction velocit y, u-: It can be seen that there are non-negligible

contrib utions from the two negative stress producing motions to the total Reynol ds stress

across the layer .
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3.3 Experimental Uncer tainties

All measure ment uncertainties are analyzed based on the method outlined by

Yavuzkurt (1984), Moffat (1982) and Co leman and Steele (1989). The deta ils of the

method and some numerical exam ples of the experimen tal uncertainties are presented in

Appendix C. The uncertainties are calculated at 95% confidence and presented relative to

the local values in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 . Experi mental uncertainties

Flow variable Uncertainty(%)

Ro -lOOO Ro-3000

MClin velocity (U): - Outer region 1.7 1.7

• Wall-region 8.7 2.1

Strearnwise turbulence intensity (u ' ):

-Outer region 1.7 1.7

• Wall-region 8.7 2.1

Wall-nonnal turbulence intensity o'»
- Duter region 7.0 .v,'
- Wall-region 9.8 .v,'

Reyno lds stress ({-uv»

- Outer region 10.4 .v,'
-Wall-region 14.6 .v,'

Boundary layer thickness (0 ) 0.6 0.3

Wall-distanc e(v)

- Outer region 0.2 0.2

-Wall-region 63 14.9

Skin friction coeffic ient (Cf ) 11.2 15.4

, No Xcwire measurements were taken at Rg= 3000 .
•Obta ined from the slope of U at the wall.
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Fig. 3.1. la Wind tunnel with its component s.

Fig. 3.1. l b Detailed test sect ion.
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I
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See Fig. 1.3 for details

Fig. ), I . Ie A schematic diagram of the test-plate showing a single transverse groove .

t T

Pilo l tube

H

S ia l ic pressu re
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1 5 0 mm
Presion l ub e

d (1. 46 - 5.54)m m

e s t- pta te

Fig. 3.1.2 Preston tube arrangement. H is the total pressure from Presion tube , L is the
static pressure from static hole of the Pitot-s tatic rube, and Tis the stagnation
pressure from the Pitot-statictube.
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Fig. 3.1.3 Data Acquisition System
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Fig . 3.2,2 Uncorre cted mean velocity on the smooth-wall flate plate. 0, Ro '" 9CHJ; D, '"
1000; o, '" 2500 ; A, = 3100; x, '" 4000 ; *, ; 4200 . - - - -, DNS data (Spalan,
1988).
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Fig. 3.2.3 Uncorrected ncar-wall mean velocity profile s. o. Ro .. 900; 0 , =c 1000; 0 , eo

2500; 6.,= 3100; x , = 4000; *, = 4200. _ . lf =y' ; . _. -. DNS data
(Spalart , 1988).
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Fig. 3.2.4 Corrected near-wall mean veloc ity profile s. O. R(I = 900; D, = 1000; 0, 
2500; a, : 3100; x, = 4000; *.= 4200. _ , if = y' ; . - " , DNS data
(Spalart, 1988).
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Chapter 4

Smooth-Wall Turbulent Boundary Layer

Results

The initial set of experiments was performed on a turbulent boundary layer over a

smooth-wall . This provides a baseline data set against which the turbulent boundary layer

over the differe nt grooves can be compared. The smooth-wall experiments were also

intended to provide some basic measurements to validate the experimental techniques by

comparing the experimental data with DNS data . One emphasis of the smooth-wall

experi ments was 10 examine several different techniq ues 10 estimate the wall shear stress

(r ,..). The experiments were performed at freestream velocities of 2.0 and 5.5mJs,

corres ponding to Roin the range !OOO to 1900 at the lower velocity, and 3000 10 4200 at

the higher velocity. Experimenta l conditions and flow parameters are provided in Table

4.1. At both RIJ,the SUllie pressure variation along the test section is negligibly small,

with (p - pnYO.5{(,Unl < 4%, where po is the reference static pressure at the location

2500rnm downstream of the trip (Fig. 4.1). At Un'" 2.0m/s, ovaries from 75mm atxllio '"
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0.013 to 130mm at xl& = 27, while at Vfj= 5.5m1s, it varies from 65nun at xl& = 0.013 to

105nun at xl& - 27. The momentum thickness (0) varies from 7.6mm to 15nun at VII=

2.OmIs, while at U(J= 5.5m1s, it varies from 7.5nun to 12mm at the same xl&-range.

Results are presented for the distribution of the friction velocity (u ,) and skin friction

coefficient (eft along the wall. The mean velocity (U), turbulence intensit ies (u' and v'),

Reynolds stress «-uv», turbulent energy spectra, sweep and eject ion event s, and bursting

frequency are also presented. In general, the present smooth-wall results arc in good

agreement with previous measurements and D~S data.

Table 4.1 Experi mental conditions and flow parameters

. uratxl& - -1.0. . defined at UIU(J- 0.99. Tn. Oatxl&i-- 1.0
f : Typical air temperature with ±2°C. n ±l% with temperat ure changes.

Uf/(mls)

2.0 5.5

R, (1.0 - 1.7) >:104 (2.3-3.7) >:104

R, (0.9 1.9) x 10 (2.7 4.2) >:10

u,(mls)' 0.0980 0.238

&i(m)'" 0.075 0.065

llJ(m)m OJXl76 0.0075

T(C) 20 20

l'(m2/s) § ~ 1.51 >:10· 1.51 >:10·

,. n.

4.1 Wall Shear St ress (T...)

The wall shear stress ( rw) on a smooth-wall turbu lent boundary layer can be

measured using either direct or indirect techniques. An example of a direct technique is

the use of floating element s, which provides a direct reading of the 'loc al' wall shear
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stress . One disadva ntage of this techniq ue, however, is that a slight misa lignment of the

sensor surface will result in a large error . In additi on, the presence of the gap around the

sen sing element create s difficulties with the measure ments (Hanratty and Campb ell,

1983). There are several indirect e, meas urement techniques, including the Clauser-ebert

technique, power -law technique, slope o f the mean velocity at the wall «dUldy )y-Q), and

Preston tube measuremen ts.

The Clause r-chari (log- law) technique can be used reliabl y 10 estimate walt shea r

stress (1'...) at higher RIJ. The use of this technique at low Reynolds numbers, however, is

more tenuous . Both DNS (Spalart , 1988) and experimental (Ching et al., 1995a) data

indicate that the log region is very narrow at low RIJ. The power -law technique can

provide a good estimate of f w in low Reynolds numbers (R~ $ 2000, see for example ,

Djenid i et al., 1997). At low Reynolds numbers, the power-law represen ts the mean

velocity in the overlap region accuratel y. The wall shear stress ( f...) can also be estimated

from (d Uldy)y_o. There are several difficulti es, however , associated with this method as

described in Sec tion 3.2. At the higher RIJ, rw was also estimated using a Presion tube.

This method was not feasible at the lower Ro.because the differential pressure transducer

available was out of range. For this ROo the dynami c pressure ratio (_ 0.5 pU~ /O.5pU;)

ncar the wall is of the same order as the minimum reading of the differen tial pressure

transdu cer.

Measurements of wall shear stress (rw) over rough-walls are more difficult to

obta in than over smooth-walls. For examp le, separation bubbles may occur in boundary

layers over rough-walls. Also, turbu lent boundary layers over rough-wall s may not be in

an equilibrium condition. Therefore, the use of log-law, power-law, and Preston tube
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techniques to est imate r...over rough-walls is less appropriate than the use of (dUldy)y-(!.

A pitfall of estimating t,.. from (dUldy)y-(! using HWA measurements is the wall

conduction problem, which creates a spurious increase in U as the wall is approached.

Hence, the mean velocity (U) must be corrected before estimating T",using the (dUldy)y-(!

technique. The wall conduction correction parameters were obtained from the smooth-

wall measurements, where 'valid' values of T.. were deduced from the log-law technique.

Details of the procedure were presented in chapter 3, and the validity of estimating T",

using the (dUldy'JrfJtechnique over a smooth-wall is confirmed by comparing T.. obta ined

from the power-law technique and Preston tube measuremen ts. The correction factor due

to the wall conduction effect obtained in the smooth-wall measurements is then assumed

to be valid for the grooved-wa ll turbulent boundary layer.

Before presen ting results for Cf from the four methods (log-law, power-law,

(dUldy}y=Q and Preston tube measurement) , the Preston tube measurements arc analyzed

in some details. Similar to the log-law technique. the validity of estimating T.. in turbulent

boundary layers using Preston tube measurements relies on the existence of the log

region. The tube diameter , therefore, must be small enough to be complete ly submerged

within the log region of the layer, however, the tube diameter must be large enough so

that the available equipment can measure 6p accurately. Therefore, there should be a

range of tube sizes for which the Preston tube technique can be used effectively to

estimate T", for given flow conditions. The main difficulty of this technique is obtaining

the most appropriate ca libration equation for the given tube diameter. Preston ( 1954)

suggested a non-dimensional relationship between 6p and r.. (Eq. 3.11). He then

proposed the following calibration equatio n:
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y. = 0.875x· - 1.396, (4.1)

for 4.1 :>x· s 6.5. Since then, several different calibration equations for Preston rubes

have been proposed (Smith and Walker , 1958; Patel, 1965; Bechert, 1995). A summary

of several calibration equations is provided by McAllister et al. (1982). In a preliminary

study of t.. measurements using the Preston tube technique, severa l tubes with different

outside diameters were used to estimate r,. on a smooth -wall turbulent boundary layer .

The calibration equations of Patel (Eq. 3.12) and Bechert (Eq. 3.13) were used to

calcu late t oo. It was found that there was a significant effect of the tube diameter on the

calcu lated TOO' obtained from either equation . Hence, depend ence of the results on the tube

diameter was furthe r invest igated .

Preston tubes with five different outside diameter s (1.46 , 1.82, 123, 4.76 and

5.54m m) were used to investigate the effect of the tube diameter on existing calibra tion

curves. The free stream velocity was kept cons tant at 5.5m1s, and the measurements were

madc at fourteen streamwise locations, corresponding to R(} in the range 2800 to 4100 .

The ratios of tube diameter (d) to the boundary layer thickness (b) are 0.022, 0.027,

0.048, 0.071 and 0.082 . In terms of wall units (a "" dut/V" the tube diameters are 21.6 ,

26.9, 47.9,70.5 and 82.1 (see Table 4.2).

Skin friction coeffi cients (Cfi obtained from the five different tubes using the

calibrat ions of Patel (1965 ) and Becherr (1995) are compared in Fig. 4.1.1. For the

smaller diameter tubes (a "" 21.6 and 26.9), Cfvalues from Bechert's equation are less

than Patel' s, while for the larger diameter tubes, Bechert' s calibration yields larger values

than those obtained from Patel's calibration. The maximum difference in Cfobtained
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from the two calibrations is approximately 6.7 percent and occurs for d'"= 82.1. The Cf

values from the two calibration equations are almost equal for d'"= 47.9, with an average

difference of approximately 0.09 percent. Table 4.3 shows the average of the maximum

difference in Ctobtained from Patel's and Bechcn's calibration equations for the

different diameter tubes.

Table 4 .2. Average difference in c- obtainec from Patel's and Bechert's
calibration equations.

Tube diameter, d (mm) d/8 durlv Average difference in CJ{%)

1.46 0.022 21.6 3.16

1.82 0.027 26.9 3.35

3.23 0.048 47.9 -0.09

4.76 0.071 70.5 -6.44

5.54 0.082 82.1 -6.69

For comparison with the Preston tube measurements, reference T", values are

obtained from the log-law technique. The log-law line represents the mean velocity (U)

well into the overlap region for Ro :?:2500, and for the smooth-wall case, T", can be

deduced from this technique accurately. The U profiles at nine streamwise locations are

shown in Fig. 4.1.2, and the r",values obtained from this technique are hereafter referred

to as the " log-law" data.

The Cf distribution from the five different tubes using Bechert's calibration is

shown in Fig. 4. 1.3 together with the "log-law" data. While the trend of the Cf

distribution from the five tubes is similar, they all decrease more rapidly with strearnwise
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distance than the "log-law" data. The maximum deviation from the "log-law" data occurs

at the last streamwise location for the 1.46mm diameter tube, and is approximately 13

percent. At any given streamwise location, there is a significant difference in the

estimated value of Cf from the five different tubes. In general, Bechcrt's (1995)

calibration equation gives a larger value of Cf for a larger tube diameter. The average

difference in Cfmeasured from the largest and the smallest tubes is approximately 17.7

percent (see Table 4.3).

Table 4.3. Average of the maximum difference in c.meesureo from the
largest and the smallest lubes (see Figs. 4.1.3, 4.1.4, and 4.1.6).

Calibration equation t.r", ,,,,,,, or t.Cfi ""'" (%)

Bechert 17.7 1

Patel 8.04

Present 5.30

The distribution of Cf for the five tubes obtained from Patel's (1965) calibration

equation is shown in Fig. 4.1.4. The maximum difference in Cfmeasured from the largest

and the smallest tubes in this case is approximately 8 percent (see Table 4.3). In general,

Patel's calibration equation is less sensitive to the tube diameter than Bechert's

calibration equation. In this case, Cfalso decreases more rapidly than the "log-law" data.

Bechen's calibration equation, however, is simpler to use since it uses a single equation

for a wide range of t.p' (-t.pci/(py l» instead of three different equations based on

difTerentl\p' used by Patel,see section 3.2

A new calibration equation was obtained using the present measurements to

overcome the tube diameter dependence of Patel's and Bechert 's calibration equations.
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The calibration equation is obtained by fitting the experimental data to the "log-law"

data. The calibration equation consists of three non-dimensional parameters : I:v/, r+, and

R•.a.where!:>p+ and l are as defined in Eq. (3.13), andR.....• UQdl v. The inclusion of

the Reynolds number (R .",) makes the calibration equation less sensitive to the tube

diameter. The new calibration equation is given by:

~~~:;~,: ~ ~ 0.767In(1og,o[!:>P' ]) + 0.0097, (4.2)

and is valid in the range 3.6 < x· < 5.3 (or 1.8 x 104 < !:>p+ < 7.6 x 1O~) for tubes in the

range 20 < et -c 82 or 0.02 < dl.5 < 0.08. The fit of the data to the calibration equation is

shown in Fig. 4.1.5. The srrearnwise distribution of Cfu~ing the new calibration equation

is shown in Fig. 4.1.6, and the average of the maximum scatter of the measured Cf is

reduced to approximately 5.3 percent. The U profiles at Rs = 3 100 normalized with lh

from the different diameter tubes using the present calibration equation are in good

agreement in the overlap region to the "log-law" line (Fig. 4.1.7).

Briefly, both Bechen's and Patel' s calibration equations are sensitive to the tube

diameter, with Patel's calibration being less dependent on the lube diameter. A new

calibration equation has been obtained empirically which is less dependent on the lube

diameters than previous calibration curves. The maximum difference in the T",

measurements from the different tubes using Bechert's , Patel's, and present calibrations

are approximately 17.7,8.0, and 5.3 percent, respectively (Table 4.3).

The Cf distributions obtained from the power-law, (dUldy)~ and the log-law

techniques at RfJ= 1000 are shown in Fig. 4.1.8. In general, the Cf obtained from the
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three different techniques are in good agreement, although the Cf obtained from the

power-law technique overpredicts the log-law and the (dUldy)y-O techniques by

approximately 3 percent beyond xliio "" 9.0. The Cf distribution obtained from the

(dUldy)y-O, log-law and Preston-tube techniques at R, = 3000 is shown in Fig. 4. 1.9. The

results from the three techniques are well within ±3 percent. The power-law, log-law and

Preston tube techniques may not be appropriate to estimate u, just downstream of the

groove since the boundary layer is not in equilibrium. The (dUldy)y-{)technique, on the

other hand, is more appropriate in this case if the effect of wall conduction on U can be

eliminated. As the Cf in the smooth-wall measurements can be estimated reliably from

the log-law, power-law and Preston rube measurements, a near-wall correction factor has

been sought to correct the grooved-wall U. The grooved-wall Cf is then obtained from the

(dUldy)y_Qtechnique applied to the corrected U in the laminar sub-layer region. Unless

otherwise stated, the u, estimated from (dUldy)~{] is used as the normalizing parameter in

this thesis, for both the smooth- and grooved-wall boundary layers.

4.2 Mean Velocity Profiles ( U)

The normalized mean velocity profiles are presented in Fig. 4.2.1. The

experimental profiles at the lower Hoare in good agreement with the DNS data (Spalart,

1988). Very close to the wall, the experimental data deviates from the DNS data due to

the wall conduction effect, and uncertainty of the spatial location of the probe {Djenidi er

al. 1997). In the wake region, a small deviation of the experimental data from the D~S

data is discernible due 10 the difference in the Reynolds number. The if profiles at the

higher No agree well with the DNS profile (R , = 1410) up to y+"" 250, and then deviate
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from the ONS data due to the difference in Reynolds number. The if profiles obtained

from LOY (Oegraffand Eaton, 2(00) at Ro= 2900 and from HWA (Purte ll et al., 1981)

at Ro= 1840 are also in good agreement with the present data except very close to the

wall and at the outermost region (fig. 4.2 .1). The ir at the lower Ro is com pared with

the ONS data (Spalart , 1988) and the power -law distribution in fig. 4 .2.2 . It can be seen

from this figure that the power- law closely describes the velocity profile, except in the

region close to the wall (y+S 30).

The oute r layer similarity is verified by nonnal izing U with the freestream

velocity (V o) and plotting againsty/cHor five represent ative .r-locations (Fig. 4.2.3). For

both R9, there is good collapse of the profiles . The 1/61h power-law curve represents the

profiles we ll for eithe r Rtl in most of the layer. The curve collapses well with the profiles

at Ro= IOOO in the range 0.05 s yl l5:S: 1.0 and in the range 0.02 :s:y/ l5:S: 1.0 for RtI= 3000.

Clauser (1956) used the friction velocity , u" to nondimcnsionalize a family of

turbule nt boundary layer profiles. When (Uo- U)lu , was used as the ordina te, the profiles

which origina lly depended on Reyno lds number and surface roughness, colla psed into a

single profile. In mathematical fonn , this can be expressed as

o - u (yl I (yl.::.-..::..l!.= g _ = - In - +E ,
u, 15 I( 15

(4.3)

and is called the velocity-defect law. f or a turbulent boundary layer under zero pressure

gradient, the velocity defect (V - Vo)/u , is solely a function of y/8 . The velocity-def~t

law, Bq. (4.3), is plotted in Fig. 4.2.4. The plot shows a logarithmic behavior in the

overla p region with the same slope as V ' . The value of j-intercept (E) is chosen so that
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Eq. (4.3) matches well with experimental data in the overlap region. For the present

smooth-wall measurements, E = -1.8 and -2.5 at Ro= 1000 and 3000, respectively.

4.3 Turbulence Measurem ents

4.3.1StreQmwi.~e Turbulence Inten.~ity (u ')

The u'" profiles along the streamwise direction for the smooth-wall at both Roare

shown in Fig. 4.3.1 together with the DNS data from Spalart (1988). Although there is

some experimental scatter in the data, the 1/" profiles are similar to the DNS profile. The

smooth-wall data from Purtell er al. (1981) and LDV data from DcGraaff and Eaton

(2000) at similar Reynolds numbers lire also shown for comparison. There is a good

collapse of the profiles in the regiony' :$30 at either R(J. Moreover, the peak value of 1/ '"

(II"'"",,) occurs at v" '" 14 with u··...... '" 2.7, which is in agreement with the DNS data. In

the region close to the wall (y' s 3), the uncertainty of the probe distance from the wall is

highlighted, because of the log scale used for the abscissa. At the lower ROo the difference

in Robetween the experimental and DNS data (Ro= 1410) is reflected in the region y ' ~

30. At this Ro range. the present data are, however. in good agreement with data from

Purtell et al. up to y" '" 200, with the difference in Ro highlighted in the outer region (y' ~

200). At the higher ROo the present data show a good collapse with data from DeGraff and

Eaton up to y ' '" 400. The rightward shift of the experimental data for y ' ~ 200 compared

to the DNS data is due to the higher Ro( Peny and Abbel, 1975; Purtell et al., 1981).
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4.3.1 Wall·Normal Turbulence Intensity (v')

The wall-normal turbulence intensity profiles on the smooth-wall are presented in

Fig. 4.3.2 for five representative .r-locations. Only the data at the lower R()are presented

due to the limitation of the spatial resolution of the probe. The LOV data of DeGraalTand

Eaton (2000), Djenidi et al. (1999) and ONS data (Spalart, 1988) are also presented for

comparison, Within a majo r portion of the layer, the present data are lower than the ONS

data, and also from the experimental data of DeGraalT and Eaton, and Djenidi et al. The

peak values of v" are approximately 90 percent of the DNS data. HOI-wire data from

Roach and Brierley (R() = 1431) (see Fernholz and Finley, 1996) also exhibited the

maximum value for v" of 90 percent of the ONS data of Spalart. There are several

difficulties in measuring v" using x-wires . The wire separation and physical length of

each sensor are important parameters for accurate measurements (Zhu and Antonia, 1995;

Ligrani and Bradshaw, 1987; Elsner et al., 1993). The x-wire measurements of Antonia

et al. (1995) for (v" )""" were approximately 76 percent of the DNS data. The attenuation

in v+ is probably due to the angle of the instantaneous velocity vector exceeding the

effective angle of the wire.

4.3.3 Reynolds Stress « -uv»

The Reynolds stress «-uv}/(Uo/) profiles along the streamwise direction for the

smooth-wall at the lower R()(R8 = 950,1050 and 1250) are shown in Fig. 4.3.3 along

with the profile from KlebanolT(1955). The present data at the three Reynolds numbers

collapse fairly well in the outer region (ylo "2 0.2), but they exhibit more scatter in the

region ylB 5 0.2. The scatter in the (-uv}/(Uo)2data in the region yl B s 0.2 is more severe
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than the data scatter for u' and v ' (Figs. 4 ,3.1 and 4.3.2). In general there is a good

collapse between the present (. uv)/(Uol profiles with that of KlebanolT( 1955), except in

the region ylli :S 0.04. The decrease in (. uv)/(Ud as the wall is approached was also

observed by Roach and Brierley (see Fernholz and Finley, 1996) at similar Re. The

decrease in (. uv)/(UO)2 in the wall region, however , was not observed by KlcbanolT

(1955).

4.3.4 Turbulence Energy Spe ctra (E(k.»)

The energy spectra of the streamwise velocity fluctuations (u1 at dilTerent

locations in the layer are presented in Figs. 4.3.4 and 4.3.5. Following the method of

KlebanolT (1955), the energy spectrum (EI(k.)1 (u12) is plotted against the wave number

kl ttl is the one dimensional wave number defined as 21ljlU. where f and U are frequency

and local mean velocity , respectively). The energy spectrum is defined as (Hinze, 1975)

so that

E,(k,)=-"-E,(r),

"
(4.4)

(4.5)

The spectra of u' are spread out over approximately two decades in wave number

at the lower Ro. and approximately three decades at the higher Re. The energy at the

lower wave number decreases as the wall is approached, because the energy containing

eddies are larger at the lower wave number (i.e. lower frequency) than eddies at the
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higher wave number. As the wall is approached, the large eddy motions are damped,

resulting in a lower energy in the large eddies at distances closer to the wall.

The energy spectrum of the wall-normal velocity fluctuations (v? on the smooth

wall is presented in Fig. 4.3.6. The spectra of v' are spread out over three decades in both

wave number and energy level at this RIJ. Similar to the u'spectrum, the energy level for

the vspectrum at the tower wave number also decreases as the wall is approached. In the

proximity of the wall, the turbulent eddies with higher wave numbers contain more

energy than the turbulent eddies at locations remote from the wall. From Figs. 4.3.4 to

4.3.6, it can be concluded that in the near-wall region the turbulent eddies with higher

wave numbers contain more energy, while at distances away from the wall, the eddies

with lower wave numbers contain more energy. The -5f3 and -I-slopes are also shown in

Figs. 4.3.4 to 4.3.6 for comparison. The most dominant energy-containing eddies closely

follow the - l-slope rather than the -513-slope. The -S/3-slope is most likely for high

Reynolds number turbulent flows where the extent of the inertial range is wider than that

in low Reynolds number flows. The Reynolds numbers for the present study is relatively

low, and it is not surprising that the spectra follow the -l -slope.

4.4 Sweep and Ejection Events and Bursting Frequency

The method used to calculate the sweep and ejection events and the bursting

frequency was described in Section 3.2.4. Figures 4.4.la and 4.4.1b show the distribution

of the ejection (ql +) and sweep (q4+) events across the layer for the smooth-wall turbulent

boundary layers. The distribution of the outward interaction (ql ") and wall-ward

interaction (qJ"] across the layer are also shown in the figures. The data were taken at
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seve ral streamwise locations that cover Ro from 900 to 1900. All quadran ts contri buting

to the Reynolds stress (q l +to q4+) show self-similari ty in the inner region (V' ~ 100 ory/o

~ 0.2) within the Rorange of this study. In the region y+~ 200 (or ylo~ 0.4), on the other

hand, the Reynolds number effect onql+ to q4+ is apparent in Figs. 4.4. 1a and 4.4.lb. This

effect is reflected by the rightward shift in the ql + to q4+ profile s at the two highest Ro(Ro

= 1400 and 19(0) in that regio n.

Figure 4.4 .2 shows the downstream distribution of the maxim um time dura tion

(r""",) during which a single ejection or a group of ejec tions can be conside red as one

burst on the smooth-wall turbulen t bounda ry layer. The correspo nding ratio between the

mean duration of ejectio ns to the average time between two consecutive eject ions

( T,jT~.",) and the normalized burstin g frequency V/) is also shown in the figure . The

value of T..... is nearly constant at 0.05 seconds (Table 4.4 ). The T,jT..... ratio is also

pract ically constant along the streamw ise direc tion with an average of approximately 0 .1.

The /0 is calcu lated using the second quadrant method as described by Bogard and

Tiedennan (1986), and is obtained at y ' '" 14 . The burst ing frequency (/0) is normalized

using inner variables (vand u,), i.e.fs += / o l-f(ui. The value of/ / is nearly constant at

0 .011 in the present smooth-wall study. The threshold level, calculated from Eq. (3. 14), is

practically constant at approx imate ly 0.9 with a standard deviat ion of 0.05 .

The formation of bursts can also be expressed in terms of the average time

between bursts ( r; ). In Tab le 4.5, the normalized averag e time between bursts (r; ' )of

the present study (R&= 10000; Ro = WOO) for the smooth-wall is compare d with result s

of prev ious studies (Bogard and Tiedenn an, 1986; Luchik and Tiedenn an, 1987; Kim and

Spalart , 1987; Rao et al., 1971; Kim et al., 1971). The r;+in the studies of Bogard and
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Tiederman, Luchik and Tiederman, and Kim and Spalart were obtained from the second

quadrant (uvh) analysis, and hence provides a good reference to validate the present

results. Although the studies of Rao et al. and Kim et al. used a different method from

that used in the present study to estimate T;+(they used the visual counting method), the

results compare favorably. The present T';;+is in good agreement with the result of

Luchik and Tiedennan, but less than the result of Bogard and Tiederman, and greater

than the result of Kim and Spalart. The difference in T w between the present result and

the results of Bogard and Tiederman and Kim and Spalart may be associated with the

difference in the Reynolds numbers used in the experiments.

Table 4.4. Recorded smooth-wall burst data. y+= 14, Vo =2.0m/s.
Sampling time: 10 seconds.

.r Imm H T.,m(s) To (s) '-' B(S' ) r/ r.;
1 0,9155 0.03049 0.002966 0.04697 6.8 0.09728

10 0.9227 0.03294 0.003467 0.05267 6.5 0.10525
40 0.9 110 0.03167 0.003105 0.0535 1 6.2 0.09804
70 0.9704 0.032 11 0.003285 0.05139 6.6 0.10230

100 0.8903 0.02926 0.003043 0.04804 6.3 0.10400
140 0.9383 0.03214 0.003189 0,05039 6.6 0.09922
250 0.9270 0.03049 0.002880 0.04908 6.6 0.09446
500 0.949 1 0.03178 0.003364 0.04736 7.0 0.10585
700 0.8200 0.03206 0.002993 0.04919 5.5 0.09336

1000 0.8370 0.03 180 0.002995 0.05240 6.3 0.094 18
1400 0.8297 0.03141 0.003130 0.04933 6.7 0 ,09965
2000 0.8859 0.03359 0.003190 0.04999 6.8 0.0949 7

4.5 Summary

The characteristics of a turbulent boundary layer on the smooth-wall were

investigated experimentally . The experiments were performed to obtain a baseline data
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set for comparison with the turbulent boundary layers over the grooved-walls. The

smooth-wall experiments were also intended to validat e the method s o f analysis used in

the presen t study through comparison with the existing litera ture. The mean quantities,

including the streamwise mean velocity (lJ) and wa ll shear stress ( r...I, compare favorab ly

with the literature. Moreover. the turbulence intensities (u' and v'), Reynolds stress « -uv»

and turbulent energy spectra are also in good agreement with the literature. The near-wa ll

turbulen t burst analysi s also shows consistent results with previous studies. Finally, a new

correl ation for Presto n tube calibra tion has been obtained empirically . The new

calibratio n corre lation is less dependent on the tube diameter than the calibration curves

from Patel (196 5)and Bechert (1995).

Table 4.5. The normalized average time between bursts ( ~' '" T;u; I v )

r: Reynolds number Note

Bogard and Tiederman 14. Re~ """U..,hl v """ S200 Channel flow
(1986)

R,'" osetv » 420

Luchik and Tiederman 9. 9400 s; Re~ s 17800 Channel flow
1987

Kim and Spalart(1987) 6. 300 s R, ~ 1400 Boundary layer flow

Raoetal. (I9 71) 71 R, = 1000 Boundary layer flow

Kim et a1.(1971) 118 R, - 1100 Boundary layer flow

Present study 88 R6"""10000; Ro = 1000 Bound ary layer flow
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Fig. 4.1.4 Skin friction coefficient distribution obtained from Patel's calibration equation.
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Fig. 4. 1.7 Mean velocity profiles normal ized using u, obtained from the present
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Fig. 4 .3.1 Strea rnwise turbulence intensity profiles over a smooth -wall. Symbo ls: 0, R~

'" 1030; 0 , 1250; ~, 3200; 0 , 4200; *.Purtell ee. al (1981), R~ '"' 1840; x,
DeGraaff and Eaton (2000), Ro= 2900; - , DNS [Spalart, 1988), RIJ" 1410.
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Fig. 4.3.2 Wa ll-nonn al turbulence intensity pro files over a smooth -wa ll. Symbol s: 0, RI}
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Fig. 4.4. la Distribution of the first and second quadrants (ql' and Q2') within the smooth
wall turbulent boundary layer. 0 , Ro= 900; <>, Ro" 950; ~R(I " 1050;
x , Rf}= 1400; O. Ro o< 1900. Lower gra phs: q l+; uppe r graphs: q2".

Fig. 4.4. 1b Distribution of the third and fourth quadrants (qJ' and q4~) within the smooth
wa ll turbu lent boundary layer. Symbols are as in Fig. 4.4. la.
Lo wer graphs : Q3' ; up pe r gra phs: Q4'
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Chapter 5

Results and Discussion: Effect of Groove

Size

In this chapter, the experimental resu lts of the turbulent boundary layer over the

transverse square groove (SQ) , semicircular base groove (sq , and triangular groove

(TR) are presented and discussed, In sections S.l to 5,3, results from the different shaped

grooves with the three different sizes are presented. In section 5.4, the results are

discussed and summarized. The skin friction coefficie nt (Cj), mean velocity (U) and the

growth of the internal layer (d,) downstream of the grooves are presented. The

streamwise and wall-normal turbu lence intensities (u' and v?, Reynolds stress «-uv »),

turbulence energy spectra (E(k l ) ) , sweep and ejection events and bursting frequency are

also discussed . The emphas is in this chapter is on the effect of the groove size on the

turbulence parameters . The effects of the three different shaped grooves are compared in

the next chapter. The results over the grooved-wa ll are compared to the results from the
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correspo nding smooth -wall. The prese nt experimenta l condit ions and flow parameters

together with related prev ious studies are given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Experimental conditions and flow parameters

d (mm) Uo(mls ) R, dloo et ~u,dlv dlw

Choi and Fujisawa 10 7.0 1250 0.400 210 1.0
1993 '

I ~Il;~:~sanetal. 5 0.4 1300 0.125 100 1.0

Pearso n et al. 5 0.4 1320 0.170 100 1.0
1997 '

Present study 5 2.0 1000 0.06 7 32 1.0

(SQ-, SC- and TR- IO 2.0 1000 0.133 64 1.0

grooves) 20 2.0 1000 0 .267 128 1.0

5 5.5 3000 0.083 74 1.0

10 5.5 3000 0.167 148 1.0

20 5.5 3000 0.333 296 1.0

, Square grwve experlTnents

• Based on oal SOnun upslream Q(!he groove leading edge

5 .1 Mean Measurements

5./. / Skin Friction Coeffi cient (Cfl

The distributions of (ef - C/.O)/Cf .odownstrea m of the SQ·, SC- and Tk-grooves

for the three differen t groove sizes are shown in Fig. 5.1.1a to 5.Llf, where Cf,O is the

skin friction coefficient on the correspo nding smooth- wall. The effect of all three groo ve

shapes and sizes on Cf is qualitat ively similar at both R(J. At R(J'" 1000, there is an

increase in Cf just downstream of the grooves followed by a decrease in Cf below the
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smooth-wall value in the range I :>; x/&is 3. The Cfhas relaxed back to the smooth-wa ll

value at xlou",,4.0 (Figs. 5. l.Ia, 5.l.Ic and 5. 1.1c:). The incre ase in Cf is more

pronounced at RII - 3000 (Figs. 5.1.l b, 5.1. ld and 5.1. 11). For the SQ-groove case. the

maximum increase in Clover the corre sponding smooth -wall value for the 20, 10 and

5mm grooves are approximately 24, 14 and 4 percent at RI) "" 1000 . At RB"" 3000 , the

corres ponding increase for the three sizes are 46, 26 and 10 percent . The local maximum

increase and decrease in Cl for the SQ-, SC- and TR-grooves are presented in Table 5.1.1.

For a given groove shape, a higher d' results in a higher increase in Cf jus t downstream

of the grooves . On average, the maximum CI is increased by approximately three times

as the groo ve size is increased from 5 to 20mm.

The sharp rise in CI ju st downstream of a SQ-groove was also observed by

Pearson et al. (1997) and Elavarasan et al, (1996). Tani (1968), Andreopou lus and Wood

(1982) and Pearson et al. (1998 ) found the same indicat ion of a sharp rise in CI after a

sudden change in surface roughness . The present measurements, however. show a

maximum increase in Cfof only 24 percent for the largest groove (dl& '" 0.3) compared

to 100 percent and 200 percent, respecti vely, in the studies of Elavarasan et a!. (1996) and

Pearson et al. (1997), which were performe d at approximate ly the same R". The d/& of

the present study is considerably larger than that of Elavarasan et aI. and Pearson et al.

The cause of the significant difference in the peak value of C/ of the present study and

those two previous studies is not clear at this stage . The effect of dlOo (and d') on

(Cf - CflJ)/C/.Ois presented in Table 5.1.1 togethe r with the data from Elavarasan et al.

( 1996) and Pearson et al. (1997). It may be conjec tured, that J /& must be larger than 0.1
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(or d'"2: 100) to significan tly affect the inner region of a turbulent boundary layer, and

thus the wall shear stress (r...). The sma ll local reductio n in Cf of about 6 perce nt in the

immediate vicinity of the SQ-groove (for Ro= WOO)is much smaller compared to the

findings of Elava rasan et al. and Pearson et al., which found a reduction of approxim ately

50 percent.

Table 5.1.1. Effect of dl80 and ~ on HC" C,.o)/Ct,o)max and «(C" C,.o)/C',o)min

Squarc groovc experimeras

BasedOJ1oal50mmupslreamoflhegroov eleading edge

H, dl8, et- u, dl v «CrCjJ>)lCj.o)_ ((Cj,Cjp)/CjJ»"""
% %

Pearson et al. 1320 0.170 ' 100 200 -50
1997 '

Elavarasanetal. 1300 0.125 100 100 -50
1996 '

Groove shapes SQ SC TR SQ SC TR

1000 0.067 32 4 12 5 -. -5 -.
0.133 64 14 I . 12 -5 -8 -.
0.267 128 24 22 20 -4 -I I -.

Present study 3000 0.083 74 10 9 9 -5 -8 -2

0.167 148 2. 12 27 -8 -8 -4

0.333 29. 4. 32 27 -II -8 -6

,

For the 20mm SQ- and TR-grooves (Figs. 5.l.Ia and 5. l.Ie), Cfre laxes back to

the corresponding smooth- wall value in an oscillatory manner atRo= 1000 . Pearson et al.

also found this osci llatory relaxation downstream of a square groove. The relaxation of Cf
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is complete at approximately 3~ while Pearson et al. found the relaxation of Cj takes

much longer (12&). For the smaller SQ- and TR-grooves and all the Sc -grocves (Figs.

5. l. la, 5.1.1c and 5,I , le), the oscillatory behavior is absent.

5,1.1 Stream wise Mea" Velod f]'(ll)

Mean velocity profiles at seven representative x-locations nonna lizcd using outer

variables (Vo and b) over the SQ-, SC- and Tjt -grooves at RB = WOO and 3000 are

presented in Figs. 5.1.2a to 5.1.2f. The profiles for the corresponding smooth-wall (with

no groove) are also presented in these figures for comparison. Mean velocity

measurements were also performed farther downstream of the groove up to xl&,,,, 27 for

the three different shaped and sized grooves at both RtJ, Although the profiles are not

shown here, they show good collapse with the corresponding smooth-wall profiles

beyond xl &,,,, 1.867.

At the lower R/j, the effect of the grooves on UlV o is very weak..The VIVoprofiles

downstream of the three groove shapes for d = 10 and 5mm collapse with the smooth

wall profile (Fig. 5.1.2a, 5.1.2c and 5.1.2e). There is a small discernible increase in UlVo

in the region y18!':0.01 for the zommgroove immediately downstream of the SQ-groove

(xl &, = 0.013), with the profiles farther downstream showing good collapse with the

smooth-wall profiles (Fig. 5.1.2a). For me SC-groove, the profile of the 20mm groove

falls below the corresponding smooth-wall profile in the log-region at xl&, = 0.013 (Fig.

5.1.2c). The profiles relax back to the corresponding smooth-wall profiles very quickly.

For the TR-groove, the VIVo profiles also decrease in the buffer region just downstream
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of the 20mm groove, while the profiles are shifted up slightly in the region ylO~ 0.0 I,

before they relax back to the smooth-wall profiles at xl& = 0.267 (Fig. 5.1.2e).

At the higher R@, the effect of the grooves on UfV o is more pronounced (Fig.

5.L2b, S.1.2d and S.1.2t). For the SQ-groove, the effect of the 5mm groove on UfVo is

less significant than the effect of the 10 and 20mm grooves, especia lly at locations closer

to the groove (xl& ~ 0.0 13). An increase in VIVo up to approximately 20 percent for the

SQ-groove with d = 10 and 20mm is discernible in the regionylo ~ 0.01 atxl& ~ 0.013

(Fig. S.1.2b). A decrease in U!VI) in the buffer region is observed for the 20mm groove,

which is absent for the smaller grooves. By xl& '" 1.0, the UlVo profiles have relaxed

back to the smooth-wall profile. For the SC-groove, there is a small increase in WUD from

the smooth-wall profile in the region ylo~ 0.01 at x/& = 0.0 13 due to the 20mm groove .

The effect of the 10 and Smm grooves on VI Vo cannot be different iated and the UIVo

profiles downstrea m of the grooves collapse well with the smooth-wall profiles. A

decrease in WUodownstream of the 20mm SC-groove is discern ible in the region 0.015 S

ylo ::> 0.06 up to xl&!= 0.267 (Fig. S.I.2d )

The UfUI)profiles over the TR-grooves behave slight differently from those over

the SQ- and SC-grooves at the higher R (j.The VIVo profiles ove r the Smrn groove are not

distinguishable from VI Vo profiles on the smooth-wall in the region yl o ~ 0.03 (Fig .

S.1.2t). In the range ylo ::;0.02, however, the WU n profiles for the Smm groove are

shifted down from the smooth-wall profiles up to xlOn= 0.067. On the contrary, the UIVo

profiles for the 10 and 20mm grooves are shifted up slightly in this region with the shift

being larger for the 20mm groove . The downward shift in UIVo for the 20mm groove is
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discern ible in the region 0.02 :5yl <5 s 0.06 up to xl&!= 0. 133. whereas the shift for the 10

and 5mm groo ves is not dear here. Beyond xl& = 0.267, the UlUo profllc s for all sized

grooves collapse well with the smooth-wall profile.

Whi le the mean velocity profiles (VIV o) for the different groove shapes and sizes

indicate that relaxation back to the smooth-wall profiles is complete at x '" 2.0& (Fig.

5.1.2a to 5. 1.2f). the wall shear stress (fwl shows a deviation from the smooth-wall value

up to x '" 3&. This indicates that (dUldy)y-<J. is much more sensitive to the perturbation

since f w is detennined from the (dUldy).,-(). This is in agreement with the suggest ion of

Smits and Wood (1985) that the rel~alion length depends on the order of the statistical

moment of the turbulence quantities. For example, the wall shear stress ('w), which is

deduced from (dUldy)y-<J, should relax slower than the mean velocity (U).

The mean veloc ity profiles normalized using inner variables (u, and v) are shown

in Fig. 5.1.3a to 5.1.3f. The log-law lines for the smooth- wall profiles are also shown in

the figures for comparison. There is a considerable shift of the profiles from the smooth

wall profiles at locations away from the wall, especially for the 20mm groove. At the

lower Ro. the effect of the 5 and IOmm grooves on U' is not significant (Figs. 5.l.3a,

5.1.3c and 5.1.3e) , with the exception of the IOmm SC-groo ve atxl& '" 0. 133 and 0.267.

At these two particular locations, the profiles are shifted down, reflecting an increase in

Cr At Re = 1000, the largest downward shift of U' profiles occurs at x/&J '" 0.267 and

0.067, respectively , for the SQ- and SC-groovc s (Fig. 5.l.3a and 5. l.3e). For the TR

groove (Fig. 5.1.3e). a shift in U' is not as clear as for the SQ- and SC.grooves . because

Clin this case is not much different from the correspond ing smooth-wa ll values. AtRe'"
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3000, the effect of the grooves on if is more significant , with the largest downwar d shift

at x/~ '" 0.013 for all groove shapes with d '" 20mm (Figs. 5.Ub, 5. 1.3d and 5.U£). At

this particu lar x-locaucn. small downward shifts in if due to the IOmm groove for all

shapes are observed , while the effect of the 5mm groove is not significant.

5. 1.1 Internal Layer (d;)

The growth of the internal layer (d;) as a respon se of the turbulent boundary layer

to the presence of the grooves is shown in Figs. 5. I.4a to 5. 1.4f. The d, was determined

using the method of Anton ia and Luxton (197Ia ,b), see Sec tion 3.2.3. The rate of growth

of d, is higher for Ro'" 3000 than that for Ro= 1000. The higher rate of growth of d j at Ro

.. 3000 is a consequenc e of the more pronounced effect o f the groove on the boundary

layer at the higher Ro.where d ' of the groove is more than twice that at the lower Ro (see

Table 5.1.1). For a given groove shape and Ro.the initial rate of growth of d, is a function

of the groove size. The initial rate of growth of d; is very rapid and followed by a much

slower growth rate beyond xl", ,,,0.5.

For all three groove shapes, d; is affected by the groove size (d) at both R().For

example, at the lower Ro.at xl", '" 1.9, d) ", ""0.09, 0.08 and 0.07 5, respectiv ely. for d =

20, 10 and 5mm. At the higher Rofor the SQ-groove , d/~ is appro ximately 0. \2, 0.\ 1

and 0. 10 ford ~ 20, 10 and 5mm, respectivel y, at xl", = 2. At the same .r-location and at

the higher RII> the d/ & for the SC_and Tk- grooves are slightly smaller than that for SQ-

groove, with d)~ approximately 0.1 1, 0.10 and 0.09, respect ively, for d '" 20, 10 and
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5mm, respectively, for both SC- and Tk -grooves. The dependence of d, on d for a given

R@andgrooveshape isconsistentwith lheeffectofthegrooves izeo n Cfand U.

The distribution of the internal layer thickness (d,) of the present study is slightly

different from the results obtained by Elavarasan et al. (1996). Although the normalized

thickness of d, {i.e. dN o) is similar in both studies, the rate of growth of d; is different

(Figs. 5. I.4a and 5.I.4b). The d, in the study of Elavarasan er al. (Ro'" 13(0 ) grows faster

than that for the present study in the region xl&.1:::; 0.1. In the region xl&.1 2': 1.0, however,

the rate of growth of d; is almost similar for both studies. This difference is probably

reflected in the difference in the maximum increase in Cf just downstream of the groove

in the two studies as discussed in section 5.1.1.

5.2 Turbulence Measurements

5.2.1 Streamwise Turbulence Intensity (u ')

The streamwise turbulence intensity (u'IUo) profiles downstream of the different

sized grooves are presented in Figs. 5.2.la to 5.2.1f. At Ro '" 1000, there is an increase in

u'IUo immediately downstream of the SQ-groove (xl&.1 '" 0.013) in the region 0.007 :::;

yl B:::;0.02 (Fig. 5.2.1a). The increase is more pronounced for the larger sized groove. For

the 20mm groove, there is a discernible peak in the region where u'IUo is increased. This

peak is not present at the next measurement location (x/&.1 '" 0.047), as the effect of the

groove on u'lUoweakens as it propagates out in the layer. There is, however, an increase

in u'lUo for all three sized grooves in the region 0.007 :'> y16:'>0.03 at this .r-location. The

increase is still discernible at xl&.1 = 0.067 for the two larger sized grooves, while " 'IUo
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has relaxed back to the smooth-wall profile for the 5mm groove. For the SC.groove,

u'/Uo is increased significantly in the region 0.005 :"> ylO :"> 0.03 for the 20mm groove at

the first three .e-locanons (xl &, - 0.013, 0.047 and 0.067) (Fig. 5.2. lc). At xl&, = 0.013

and 0.047, the increase in u'IUois a function of d, where the increase is maximum for d =

20mm and minimum for d '" 5mm. With the 20 and IOnun grooves, the maximum

increase in u'I Uo is up to approximately 20 and 10 percent, respectively, in the region

0.005 :syl o:s 0.03. At the same x-locations, the increase in u'/Uo due to the 5mm groove

in the region 0.008 :,,>yl o '5,0.02 is approximately 5 percent. The increase in u'IU oatxl&, =

0.067 due to tbe 5 and IOmm groove is, however, comparable. The u'IU o does not

increase significantly above the maximum value for the corresponding smooth-wall case.

For the TR-groove, the increase in u'IU o is a function of the groove size up to xl&, =

0.067, and is independent of the groove size at x/&,'" 0.267 and beyond (Fig. 5.2.1e). At

the lower ROo the effect of the 5mm groove is less pronounced than that of the 10 and

20mm grooves. With the 20 and 10mrn grooves, u'IU o is increased up to approximately

25 percent and 20 percent, respectively, over the local smooth-wall value in the region

yl o :,,> 0.05. With the 5mm groove, however, the increase in u'I Uo is approximately 10

percent in the region ylo :,> 0.025. Moreover, the maximum value (u '/Uo)..", for the 20mm

groove is approximately 13 percent higher than the corresponding smooth-wall value at

xl&! = 0.013, 0.047 and 0.067. The (u 'lU o)..", for the IOmm is also increased up to

approx imately 10 percent at xl& - 0.047, while (u '(Uo)""", fur the ymm groove does not

increase above the smooth-wall value. The relaxation of u'I Uo for all grooves is not

complete by x/&,- 1.867 atR fJ- 1000.
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At Ro = 3000, the 20mm groove also has a more significant effect on u'IUo man

the 10 and 5mm grooves for me three different shaped grooves. At xllio= 0.013, the

increase in u'IUo due to the 20mm SQ-groove is discernible in the range 0.004 '" ylo ",

0.06 (Fig. 5.2.1b), with the maximum increase being about 30 percent over the

corresponding smooth-wall value, and occurs at ylo,,=, 0.005. At xllio=0.013, an increase

in u'IUo in the region 0.005 s ylO s 0.0 1 up 10 approximately 10 and 8 percent,

respectively, for the 10 and 5mm SQ-grooves is observed. At xl& ~ 0.267, the u'IUo

profiles for the 10 and 5mm grooves are not distinguishable, whereas the u'IUoprofile for

the 20mm groove is different. The profile for the latter groove size is shifted down in the

region 0.002 5. ylo 5.0.01 and shifted up in the region 0.03 5. y/o 5.0.1. The relaxation is

complete at xl&= 1.867 for the three different sized SQ-grooves at this R(;.. There is an

increase ill u'IUo in the range 0.005 '" ylo '" 0.0 1 immediately downstream of the SC

groove with d = 20mm (Fig. 5.2.ld), with the maximum increase about 10 percent over

the corresponding smooth-wall value. At xl&! '" 0.267, I/'/Uo is increased in the range

0.025 :S ylo :S 0.09, while it is shifted slightly down in the region ylo 5. 0.02. The

downward shift ofu'IUo is persistent up to xl&!=0.933, before it recovers to the smooth

wall value al xl& - 1.867. The u'/Uo profiles for the 10 and 5mm SC-groove at xl& =

0.013 and OJ)47 cannot be differentiated from the smooth-wall profiles. The profiles for

the latter groove sizes are, however, shifted down in the range y/o ">0.01 at locations

0.067 5. xl& 5. 0.933, before they relax back to the smooth-wall profile at x/& - 1.867.

For the 20 and IOmm TR-grooves, u'IUo is increased by about 20 and 10 percent ,

respectively, ill the range 0.006 ,,> ylo,,>0.07 at xl& = 0.013 (Fig. 5.2.1f). For the 20mm
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TR-groove, at xllio = 0.267, an increase in u'IUo in the range 0.04 s ylo :s 0.08 and a

decrease in u'IUo in the region 0.0 1 :sylo :s0.03 is still discernible. The profiles for the 10

and 5mm grooves relax back to the smooth-wall profile by xllio= 0.267, while it takes

much longer for the 20mm groove, with relaxation complete at xllio= 1.867.

The distribution of u'""", normalized by u'""", on the smooth-wall (u'.....,. ,.)

downstream of the grooves are shown in Figs. 5.2.2a to 5.2.2f. For the SQ- and SC

grooves, u'"""does nOI significantly increase above the u'""".•,.at either R9(Figs. 5.2.2a to

5.2.2d). with u:..... within ± 8 percent ofu''''''''',..... For the TR-groove, on the contrary, there

is an increase in u'""", up to approximately 13 percent over the u ''''''''.... at R(J= 1000,

especially at locations immediately downstream of the groove for the 20mm groove (Fig.

5.2.2e).

The u,+profiles (u'+.. u'lu,) for the different grooves are shown in Figs. 5.2.3a to

5.2,Jftogether with the corresponding u,+profiles on the smooth-wall. For the SQ- and

Sc-grooves, the effect of the 10 and 5mm grooves on u" are less pronounced compared

to the 20mm groove at Ro= 1000 (Figs. 5.2.3a and 5.2.3c). For the 20mm SQ- and SC-

grooves, as xl&!increases, there is a downward shift of the profiles due to the increase in

Cf- The downward shift in u'+for the SQ-groove is highest at xl& = 0.267, reflecting the

high Cf at this location. A downward shift in u '~ is also seen for the SC-groove (Fig.

5.2.3c), although the shift is not as large as that for the SQ-groove. In the case of the TR

groove (Fig. 5.2,Je), the u'+ profiles for all three sizes collapse with the corresponding
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smooth-wall profile. This is due to the increase in u ' being on the same order of

magnitude as the increase in u, at the particular streamwise location.

At R{/= 3000, in general, the u' profiles collapse with the corresponding smooth

wall profile for all three groove shapes, except for the largest groove (d "" 20nun). For the

largest groove, an upward shift in u... is still discernible at r " .. 40 at x/t50 == 0.013 for all

shapes, although the U r is significantly increased at this location. This means that the

increase in u' for the 20nun groove is much larger than that for the smaller grooves for all

three groove shapes.

5.1.1 Wall-Normal Turbulenc e Intensity (v')

The wall-normal turbulence intensity profiles (v'IUa) at RI)= 1000 are shown in

Figs. 5.2.4a to 5.2.4c. The increase in v'lUo is more significant than the increase in u'lUo

with the 20nun groove for all three different shaped grooves. The effect of the smaller

grooves (5 and IOmm) on v'lUo, however, is much less significant. For the 20nun SQ

groove, (v'/Uo) is increased by up to approximately 50 percent in the region ylo s 0.1 at

xlt50 = 0.013 (Fig. 5.2.4a), compared to a corresponding increase of approximately 30

percent for u'IUa. For the 20mm SQ-groove, the increase is still discernible in the region

y/o S 0. 1 atxlOo= 1.867. The profiles for the smaller sized grooves have collapsed with

the smooth-wall profile at this .r-location. For the 20 and IOmm SC-groove, v'lUo is

increased up to approximately 25 percent in the region ylii $ 0.05 at xl&,.- 0.0 13 (Figs.

S.2Ab), while the effect of the Smm groove is not discernible. At xlt50= 1.867, the v'lUo

profiles for the 20 and 10mm SC-grooves have nOI completely relaxed back to the
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smooth-wall profile. For the 20mm TR-groove, the increase in v'IUn is approxi mate ly 25

perce nt over the correspon ding smooth-wa ll value at xllio = 0.013 . For this groove , the

v'IUo profile has not relaxed back to the smooth -wall profile by xllio = 1.867. The effect

of the grooves on v'lU{)is less pronou nced as x increas es for all three groove shapes (Figs .

5.2.4a to 5.2.4c ). 1t can be specu lated that the sudden absence of the solid wall due to the

groove amp lifies v'lUo. The larger groove should, therefore , result in a higher increase in

v'IUo than the smaller groove. It should be noted that the measurement s for (v 'IUo) were

obtained only for the lower Redu e to the inability of obtain ing near-wall measure ments at

the higher Re with the present Xcwue.

5.2.3 Reynolds Stress « · uv»

The Reynolds stress «-uv)/(Ud ) profile s at Re - 1000 are presented in Figs.

5.2.5a to 5.2.5c. The scatter in the data in the rl;:gion yl8 $ 0.1 is similar to the studies of

Antonia (1994 ), Antonia et al. ( 1995) and Mochizuki and Osaka (1998). Despite the

scatter in the data , certain featu res are clear ly seen, espec ially for the largest groove size.

For example, at the locat ion just downstream of the groove (xllio ~ 0 .013), there is an

increase in (-uv)/(Uol due to the 20nun groove for all three shapes. The increase in

(-uv}/(Uol for all three groove shapes at xllio = 0.013 is also associat ed with an increase

in u '/Uoand v 'lUo. For the TR-groov e, an increase in (-uv)/(Uo)2due to the IOmm groove

is also discernib le. As the down stream distance increases, (-uv)/(Uo)2 for all three grooVl;:

sizes collapses better but is higher than the corresponding smooth-wall value in the region

ylo s 0 .1. For the 20mm groove for all shapes, an increase in (. uv)/(UO)2 by
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approximately 40 percent is observed in the region ylO < 0.1 at xltSo .. 1.867. The

relaxation of (· uv)/{UO)2 takes longer than that for u'IUoand v'IUo, as (-uv)/(Uol is not

relaxed completely at x/tSo = 1.867. Andrcopoulus and Wood (1982) also found that the

maximum increase in (-uv>!(Uol occurred further downstream at x/tSo '" 3.5, instead of

just downstream of the step change. Webster et al. (1996) found that the maximum

increase in (-uv)/(Uol occurred even farther downstream of the step change at xltSo'" 10.

5.2.4 Tur bul ence Energy Spectt'a (E(kl»

Representative turbulence energy spectra for u', on the smooth- and grooved-

walls at R(J= 1000 and 3000 for the three different shaped grooves are shown in Figs.

5.2.6a to 5.2.6f. The spectra are at the streamwise location immediately downstream of

the grooves (xf& .. 0.013) and at the y-Iocation where the turbulence intensity is

maximum (y/<5'"0.03;y · '" 14). For R(J= 1000. the effect of the SQ-groove on the spectra

ofu ' (or E ](k l)/ (U')2) is discernible at the higher k. range (Fig. 5.2.6a). At kl a 2000m-'•

El(kl)/(ui for the 5mm groove is lower than the smooth-wall and larger grooved-wall

values. For the SC- and Tk-gro oves, the spectra for all groove sizes, on the other hand,

col1apse well over the entire k] range at R(J- 1000 (f igs. 5.2.6c and 5.2.6e).

At R(J= 3000, the effect of the grooves on E1(kl)/(U')2 is to reduce the turbulent

energy level at kl :s;500m'l and to increase the energy level at kl ~ lOOOIn·1 for the three

groove shapes (Figs. 5.2.6b, 5.2.6d and 5.2.6f). The spectra of u' on the grooved-walls are

decreased up to approximately 30 percent for k] :s; 500m·1 and increased up to

approximately 100 percent for kl ~ 1000m·I . The spectra for the SQ- and SC- grooves
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with c"> 20mm are higher than for the spectra with d > 5mm and IOmm atk] 2': lOOOm· I
.

For the TR-groove, the spectrum of u' for the 20mm groove is also greater than for the

smaller grooves in the range kl 2':2000m-]. The increase in the spectra ofu'is consistent

with the increase in lI' IU n as discussed in the previous section. Direct comparison

between E 1(kl )l(u )2 at the lower and higher Ro reveals that as kl increases the energy

content at the lower Rodrops rapidly compared to that at the higher R(J. For example, at a

k] of approximately 2000m'], the energy content at the lower Ro is already approximately

one decade lower than that at the higherR (J.

The spectra of v' (or £,/k l)l(v)2) at Ro= 1000 are spread over two decades in kl

and over four decades in the energy level (Figs. 5.2.7a to 5.2.7c). The change in the

spectra of 11' with the groove size at a given kl is more significant than that for the spectra

ofy'at the same R(J. For example, in the range K] "" lOOOm-l
, the spectra ford = 20mm is

the highest, followed by the spectra for d '" IOmm and Smm. Also, at kl :S 400m-l
, a

decrease in £2(KI)I(v) 2 for the three grooves is observed, which is not discernible for

£](k l)l(u)2. This is consistent with the results for II'/UOand v'IU fJ., where the effect of the

grooves on v 'lUn is mueh more significant than that on u 'lUo. The decrease in the energy

level at the lower k l for £2(k l)/(v)2 is offset with an increase in the energy level at the

higher ej.

The - 5/3 and - t-stopes arc shown in Figs. 5.2.6a to 5.2.6£ and Figs. 5.2.7a to

5.2.7c for comparison with the smooth-wall turbulent energy spectra. The most dominant

energy containing eddies closely follow the - d-slope rather than the - 513-slope. This is in
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agreement with the finding of Klebanoff (1955) for the energy spectrum in the near-wall

region of a turbulent boundary layer over a flat plate.

5.3 Sweep and Ejection Events and Burs ting Frequency

Based on the quadrant decomposition (e.g. Wallace et aI., 1972; Wilmarth and Lu,

1972; Brodkey et el., 1974), sweep and ejection events occur in the fourth and second

quadrant, respectively. These two events contribute the most to the total Reynolds stress

compared to the other two events (i.e. the first and third quadrants), as evident from the

present results on the smooth-wall experiments (Sections 3.2.4 and 4.4). The distribution

of the ejection and sweep events (q2· and Q4·, respectively) across the layer normalized

by (u <)2 for the three different sized transverse SQ-grooves just downstream of the groove

(x/& = 0.013) are shown in Figs. 5.3. la and 5.3.lb. Similar figures for the SC- and TR-

grooves are shown in Figs. 5.3.lc and 5.3.ld and Figs. 5.3. le and 5.3.1f, respectively. For

the 20mm SQ-groove, there is a significant increase in q2+ and q4' in the region 10 :Sy. :$

100 (0.02 $ Y/O$ 0.2). The effect of the smaller grooves (5 and IOmm grooves) on q/

and q4· are, however, not discernible. The increases in ql· and q4· for the 20mm SQ

groove are in agreement with the increase in (_uv)/ (Ua)2 (Fig. 5.2.5a). For the 20mm SC

groove, the increase in q l + and q4 t is significant in the region 10 :s y ' :$ 30 (0.02 :sy/ Ii:,>

0.06) (Figs. 5.3.lc and 5.3.ld). On the contrary. there is a reduction in Q2' due to the

5mm groove in the region 10 :sy .:s 200 (0.02 :sy/ Ii:S 0.4). This is consistent with the

decrease in (,u v)/(Ual for this case (Fig. 5.2.5b). In the case of the 'rg- grooves. a small

decrease in q2+ and q4+ due to the 20rrun groove is discernible in the region 50 :sy . :s 200
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(0.1 s:ylo s:0.4) (Figs. 5.3.le and 5.3.11). This decrease is caused by the high value of Cf

for the 20mm TR-groove at this particu lar x-locat ion. The effects of the 5 and lOmm

groove s on qt + and q4' are not significant in this instance .

The distribut ions of ql' and ql ' are shown in Figs. 5.3.2a to 5.3.2f. The effect of

the 20mm groove on ql+ and ql ' is more significant than the effect of the 10 and 5mm

grooves for the three different shaped grooves . For the SQ-groove, the effect of the

20mm groove on ql ' is felt up to y ' "" 50 (ylo"" 0 .1) (Fig. 5.3.2a), white the effect of this

sized groove on qJ' is limited to the region j- " S 30 (ylo '5, 0.06) (Fig. 5.3 .2b) . With the

20mm SQ-groo ve, the contribu tions of q . ' , q2' , ql ' and q4' to (-uv>/(Un)2are comparable,

at least in the region very close to the wall (say y' '5, 20 or ylo'5,0.04). This is not the case

for the smaller groove sizes (5 and IOmm grooves) , and also for the smooth-wall case ,

where in the region y ' s:20 the contributions of ql' and q/ to (-uv)/(Un/ are much

smaller tban the contrib utions o f Q2' and Q4' . For the SC-grooves , the increase in both ql '

and qJ' is aga in more pronounced for the 20mm groove compared to the smaller grooves.

There is an increase in ql+ and qJ' for the IOnun SC-groove in (he range y" s:20, whereas

the effect of the 5mm groove on ql ' and qJ' is not sign ificant in this instance (Figs.

5.3.2c and 5.3.2d). For the TR-grooves, an increase in ql+and qJ' in the range y ' s 14 is

observed, with the most pronounced being for the 20mm groove. In summary, ql ' , q/,

Q3' and Q4' are affected the most by the 20mm groove, while the effects of the 5 and

IOmrn grooves are small.

The downstream distribution of bursting frequency ifIJ)normalized using inner

variables (v and u,) at R()= 1000 is shown in Fig. 5.3.3a to 5.3.3c. the is is calcu lated
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using the second quadrant method as described by Bogard and Ticdenna n (1986) , and is

obtained at approximatel y the same y. value. For the presen t study, the j -focanon is

chose n so that yl o '" 0.03 (v+ '" 14), while Bogard and Tiedenn an obta ined most

measurements at y. '" 15. The 20mm groove increases 18' significa ntly, especially for the

SQ-groove. On average, I ; for the 20mm SQ-, SC- and TR-grooves are approximately

20, 16 and 9 percent , respectively, higher than I; over the smooth-wall case. The

correspon ding increases for the IOmm grooves are 5, 13 and 4 percent. The 18' over the

5mm groove shows no significant difference from the smooth-wa ll case for the three

different shaped grooves . The increase in I ; for the two larger sizes for all three groove

shapes is in agreement with the increase in the Reynolds stress « -uv)/(Uoi ) [Figs, 5.2.5a

toe).

5.4 Discussion and Summary

This discussion is focussed on the effect of the different groove sizes on the

turbulent characteristics over the grooved- walls. In genera l, the mean quantities,

including wall shear stress ( r..), mean velocity (U) and the internal layer thickness (d;),

are affected the most by the largest groove (d = 20mm) for all three groove shapes

Similarly, the turbulent quant ities, including turbulence intens ities (u' and v'), Reynolds

stress ( -uv» and turbulent energy spectra (£ (k l», dev iate the most from the

correspo nding smooth -wall values for the largest groove. All quadrants (ql +, Q2' , Ql + and

Q4·) contri buting to (-uv) and the bursting frequency ( / !+) arc significantly increased for
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the 20mm groove. The effect of the smaller grooves (d "" 5 and IOmm)on the mean and

turbulent quantities, and on ql ", q2+, qJ+, q4+ and / ; , on the contrary, is less significant

for all three groove shapes at either RIJ.

There is a significant interaction between the flow in the groove and the boundary

layer as first observed by Townes and Sabersky ( 1966). There are periodic ejections of

fluid from thc groove 10 the outer layer, and this is likely to affect the turbulence

characteristics downstream of the groove. The ejection of fluid from a transverse square

groove was also observed by Ching et al. ( 199Sb). A schematic of the fluid ejection for

the three grooves, adopted from Ching er al. (199Sb), is shown in Fig. 5.4.1. In the study

of Ching et al., one value of groove depth td » 5mm) was uscd; therefore, the size of the

ejec ted fluid out from the groove as shown in the diagram must be typical. In the present

study, three different sized SQ-grooves were used with the ratios of the groove depth to

the thickness of the oncoming boundary layer (& ) of approximately 0.07, 0.13 and 0.27

at R~ = 1000. The thickness of the oncoming boundary layer (&) relative to the groove

size (d) is also shown in Fig. 5.4.1 for comparison. It can be conjectured that the typical

size of the ejected fluid from the different sized grooves must scale with the groove size.

Assume that the ejected fluid from the groove is carried a distance lfover a height hf(Fig.

5.4c). At a given Ro. the ratio of IJ &and hJ&should increase with the groove size (Figs.

S.4.Jb and SA. Ie). The disturbance to the boundary layer near the groove caused by the

largest groove should, therefore, be the most pronounced. The more intense disturbance

from the larger grooves is reflected by the more pronounced effect of the grooves on thc

turbulent characteristics.
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The difference of the mean and turbulence quantit ies over the grooved-wall from

those on the smooth-wall is less distinguishable as the streamwise location increases,

except for the groove with d = 20mm at the higher Rf). For the latter groove size, the

increases in U and u'propagate outward as x increases, before they relax at x/~ = 1.867.

Moreover, the effect of the groove diminishes as y increases, and by approximately yl o =

0.1, the mean velocity and turbulence intensities are the same as the smooth-wall values.

The Reynolds stress, on the other hand, recovers to the smooth-wall value by

approximately ylO; 0.5.

The main conclus ions can be summarized as follows:

(I) At either Ro.there is an increase in Cfj ust downstream of the grooves. For the SQ

groove at Ro ; 1000, the maximum increase of Cf is approximately 24, 14 and 4

percent, respectively, for d = 20, 10 and Smm, compared to 22, 16 and 12 percent for

the SC-groove and 20, 12 and 5 percent for the TR-groove. At Ro = 3000, the

maximum increase in efis approximately 46, 26 and 10 percent for the SQ-groove,

32, 12 and 9 percent for the SC-groove, and 27, 27 and 9 percent for the TR-groove.

There is a small local reduction in Cf immediately after the increase, where the

maximum reduction is about II percent.

(2) At the higher Ro. there is an increase in UlU(Jwith the groove size over the

corresponding smooth-wall value in the ncar-wall region immediately downstream of

the SQ- and SC-grooves. For the TR-groove, on the other hand, there is an increase in

UlUofor the 10 and 20mm grooves, while the U1Uois decreased slightly for the 5mm
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groove immed iately downstream of the grooves. The effect of the grooves on UlU6 is

much less significant at the lower R().

(3) For a given Roand groove shape, the height of d, is proport ional to the groove size.

The internallayer grows rapidly immediately downstream of the groove , followed by

a much slower growth rate beyond xl8rJ: 0 .5.

(4) The effect of the 20rnm groove on U'IU6and v'lU~ is more significan t than for the 10

and 5mm grooves. For the 20mm groove, an increase in u '/Uo up to approximatel y 30

percent was observed, while the corresponding increases are approx imately 10 and 8

percent for the 10 and 5mm grooves . The increase in U'lU6 is more pronounced at the

higher RBand propaga tes away from the wall as x increases. The effect of the grooves

on v'/Uo is more significant than that on u'/U&, with the maximum increase of

approximately 50 percent for v'/Uocumpared to approximately 20 percent for u'/Uoat

the same R().The relaxation of v'/Uo for the 20rnm groove is not complete by xl&,'"

1.867, while it has relaxed completely for the smaller grooves at Ihis x-location.

(S) For a given groove shape, the effect of the groove on the Reynolds stress ({-u v)/( UQi)

is more significant for the larger groove size than for the smaller grooves. The

increase in {. uv)/(U~)2 for the 20mm groove reaches up to approximately 40 percent

over the correspond ing smooth -wall value.

(6) The presence of the grooves modifies the turbulent energy content. The increase in

E1(k l )/(u ')2 for RB- 3000 and E2(kl )/(v') 2 for Ro"" WOOat the higher k l range for the

20mm groove is more significant than that for the 10 and Smm grooves. For a given

groove shape, the spectra of EI (k l )/(U')2 at RB= 1000 for all groove sizes are almost
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the same as the spectra on the smooth-wall over the entire kl range, except for the

5mm SQ-groove. For the latter groove, a small decrease in E 1(k l)/(u1 2 at Ro = 1000

is, however, discernible at the hjgher kr.

(7) At Ro = 1000, the increase in the ejection and sweep events (q/ and q/) and the

normalized bursting frequency (/;) just downstream of the groove due to the 20mm

groove are more pronounced. The /~' immediately downstream of the 20 and tOmm

SQ-grooves is approximately 20 and 5 percent higher, respectively, than the

corresponding smooth-wall value. With d = 20 and IOnun, the increases in /; for the

SC- and TR-grooves are smaller than the increase in / ; for the SQ.groove. The

effect of the 5nun groove for all shapes on /~' is not significant.
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Fig. S.I.3 c Streamwise mean velocity profiles downs tream of the SC-groove . Rq= 1000.
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Chapter 6

Results and Discussion: Effect of

Different Shapes of Grooves

In this chapter. the effects of the three different shaped grooves on the turbulent

boundary layer are examined. In sections 6.1 and 6.2, results from the different shaped

grooves are presented. while in section 6.3, the resu lts are discussed and summarized .

Only the results for the largest groove size (20mm) are presented, because the effect of

the three different shapes is most prominent for this groove size. For the smaller groove

sizes (S and IOmm), on the other hand, the differences in the results from the three

different shapes are small, and in genera l, it is difficult to draw any definitive conclusions

from them. The skin friction coefficient (e/ ), mean velocity (If) and the growth of the

interna l layer (d) for the three different shapes are presented and discussed. The

streamwise and wall-normal turbulence intens ities (u' and v~ , Reynolds stress «. uv»,
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turbulence energy spectra (E(k l»,sweep and ejection events and bursting frequency are

also discussed.

6,1 Mean Measurements

The distribution of (Cr Cf.oYCj.o at Ra '" 1000 and 3000 downstream of the three

different shaped grooves is shown in Figs. 6.1.1a and 6.l.1b. The SQ-groove yields the

largest increase in « Cf - Cf .(J)/Cf,o)__ , while the Tk -groove yields the smallest increase.

The maximum and minimum in (Cr Cf,(JYCf,Odownstream of the three different shaped

grooves are summarized in Table 6.1. At the higher R&,the peak values in (Cr Cf,(J) /Cf .(J

occur inunediately downstream of the groove, while they occur at x/50" 0.047, 0.067

and 0.4, respectively, for the TR·, SC· and SQ-grooves at the lower Re. The maximum

increase in Cf for the TR-, SC- and SQ-grooves at Re .. 3000 are approximately 27, 32

and 46 percent, compared to 20, 22 and 24 percent at Re '" 1000. The increase in Cf is

followed by a decrease in Cfbe low the smooth-wall value at either Ra for all shapes. For

instance, a maximum reduction in Cf up to approximately I I percent is observed for the

SQ-groove at the higher Ra, while this reduction is approximately 8 and 6 percent for the

SC- and TR-grooves, respectively.
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Table 6.1. Effect of d/5oand () on (C, - C"o)JC,.o)ma~ and ((C, - c,.o)JC,.o)min

Experiments of R. d/Oo J' ucd tv (Cf -Cf.o)/Cf.o),,- «Cf -Cf.O)/CfP)"';-'
and ree ve shape % %
Pearson et al. 1320 0.170 100 200 · 50
1997 ,SQuare

Elavarasan et al. 1300 0.125 100 100 ·5 0
1996 ,..-,uare

Present study:

square 1000 0.267 128 24 ..
semicircular 22 · 11
base

Triangular 20 ·6

Present study:

square 3000 0.333 296 46 · 11

semicircular 32 · 8
base

Triangular 27 ·6

Based on li at 50 mm upstream cf the groove leading edge

Mean velocity profiles downstream of the three different shaped grooves

normalized using outer variable s (Vo and 0) are compared in Figs. 6.1.2a and 6.L2b. At

the lower R&, the effect of a11three grooves on VI Vo is not significant (Fig . 6.1.2a), with

only the SO-groov e having a small increase (approx imate ly 8 percen t) in the VI Vo profile

in the inner region at the first downstream measurement location. As x increases, the

effect of the three different shaped groo ves on VIVo canno t be differen tiated, and by x/50

.. 1.867, the profiles have relaxed back to the smoo th-wall profile . The effect of the

grooves on VIV o is more discern ible at the higher 14 (Fig. 6.1.2b) . At the first
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downstream location, there is an increase in UlUofor all three groove shapes in the region

y/o s 0.0 1, while there is a decrease in U/Uo in the buffer region. The local increase in

U/Uo is up to approximately 20 percent for the SQ- and TR-grooves and approximately

IS percen t for the Sc-groove at x/oo- 0.0 13 in the region y/o ~ 0.01. There is, however,

no apparent effect of the groove shape on the UlUoprofiles at x/oo<:: 0.047. The increase

in UlUo in the inner reg ion is no longer discerni ble at x/oo= 0.133. The decrease in UlUI/

in the buffe r region, however, persists tox /oo= 0.267.

The mean velocity profiles at Ro - 1000 normalized using inner variables (u, and

v) are shown in Fig. 6.l.3a. Thc log-law lines of the fonn if '"'(1/0.41) In(y+) + 4.9 for

the smooth-wall profiles are also shown in the figure for comparison. The maximum

downward shift of the grooved-wa ll tr profiles from the smooth-wall profile occurs at

different streamwise locations for the different shaped grooves. The largest down ward

shift of the if profiles occurs at.f!oo- 0.267, 0.067 and 0.047 for the SQ-, SC- and TR-

grooves, respectively. The profiles for the different shaped grooves colla pse at x/oo '"'

0 .933 with a slight upward shift. By x/oo= 1.867, the U+profiles have relaxed back to the

corresponding smooth-wall profi les. At Ro = 3000, the effect of the grooves on tr is

more significant (Fig. 6. I.3b). The largest down ward shift occurs at x/oo""0.013 for the

SQ-groove , with the smallest shift for the TR-groove. The largest upward shift in if

profiles occurs at x/oo= 1.867, with the SQ-groove having the most significan t effect. The

effect of the TRcgroove on the upward and downward shifts in if is the weakes t among

the three shaped grooves in this instance.
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The growth of the internal layer (d;) as a response of the turbulent boundary layer

to the presence of the grooves is shown in Fig. 6.1.4. At Re = 1000, the groove shape does

not play an important role in the rate of growth and the height of d.. At Re = 3000,

however, the height of d. for the SQ-groove is larger than that for the SC- and TR

grooves beyond xloo = 0.2. For example, by x/So = 1.0, d, for the SQ-groove is

approximately j percent larger than that for the SC- and TR-grooves. AI this Re, the

initial rates of growth of d; for all three grooves are similar.

6,2 Turbulenc e measurem ents

The streamwise turbulence intensity (u' IUo) profiles downstream of the three

different shaped grooves are presented in Figs. 6.2.l a and 6.2.lb . AtR e = 1000, there is

an increase in u 'IUodown stream of all three grooves in the region ylo < 0.04 (Fig. 6.2.la) .

The TR-groove displays a small increase in the maximum value ofu 'lUo «u'IUo)..".) over

the corresponding smooth-wall value of approximately 13 percent. The corresponding

increase in (u'IUo)"IW: for the SQ- and SC-grooves is less than 8 percent over (u 'IUo)........w.

The relaxation of u 'IUo to the smooth-wall value takes longer than that for Ul Uo at this

Re. A small increase in u 'IUod ue to the presence of the grooves is still discernible in the

region j ef <0.02 even at xlSo= 1.867.

AI Re .. 3000, an increase in u '/Uo is discernible in the range 0.004 !>y/ S $ 0.06 at

x/So'" 0.013 (Fig. 6.2. lb), with the maximum increase being for the SQ-groove. For
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example , at y /5 0:: 0.005 , the increase in u 'lUo for the SQ-, SC· and TR-groove s are 30, 15

and 15 percent. The maximum in u'/UI),however , is not greater than the peak value of the

smooth-wall case , with the profile showing a relatively flat peak over the region 0.01 s

y /5 :::; 0.04. It is not known if the u'/Uo is higher at locations smaller than x/oo - 0 .013.

For all three groove shapes, the increase in u'/Uo in the region 0.02 ::; y/o ::; 0.06

propagates outwards in the layer as x/oo increases (Fig . 6.2.2). For example, at x/oo=

0.013, there is an increase in u '/Uo in the region 0.02 s y/o :::; 0 .06, and as x/oo furthe r

increases, the range of y/S where u'/Uo is increased moves outward s. This seems to be

consisten t with the mean velocity profile s, which show a decrease in this region (Fig.

6.1.2b). The outer edge of the outward propaga tion of I/'/Uo is related to the interna l layer

(d;) growth at the same Ro. In the region x/oo::; 0.4, the outward propagation o f u '/Uo is

comparable with the d;. For example, by x/50 = 0.35, the outward propagation and d, reach

the same thicknes s of approximar ely 0.0900. The outward propagation rate is similar for

all three groove shapes. By x/oo = 1.867, the u'/Uo profiles for all three shapes have

relaxed back to the smooth-wall values within the layer.

There is a less pronounced effect on the u'+ profiles due to the SC- and TR·

grooves compared to the effec t of the SQ-groove (Fig . 6.2 .3a). At x/50 '"' 0.0 13, a

downward shift in 1/'+ in the reg ion y. < 5 for the SQ-groove from the corresponding

smooth-wall value is observed, which is absent for the SC- and TR-grooves. As x/So

increases, the downward shift in u '+ profile s for the SQ-groove is more pronounced. At

x/50 = 0.267, there is a considerable downward shift in u'+for the SQ-groove compared to
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the profiles for the SC- and Tg- grocves. At x/o(J = 0.933, the u '" profiles for the three

different shaped grooves collapse better than the profiles at other .r-locations. Figure

6.2.3b shows the distribution of u'+ profiles downstream of the three different shaped

grooves at Ra = 3000. In general, there is no significant difference in the e '" profiles,

except at xla" '" 1.867. At this location, the u'" profile for lhe SQ-groove is higher than

that for the SC- and TR-grooves. The corresponding u'lUo profiles (Fig. 6.2.lb ) for the

three different shaped grooves collapse well at this x-location. Hence, the upward shift in

the u" profile for the SQ-groove is primarily due to the lower Cl for the SQ-groove at this

.r-locetion.

The wall-nonnal turbulence intensity profiles (v'IVo) for the different shaped

grooves at Ra "" 1000 are shown in Fig. 6.2.4. There is a significant increase in v'IVo in

the region y lS < 0.06 for all three groove shapes, especially at xlSo '"' 0.013. The effect of

the SQ-groove on v'IV(j is the most intense compared to the SC- and TR-grooves. The

v'lVo is increased by up to approximately 50 percent for the SQ-groove at this .r-location,

compared to approximately 25 percent for both the SC- and TR-grooves. As x increases,

the differences between the three different shapes become less distinguishable.

The Reynolds stress distribution « -uv )/( V(Jl) downstream of the three different

shaped grooves at Ro '" 1000 is presented in Fig. 6.2.5. With the scatter in the data, it is

difficult to distinguish any effect of the different shaped grooves on (_u v)/( V(J)2. As the

downstream distance increases, the (-u v)/( Uoi in the region ylo < 0.1, however, increases

above the corresponding smooth-wall values. At x/oo = 1.867, the <. uv)/( v(Ji has still not
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relaxed 10 the smooth-wall value for all three groove shapes, where an increase in

{-uv)/(Uol up to approximately 40 percent over the corresponding smooth-wall value in

the region y/o < 0.1 is discernible.

Representative turbulence energy spectra of u' and v' are shown in Figs. 6.2.68 to

6.2.6c. At both Re, El(kl )J(u~2 for the different groove shapes collapse over the entire

wave number (kl ) range. At the lower Ra, the spectra over the grooved-walls are not

distinguishable from thc smooth-wall spectrum. At the higher Ro• the grooves seem to

enhance the role of the smaller energy containing eddies to the turbulent transport, which

is reflected by an increase in the energy spectra at kl > lO00m·1 over the corresponding

smooth-wall spectrum. At Re '"' 1000, the effect of the groove shape on E2(kl )1(V~2 is not

discernible (Fig. 6.2.6c). The redistribution of £2(kl)/(v~2 within the whole kl range is

consistent with the results for v'lUo.

The distributions of qi + and q4· across the layer for the three different shaped

grooves at x/oo- 0.013 are shown in Figs. 6.2.7a and 6.2.7b. A small decrease ill q2· and

q4+ due to the presence of the TR-groove compared to the smooth-wall value is observed

in the region 50 <y ' -c200 (0.1 <ylo< 0.4). but this groove causes an increase in q2' and

q4· in the region c1oserto the wall (say y+ < 30 or ylo< 0.06). The effects of the SQ- and

SC-grooves on q2· and q4· , on the contrary, are to increase these two events in the region

y ' -c60 (y/o < 0. 12). The maximum increase in q2· in the regton p" < 60 is approximately

25. 15 and 10 percent for the SQ-. SC- and Tfc-grooves, respectively, and the

corresponding increase in q4+ is approximately 30, 20 and 10 percent. In the region y . >
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250 (ylo > 0.5), os+ and q4+ are similar for both the smooth- and grooved-walls. The

effect of the SQ-groove on q.' and ql + is the most pronounced, followed by the SC- and

TR-grooves (Figs. 6.2.7e and 6.2.7d). The effect of the grooves on q l+ is more significant

than on qJ+ and penetrates farther away from the wall. For example, the increase (in

negative value) in ql ' due to the presence of the SQ- and SC-grooves is clearly seen up to

y+ >:: 50 or yl o '" 0.1, while the increase (in negative value) in qJ' due to the presence of

the grooves is limited up to y' '" 25 or ylo '" 0.05. The maximum increase in ql + in the

region y' -c 30 is approximately 300, 200 and 150 percent for the SQ-, SC- and TR

grooves, respectively, and the correspond ing increase in qJ' is approximately 250, 200

and 150 percent. In general, ql ", ql ". as+ and q4+ are affected the most by the SQ-groove,

followed by the SC· and TR-grooves.

The / ; obtained at ylo >:: 0.03 (/ '" 14) downstream of the different shaped

grooves is presented in Fig. 6.2.8. The average values of /; over the SQ-, SC· and TR·

grooves are approximately 20, 16 and 9 percent higher than the / ; over the smooth-wall.

For the SQ-groove, / ; shows a significant peak atx loo '" 0.3, which is absent for the SC-

and TR-grooves. The maximum increase in / ; is the most pronounced for the SQ-

groove, followed by the SC-groove and TR-groove. The location of the maximum value

of /~. for the SQ-groove occurs farther downstream of the groove compared to the SC-

and TR-grooves. The distribution of / ; approximately resembles the Cjdistribution (Fig.

6.1.1a), which is consistent with the observation that the turbulent bursting process in the

near-wall region is related to the wall shear stress.
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6.3 Discussion and Summary

The effect of the SQ-groove on the turbulent boundary layer is much more

significant compared to the SC· and TR-grooves . The most obvious effect of the different

shaped grooves on the turbu lent boundary layer can be seen from the distribution of Cf

downstream of the different grooves , especially at the higher RfJ (Fig . 6.1.1b). For

instance, the largest increase in Cf is for the SQ-groove, followed by the SC- and TR·

grooves . Th e higher increase in Clfor the SQ-groove is associated with an increase in the

turbulence intens ities (u'IUo and v'IUo). The presence of the SQ.groove also causes a

significant increase in the Reynolds stress «-uv )/(Uol) and the near-wall bursting

frequency (/;).

The likely flow patterns inside the different shaped grooves (SQ- , SC- and TR-

grooves) are shown schematically in Fig. 6.3.1 . For the SQ-groove , in additio n to the

primary eddy with a typical diameter Dh , two smaller eddies are formed at the bottom

comers of the groove (Ghia et al., 1982; Benjamin and Denny, 1979). These secondary

edd ies are probably absent in the Sc-groove due to the rounded bottom comers. For the

TR-groove , a secondary eddy at the apex of the groove is formed [Taneda, 1979; Moffat ,

1964), the size of which is probably larger than that inside the SQ-groove . These vortica l

motions are periodically "pumped" out of the groove by the passage of the near-wall

quasi-streamwise vortices over the groove (Townes and Sabersky, 1966; Ching et al.,

1995b). The mass and moment um of the ejected fluid wi ll have an effect on the wall

shear stress immediately downstream of the groove. In this instance , the mass of fluid
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ejected from the SQ- and SC-grooves wou ld be similar, while it would be less for the TR-

groove .

Haugen and Dhanak ( 1966) showed that the flow streamlines orig inat ing at the

upstream shoulder of a square groove are slightly deflected downward as they move over

the groove . Their analysis, howeve r, did not resolve the flow streamlines around the

downstrea m shoulder of the groove. The llow streamline pattern in the vicinity of the

groove is construc ted qualita tively in Fig. 6.3.2a. The downstream shoulder of the groove

can impose significant disturbances to the flow streamlines close to it. It can be

conjectured that if there is no flow separat ion at the downstream shoulder, a local

favorable pressure gradient (op/ox) is established as the streamlines come closer as the

flow moves from point I to 2 in Fig. 6.3 .2a. This opl ox is isolated in the near-wall region

around the downstream shoulder of the groove and is probably small. The localized small

favorab le op/&x wou ld result in an increase in Cf jus t downstream of the groove . The

above conjecture about the pressure grad ient (op l ox) in the vicin ity of the downstream

shou lder of the SQ-groove should also be valid for the SC- and TRcgrocves. The flow

streamlines over the SC-groove are most probably similar to that for the SQ-groove, since

the downstrea m wall of both grooves is at right angles to the main flow direction. The

flow streamlines over the 'I'R-groove , however, could be different since the downstream

wall in this case is at a sma ller angle to the main flow direct ion. A schematic of the

streamlines over the TR-groove is shown in Fig. 6,J .2b. The favora ble ap/fu immediately

downstrea m of the TR-groove is likely to be less than that for the SQ- or SC-groove due

to the smaller deflection of the flow streamlines around the downstrea m shoulder. Both
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the size and momentum of the ejected fluid and the local BplBx must playa role in the

change in turbulent characteristics just downstream of the groove. These parameters are

the smallest for the TR-groove, and are reflected in the results which indicate that the TR

groove has the smallest effect on the turbulent boundary layer.

In summary, the SQ-groove has the most significant effect on the turbulent

characteristics at a given Ro, with the effects being more significant at the higher Ro.The

main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

(I ) The Cf is most affected by the SQ-groove and least affected by the TR-groove. The

maximum increase of Cf over the smooth-wall value is approximately 24, 22 and 20

percent, respectively, for the SQ-, SC- and TR-grooves at the lower Ro, and 46, 32

and 27 percent at the higher Re (Figs. 6.1.la and b).

(2) At the lower Re, only the SQ-groove has a discernible effect on VIVo at the locat ion

closet to the groove. At the higher Re, there is an increase (up to approximately 20

percent) in VIVodue to the presence of the groove over the corresponding smooth

wall value in the near-wall region immediately downstream of the groove. As x

increases, the effect of the groove on VIVo propagates outwards in the layer, and the

differences due to the different shaped grooves are not distinguishable (Figs. 6.1.2a

and b).

(3) At the higher Ro, the internal layer for the SQ-groove grows more rapidly than that

for the SC- and TR-grooves. At the lower Re. however. the d. grows in a similar

manner for all three groove shapes. At the higher Re , the height of the internal layer
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for the SQ-groove is approximate ly 5 percen t large r tha n for the SC- and Tg -grc cves

by xloo= 1.0 (Fig. 6.1.4).

(4) There are significan t effects in u'lU(jin the ncar-wall reg ion immed iately downstream

of the groove at either Re. AI the higher Re. the increase in u'IUo is more prono unced

for the SQ-groove than that for the SC- and Tk-grooves, although the (u'/Uo)""" for

all three groove shapes is not greater than (u'/Uo)"""".,. At the lower Re, however, the

effect of the TR-groove seems to be the mosl prono unced compared 10 the effects of

the SQ- and Sc-grooves. For the 'rg-groove, an increase in (u'IU(J)""", up to

appro ximately 13 percen t jus t downstream of the groove at Re = 1000 is observed,

while the increase is less than 8 percent for the SQ- and SC-grooves . The increas e in

(u '/Uo)""" ove r the TR-groove at the lower Re is rather unexpected as the other

parameters are affec ted the most by the SQ-g roove (Figs. 6.2 . la and b).

(5) The e ffect of the SQ-groove on v'IUo is more significan t than that of the SC- and TR

grooves. The increase in v'lUo for the SQ-groove over the smooth-wall value

immediate ly downstrea m of the groove is approx imate ly 50 percent, compared to

approximatel y 25 percent increases for the SC- and Tk -grooves (Fig. 6.2.4).

(6) There is no apparen t effect of the groove shape on the Reynolds stress «-uv )/(UO)2).

There is, however, an increase in (-uv)/(Uol for all three groove shapes in the region

y /8 s 0.1 (l-"ig. 6.2 .5).

(7) The difference in the E j(k1y (u ')2 and Ez(k 1y (v ')2 over the three differen t groove

shapes are not discernible. The presence of the groove , however, change s the

turbulent energy spectra compared to the corresponding smooth -wall spect rum. For
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RB- 3000, the E,(k,)/(ui is increased at the higher kl and decrease at the lower kl.

This is also the case for the El (k1)/(v?1 at R&= ]QOO. The EI(kl)/( u?2 for R&= ]QOO,

on the other hand, are almost the same with the spectrum on the smooth-wall over the

entire k l range (Figs. 6.2.68 10 c).

(8) AI RB= 1000, ql ", q2", qJ' and q4+ are increased due to the presence of the SQ- and

Sc -grooves. The effect of the TR-groove, on the other hand, is to reduce q2' and Q4'

in the region 50 < y+ < ZOO (or 0.1 < ylo < 0.4) and to increase ql ' and qJ' in the

region y' < 30 (or ylo < 0.06) (Figs. 6.2.7a to d). At R&= lOOO, the average bursting

frequency ( f !' ) immediat ely downs tream of the SQ-, SC- and TR-grooves are

approximately 20, 16 and 9 percent higher than that over the corresponding smooth-

wall (Fig. 6.2.8).
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Fig. 6.1.3b Streamwise mean velocity profiles downstream of three different shaped
transverse grooves at Ro= 3000. i!. . 'rg-groove, O. SC.groove; o. SQ-groove;
...... .• smooth-wall.-. Log-line: if = ( 1/0.43) tn y ' + 5.5.
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Fig. e.z . I a Streamw ise turbulence intensity profiles down strea m of three different

shaped grooves, Ro = 1000 . 1:>., TR-groove ; O.SC-groove; D. SQ-groove;
" ', smooth-wall.
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Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks

The response of a turbulent boundary layer under zero pressure gradient to

different shaped transverse grooves (square, semicircular base and triangular) has been

studied experimentally. Experiments were perfo rmed at freestream velocities of 2.0 and

5.5m1s, corresponding to R9 of WOO and 3000, based on the momentum thickness just

upstream of the groove . Three groove sizes of 5, 10 and 20mm for each shape, with a

depth to width (dlw) ratio of unity were used in the study. The groo ve sizes in terms of

the boundary layer thickness just upstream of the grooves (80) are 0.06700, 0.13300 and

0.26780, respectively , for d = 5, 10 and 20mm, at UQ"" 2.Om/s. Corres ponding smooth

wall experiments were also performed 10 obta in a baseline data set for comparison with

the turbulent boundary layer over the grooved-walls (the smooth-wa ll with a single

transverse groove). The turbulence characteris tics downstream of the groove were

measured using hot-wire anemom etry. Stream wise mean veloc ity (U) measurements were
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obtained in the laminar sublayer, which allowed an estimate of wall shear stress (,r...) from

the mean velocity gradient at the wall (d Uldy) ,-() .

7.1 Conclusions

The smooth-wall turbulent boundary layer results compare well with the results

from previous studies (Klebanoff 1955; Purtell et al., 1981; Spalart, 1988; Detlraff and

Eaton, 2000). Four different wall shear stress (t ",) measurement techniques were

evaluated. The -r...was estimated from the power-law, the log-law, (dUldy ),-() and Preston

tube measurements. While the Preston lube, the power-law and the log-law techniques

can be used to estimate t ...on the smooth-wall accurately, these techniques are not

appropriate just downstream of the groove, since the boundary layer is nol in equilibrium.

The t ",estimaled from (dU ldy) ,-<J is considered more appropr iate in this instance.

In general, the mean and turbulence quantit ies are most affected by the 20mm

groove at either Re. For example, the maximum increase in Cf for the SQ-groove is

approximately 46 percent with d = 2Omm,while it is only 26 and 10 percent with d = 10

and 5mm, respectively, at Ric) = 3000. The SQ-groove has the most pronounced effect on

the turbulent boundary layer compared to the effects of the SC- and Tg- grooves. For

instance, the maximum increase in Cf for the SQ-groove is about 46 percent for d =

20mm at the higher Re, compared to 32 and 27 percent for the SC- and TR-grooves. Also,

the maximum increase in v'/Uo for the SQ-groove over the corresponding smooth wall

value is approximately 50 percent compared to only 25 percent for the SC- and TR

groove cases. The distribution of the bursting frequency (fB) downstream of the groove is

similar 10 the distribution of Cf-
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The relaxation distances ofu '/U~ and v'/V o downstream of the groove take longer

than that of VIVo. In general, VlUo has relaxed back to the smooth-wall profiles within

one So at either RD. At Ro- 1000, u'lVo and v'lUohave not relaxed by x/So '= 2.0, while at

the higher Ra, u'lUo profiles have re laxed back to the smooth-wall profile by x/o~ "" 2.0.

The relaxation of (-uv)/(Vol takes much longer. and has not completely relaxed by 2So

for all groove shapes and sizes. These result s are consistent with the sugges tion that the

first order moments adjust faster than the second order moments in a turbulent boundary

layer after a perturba tion (Smits and Wood. 1985). Webster et al. ( 1996) found that UlU~

relaxed back to the smooth-wall profiles at approximately l70jJdownstream of the step

change . while u'/U(J, v'lUo and (-uv)/(Uol had not relaxed back at this location.

Overa ll. the effect of the groove on the turbulent characteristics at Ro '= 3000 is

more significant than that at Ro : 1000. At the two different Ro, the ratio of groove depth

(dJto the boundary layer thickness (00) is not significantly different . For example. for d :

20mm. dloo - 0.27 and 0.33 at Ro - 1000 and - 3000, respectively . In terms of inner

variable s (u, and v, cr = u, dlv). however. cr differs significan tly for the two Ro. where

cr "" 128 and 296 at Ro "" 1000 and > 3000 , respectively. It is more appropriate to

characterize the groove size in terms of the wall units in this instance.

7.2 Contributions

Contributions of this study to the existing literature can be summarized as

follows.

I . A direct comparison of the turbu lent boundary layer character istics downstream of

three different shaped grooves has been obtained. While there have been several
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experimental studies on turbulent boundary layers perturbed by a SQ-groove, there

have been limited studies using SC- and TRcgrocves. This is the first study where a

systematic comparison between different groove shapes and sizes on a turbulent

boundary layer have been obtained.

2. A new Preston tube calibration equation, which is less sensitive to the tube diameter,

has been obtained empirically. The maximum difference in the wall shear stress

measurements from the different tubes is significantly reduced with the new

calibration equation. The scatter in the data is reduced by approximately 40 and 70

percent compared to Patel's and Bcchcrt's calibrations, respectively,

3. The Reynolds stress producing events, including the ejection and sweep events, the

wall-ward and out-ward interactions and the bursting frequency, are obtained for the

turbulent boundary layer perturbed by the different shaped grooves. While these

events have been largely available in literature for the smooth-wall case, they have

not been studied in the case of grooved-walls.

7.3 Recommendations

Although several aspects of turbulence have been obtained and analyzed in the

present experimental study, the following recommendations are made for further studies.

I. Experimental studies using miniature X- or triple-wires are recommcnded. This

would provide more detailed information on v', w', (-uv), {-uw) and (-vw) in the near-

wall region and lead to an improved understanding of the turbulent characteristics in

the vicinity of the groove.
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2. Measurements of the pressure drag on the groove walls shou ld be made to investigate

the effect of the groove on the total drag, in addition 10the skin friction drag.

3. Flow visualization studies with the different shaped grooves will be especially useful

to understand the interact ion between the motions inside the groove and the outer

layer .
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Appendix A

Hot-wi re Calibra tion and Program Listings

A.I Calibrati on of a Slngte-Nor mal (SN) Hot-Wire and an X-W ire

A.2 Progra m Listings
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A.I Cali bration ora Sing le-norma l (SN) Hot- wire and a n X-Wire

A third order polynomial is employed for the functional relationship between the hot-wire

signal (Volts) and the velocity, U. (Eq. 3.1). A typical calibration curve for a single-

normal hot-wire is shown in Fig. A. I. The instanu neous velocity can then be obtained

directly from the anemometer output using the calibration curve. The data reduction is

pcrfonn ed using MATLAB~ and the corresponding mean. fluctuating, and rms-values

are simultaneous ly calculated.

.0
.0

."
.e··

J~"

, li) "

.~. ,

.~..,

J3' "
0· '

C".......

2.52.01.0 1.5

E (Volts)
0.5

oL;;~'-------- -.J

0.0

Fig. A.I Typica l calibration curve of a SN-wire , 0, data; - - - -, third order polynomial fit

The calibration procedure of an Xcwire consists of two steps, First, a velocity (ll)-

voltage (E) calibrat ion curve of the two wires in the un-yawed position is obtained,
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similar to that for a Src-wire . Typical U-E calibration curves for the two sensors of the X-

wire is shown in Fig. A.2.

2.52.01.0

E (Volts)

0.5
o L....-~~=----------------'

0 0

Fig. A.2 Typical calibration curves of the x-w tre. 0 , wire-l ; ><. wire-2; - , -----, third
order polynomial lines.

An instantaneous veloc ity Scan be resolved into its components (by assuming

that the a-component of Sis very small compared to the two other components) as

S(J)"' u(t) i + v(J) } . (A. I)

where

u(t) "'U + u( I) ~ ~(t~ cos P (t). (A.2)

v (t ) '" V+ v(t) = IS(l ~ sin p(t) . (A.3)
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Secondly, a yaw-calibration is performed simultaneously for the two wires.

Consider a configuration of the X-wire as shown in Figs. AJ . The u(t) and v (t )

components can be calculated if the instantaneous angle p, and the velocity magnitude I~

can be determined. The concepts of effective angle and effective cooling of an inclined

wire are used to estimate pand \Sl (Bradshaw, 1971).

u ~- - - -
Wire-2

(a)

Wire-1

Ie)

Fig. AJ Wires of an x -wtre. S is the instantaneous velocity vector that makes an angle
of pwith the main flow direction.

Consider an instantaneous velocity vector, S, hitting a slanted hot-wire as shown

in Fig. A.4, where S is in plane with the wire. If the output voltage from the anemometer

due to the incoming velocity vector S is £(1, then an effective cooling velocity, V~ffi
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defined as the velocity which, if it were normal to the wire, will produce exactly the same

voltage Eo.Hence, V.ffcan be expressed as

(A.4)

Using a cosine coo ling law (Bradshaw ; 1971), Eq. (A.4) has the form of

n 0

'<UI \ j ,,;-H '····.···-···.·-·.·-.·-----
s; L7 _

slanted wre,
outpul=~

(A.5)

Fig. A.4 Slanted and normal wires with their output voltages.

Now, suppose the inclined hot-wire (the solid line in Fig. A.5) is placed in a free

stream veloc ity VI, and the corres ponding anemometer output voltage is £ 1. When the

wire is yawed by an angle ~ in a counter clockwise direction, as shown by a dashed

line, let the output voltage of the anemometer be E;. The voltage £; corresponds to a

velocity of V; if the wire was in the un-yawed position (from the appropriate calibration

curve, see Fig. A.2). Since the anemome ter output of the wire is the same when the wire
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is in the yawed position with velocity VI and if the wire is in the un -yawed po sition with

veloc ity V2, we can formulate

V'ff "" V2COS(O.ff ) = V,cos( O'ff+ ~) . IA.6)

u,

o,_(CCWI

.~<.

-''-' --" yawed wire;; .. .. .~:t. E,

n on-yawedwire
n . output = E,

0,_
(a )

u,

Ib)

Fig. A.5 Yawe d and uri-yawed wires with their output voltages.

Funh enno re, the effective angle, 8.0;can be express ed as

IA.7)

V2 cos (O,~ in Eq. (A.6) is called the effec tive cooling velocity at an effecti ve angle O.ff'

VI and V2are obtained from the U·£ calib ration curve , and for a given ~, the effective

angle can be calcu lated . A complete yaw calibra tion was pcrfonned by yaw ing the wire

from ~25u to +25° in steps of 5°. At each yaw pos ition, O'ffwas calculated , and an average

value of O~ff can be dete rmined .
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With reference to Fig. A.3, the cosine law states that

(A.8 )

and

(A.9)

where 0/ and lh are the effective angles of wire-I and wire-2, respectively. Since 0/ and

fh are known , and UI and Ul can be obtained from the calibration curve , the

instantaneous veloc ity magnitude (S) and veloc ity vector angle (!lJ, can be obtained by

simultaneo usly sclving Eqs. (A .8) and (A .9) (Bru un et aI., 1990a, b; Browne et al. 1989),

i.e.:

! f!!i_ll)
p -tan-I~

- tan(~) + *tan(~) '

Finally, S can be calcu lated from following equations:

(A .10)

(A. l1 a)

(A. li b)
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Once San d paredetermined, u( t) and V(/ ) can be calculated with Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3),

respectively. The data reduction was performed using MATLAB~, and program listings

arc presented in Appendix A.2.
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A.2. Program Listings

MATLAS Code I: Program listing to obtain the c:alibration curve for a SN-wlre.

clea r

% filen ame : cali bsl . m

% genera te s e quen c e of f i l e names
fil e .. [ 'cal Ol .dat ' ;

' c a l- 02 . da t' :
' c a l - 03 . da t ' :
' c a l - 04 . ue t " ,
' c a l - OS . da t ' :
' c a l - 0 6 . da t ' :
' c a l - OJ . da t ' :
' c a l - 08 . da t ' ;
' c a l - 0 9 . da t ' :
' c a l - I O. da t ' ;
' c a l - l l .da t ' :
' c al- I 2 .da t':
' c a l - I 3 . d a t';
' c a l - 1 4 . d at ';
' c a l = 1 5 . d a t ' ; ] ;

f or n-l : s i ze (fi l e , l ) ;
f i d .. fope n (f ile(n,1 :si ze( file ,211 , ' r ' l ;
data .. fscan f( fid , ' %i %i ' , (2 , inf ]) ;
hwire( n) .. me an{da t a (l , I :s i ze(data , 2 ») ;
p i to t(n) .. mean{da t a(2 , I :s i ze(data,2») :
f clo s e ( f id) :
clea r da ta:

end

p r es s ~ 30 .25 ; % i n - Hg
t emp = 22 : % C
press = press *3386 . 388 l 5789:
t e mp ~ t e mp + 273. 15 :

rho " pre ss / (2 8? . 0 314 • t e mp) : " air de ns ity
pitot ve l " (2 * 248.8 4 * «pi t ot

p itot( l))*(O. 1 /( 409 5 ) ) ) / r hol . A . 5:

p s_0 831 = po lyfit(hwi re, p itot_v e l, 3 ) ; % Third o r de r p o l .
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J\.tATLA B Code 2: Program listing to calculate mean velocity and turbu lence
lnten slry Im m a Sjq-wlre data,

cle ar

% MEAN A.ND RMS CALCU LA.TION t t t

% Third order po lynomial co nstants

% ge ne rate seque nc e of file na me s, velocity at a ce r ta in
~ dis tance off the wall

file'"' [ 's40 0 o vda c '
' s 300 -O. dat '
' s 2 00- 0 . da t'
' s l S0- 0 . da t '
' s I OO- O. da t '
' s 090- 0 . da t '
' s Oa O- O. da t '
' s 070- 0 . da t '
's060- 0.da t '
' s OSS- O. d a t'
' s OSO- O. da t '
' s 04S- a . da t'
' s 040- 0 . da t '
' s 0 3S- a . d a t '
' s 030- 0 . d a t '
' s 02 7- S . da t'
' s 02 S- 0 . d a t '
' s 02 2- S . d a t'
' s 02 0- 0 . d a t'
' s Ol 9- 0 . da t'
' s Ol S- O. da t '
' s Ol 7- 0 . da t'
' s Ol 6- 0. d a t '
' s Ol S- O. da t '
' s 0 1 4- 0 . da t'
' s Ol 3- 0 . da t'
' s Ol 2- a . da t '
' s Oll- a . da t '
' s OI O- a . da t '
' s 00 9- 0. da t '
' s OCa- O. da t '
' s 007- 0. da t '
' s 006- 0. da t '
' s OOS=O. da t '
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' s 00 4 O.dat'
' s 003- S. da t'
' s 003- 0 . d a t '
' s 002- S. d a t '
' s 002- 0. d a t'
' s OOl - S . d a t '
' s OOl - O. da t'
' s OOO- 9 . da t'
' s OOO- a . da t '
' s OOO- 7 . da t '
' s OOO- 6 . da t'
' s OOO- S . da t '
' s OOO- 4 . da t '
' s OOO- 3 . da t'
' s OOO- 2 . da t '
' s OOO- l. da t'
' s OOO= O. da t ' J ;

for n=1 :size(file ,1) ; If; f i le Ln c r e men t e r
fi d - fo pen(fi 1e(n,l :si ze( f il e ,2» , 'r ' ) ;
d a t a .. f s c an f Lf Ld , ' %i %i ' , [ 1 , i n fl ) ;
ndata 1 .. da t a ( l , :) ;
ul - = po lyv a l(ps _ 083 1 ,nda t a _ 1 ) ;

% Fi ltering :
{z , wn] - b uttord (1 9S0 / 2000, 2000/2000 , 1 , SO) ;
[ b ,a ] = b utte r( z, wn);
u1f - fil ter (b ,a , u1) ;

= u1f (100 :3 9900 ) ;

u me a n (n ) = mean (u(1 ,1 :size(u ,2 ) ) ) ;
uyrime = u -u_mean (n ) ;
c l e a r data nda t a 1 ;
f clo se (fid ); -

u r ms( n) - 0 ;
- f o r m = 1 :size (u ,2) ;

u_ r ms( n) = u_ r ms (n) +(uyrime (m»"2 ;
e nd ;

u r ms tm .. (u rms (n)/size(u,2 ))"0 .5 ;
fclo s e (f i d ) ; -

clea r u ;
e nd ;

% make some r o om
% r e p e a t. f or e very f ile

clea r n m fi d file fsav ed ; % tidy up
.............. ........ ... ..... ........... ......** *.* ..**• • • **........*..* *........*** ......
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.' l ATLAB Code 3: Program IistinKto obtain the calibration curve for an X-wire .

clea r

% filename : xc a l i b 2 9 . m

~ ge ne r a t e sequence of f i l e names
file ~ [ ' xe a l OO. d a t ' ;

'xe a l- 0 1. da t';
' xc a l - 02. da t' ;
' xe a l - 03 . da t' ;
'xe a l - O'; .dat ' ;
' xe a l - 0 5 . da t ' ;
' xe a l - 0 6 . da t ' ;
' xe a l - 07 . da t ';
' xe a l - 08. da t ';
' xe a l - 0 9 . d a t ' ;
' xe a l - 10 . da t ' ;
'xeal- l 1.da t ' ;
'xeal- 12.dat ' ;
' xc a ( ) 3 . d a t'; J;

p ress ... 30.12 ;
temp = 25 .50 ;

fo r n '" l :size(file ,l) ;
fid - f ope n (fi l e (n , l : s i ze ( f il e , 2 » , ' r ' ) ;
data - fscanf(fid , ' %i %i ' , 12 , in f]) ;
hwire l ( n) - me a n (d a t a (1 , 1 :size (data , 2))) ;
hwi re2(n) - me a n (d a t a (2, 1: s ize (da t a, 2 ) ) );
fclose (tid) ;
elear da t a:

e nd

p ress '" press *3386.3881 5789 ;
temp = temp + 273 .1 5 ;

rho'" press / (287.0314 * temp) ;
pitot ve l = (2 * 2 48 .84 * ( tp Lt.o t >

pitot(l)} *(0 .1/{4095))) / rho) . ".5 ;

px0917 1 - polyfit(hwirel ,pitot vel ,3);
px0917::) '" polytit (hwire2,pitot=ve l ,3) ;

% a ir dens i ty
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MATL AB Code 4: Progra m listin g to obta in the effective angle for an X-wu-e.

clea r
t Filename : tetae f .m
% g e ne r a t e seque nce of f i l e name s
load px09l7 1
load px09l7=2

file " [ 'x 03 .dat ' ;
' x- 04 . d a t ' ;
' x- 05 . d a t ' ;
' x- 06 . da t ' ;
' x- 07 . da t ' ;
' x- OS . da t ' ;

' x -09 .dat' ;
' x- I O. d a t' ;
' X- l l . d a t ' ;
' x- 12 . da t' ;

' x]. 3 . d a t ' ; J ;

yaw = [ -25 - 20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25] ;

for n .. l :size(tile ,l) ;
fid ~ fo pen(file(n,l :size(file,2» , 'r ');
data '" fscan f ( f id, ' %i %i ' , [2 , inf) ;
hwl(n) '" mean(data(1 ,l :size (data ,2)) ;
hw2(n) .. mean(data(2 ,I :size (data ,2)} ;
rci.cse ( tid ) ;
clear data ; '!; make s ome r oom

end '/; r e pe at f or e ve r y f ile
for n = l:size(file ,l) ;

vel l In ) = po lyval(px0917 l ,hwl(n) ;
vel-2 (n) .. polyval (px0917-2 ,hw2 (n) ;

end - -

for n .. l:size(fil e ,l) ;
efang 1 (n) '" atan t rccs (yaw (n) ·pi/180)-

- (ve I l (n) /2 .034 7» /sin (yaw(n) ·pi/180) ;
efang 2(n) = atan((cos(-yaw( n) ·pi/180)-

- (v e l 2 (n) /2 . 03 45) ) /si n (-yaw (n) ·pi/lSO) ) ;
t e t a e f l (n ) .. efang 1(n )" 160/pi ;
t e t a e f - 2( n) .. efang-2( n ) ·160/p i ;

e nd - - a r e pe a t fo r ~ve ry fi le
av e ff I .. mean (te tae f 1)

. " "a"v.=.e.f.f; .2" .=..m.e.a.n.~t"e"\a.e.f.=.2}••• " ."" •• • " ••• •• "" " • • • ,, ••• • • • • • •
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l\tATLAB Code 5: Program listing to calculate mean velocity and turbulence
intensities from an X-wtre data.

clear

~ MEAN AND RMS CALCU LAT I ON +++

l oad p x0 9l 7_ 1; % Third orde r p olynomia l co ns t a n t s for
% wire 1

load px 0 91 7_2; % Th i rd or de r po lynomia l co ns ta nts f or
% wire 2

% gene r ate sequence of t i le na mes , ve locity a t ,3 certai n
% d i sta nce f r om t he wa L j

fil e - [ ' x 400 O. dat '
' x 300- 0 . da t '
' x2 00- 0.dat'
' x l SO- O. da t '
' x l OO- O. d a t '
'x0 90- 0 .da t '
' x OSO- O. d a t'
' x07 0- 0 . d a t '
' x0 60- 0 . d a t '
' xOSS- O. da t'
' x OSO- O. da t'
'x04S- 0 . da t '
' x 040- 0 . da t '
' x 03S- 0 . da t '
' x 030- 0. da t '
'x02 7- S . d a t'
' x 02 S- 0 . da t '
' x 022- S . d a t '
'x02 0- 0 .da t '
'x01 S- 0. d a t'
'xOl 7- 0 . da t '
' x 0 1 6- 0 . da t '
' x 0 1S- 0 . da t'
' x Ol ': - O. da t '
' x Ol 3- 0 . da t'
' x Ol 2- a . da t'
' x Oll- a . da t'
'xOl O- O. da t '
'x00 9= O. d a t '
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'x0 0 8 O.dat'
'x0 0 7- 0 . d a t '
' x 0 0 6- 0 . d a t '
' x0 0 5- 0 . d a t '
' x0 0 4- 0 . d a t'
' x 0 0 3- 5 . d a t'
'x0 0 3- 0 . d a t '
' x0 0 2- 5 . d a t'
' x0 0 2- 0. d a t'
' xOOl - 5 . d a t '
'x0 0 1- 0 . d a t '
'xOOO= 9 . d a t' ] ;

t teta 1 .. 47. 153 9 ;
t t eta-2 .. 44.2203 ;
tetal- '" tteta 1 *pi/180 ;
t e ta2 .. tteta=2 *p i/180 ;

tantet a1 .. tan (teta l) ;
t a nte ta2 .. t a n (te t a 2 );
costetal .. cos (tetal) ;

% t.e t a 1 eff e ct i ve in d e g ree s
't t.e t.a Z eff e c tive in de g ree s
-% t e t a 1 e f fecti ve in r adi an t
% t.e t.a 2 e f f ect ive in r a di an t

f or n = 1 : s i ze ( f i l e, 1) ; 't f i l e i ncremen t e r
fid = f open {f ile(n , l: s i ze {f il e , Z», ' r' );
data - f s c a n f ( fi d , ' %i H ' , [Z , inf]) ;
ndata 1 .. d a t a {l, : );
ndata-Z .. data(2 , : ) ;
ul 1 - - polyval (px0 917 l ,ndata 1) ; % wi r e 1
u2 = 1 = polyval (p x0917=2 , ndata=2) ; % wi re 2

% Fil t e ring:

[z , loi n] .. b u t t o rd (4 950 / 5000 , 500015000 , 1 , 50) ;
[b , a] = b u t te r( z ,wn );
ul f = f i lter(b,a ,u1 1 ) ;
uzr .. filter (b ,a ,u2-1 ) ;
u l .. u lf(l00 :4 9900) ;
u z .. u2f (100 :49900) ;

% e nd of filter ing

for q - 1 : s i z;e( u l , 2 );
u (q) '" (costetal *ul (q» 1 (c o s (t e t a l - ata n (( u l (q) luZ (q )

1) 1 (t a nteta2 *ul (q ) lu2 ( q) e t e nte t e Ljj I - c os (a t a n
{ f u I (q ) l u2 (q ) - 1) I (tan teta2 *ul (q) lu2 (q l +
ta n t e t a1» ) ; % x - c o mpon ent; of velocit y
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v (q) - (c os ce t.e t vu i. (q) / (c os (tetal-atan «(ul (q) /u2 (q) 
1) / (tanteta2 *uI (q) /u2 (q ) +tantetaI»))} " s i n (ata n
( (ul (q ) /u2 (q) - 1 ) / (tanteta2 "ul (q ) / u2 (q ) +
r.an t e c e i j j r • % y-component of velocit y

end ;

u mean m ) .. me an( u (1 , I :s i ze (u, 2» );
v=me a n( n) .. mean (v(1 ,l :size(v,2 ) )) ;
u_ prime .. u-u meao( n ) ;
vyrime = v-v=mean{o} ;
c l e a r data nd ata 1 ndat a 2 ;
fclose (f id); - -

fo r m .. l :size (u , 1 ) ;

u v prime (m) .. u pr i me (m) " v prime (m) ;
eod ;- - -

u r ms ( 0 ) .. std (u );
v-rms( n) .. std (v ) ;
u;:;_mean (n) .. mean (u vyrime) ;

fclose (fid} ;
clea r ul u 2 b e t a s uyrime vyrime uvyrime u v t

tt make s ome r oom
e nd ; % r epea t f or every fil e

cl e a r n m t i d fi le x s a ve d q pi tot vel p r e s s rho temp ;
% ti dy up -
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Appendix B

Wall shea r st ress est ima tion

B.l Log-law (Clauser-chart) tec hnique

8.2 Power-law techniq ue

B.3 Slope of U at the wall
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B.l Log-taw [Clauser-ch a rt ) technique

Clauser (1956) suggested following relationship for VIVQ

(B.I)

The friction velocity (u,) was determined by plott ing V I UQ versus Voy lv on semi-

logarithmic axes . A typical plot of the Clauser-ehart for the present smooth -wall data at

Ro'" 2470 is shown in Fig. B.I . The u , is determ ined by obtain ing a best fit to the data ,

and the most appropriate value for U t in this case is 0.2195 mls (Cf - 0.003106). The

straight lines on Fig, 8. 1 have the form of

(B.2)

Equation (8.2) can be expressed as

(8.3)

The velocity profile in Fig. B.I is re-plotted in Fig. B.2 according to Eq. (B.3)

using u,obtained from the best fit to the data . The figure shows that the log-law descri bes

the velocity well in the region 20 :SY+ :S 300 in this case. At low R(Athe use of the log-

law to estimate wall shear stress is tenuous, since the log-region at low Ro is very narrow,

or even non existent (Spalart, 1988; Ching et al. ,I995a).ln the present study , however, the
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u. obtained from the log-law technique compares favorably with that obtained from the

power-law technique at low Ro.

Various values of von Karman constant (II') and y-intcrcept (B) for turbulent

boundary layer and pipe flows have been proposed by several investigators (Table B. I),

and Fig. B.3 shows a plot between K versus B. A simple linear regression is shown in the

figure together with ±8% error lines

Table 8.1. Various proposed values of s-and B.

< • Proposed/used by Flow type

0.417 5.89 Nikuradze 1933 Pi now
0.410 4.9<> Clauser 1956
0.400 5.10 Coles 1965
MOO 5.10 Monin and Ya 10m 1971

0.400-0.410 4.90-5 .50 Cebeci and Smith 1974 Boundary laver flow
0.385 ± 10%

Iii0.410 5.00

Ii50.410 5.17 flows
0.400 5.50
0.394 5.56 ta cr flow
0.410 5.00 Azad and Burhanuddin 1983 Boundarv laver flow
0.410 5.00 Liako oulus 1983 Boundary layer flow
0.400 5.00-5.50 Sin 1986
0.4 10 5.00 White 1986
0.400 5.00 Munson et. al 1990 Pi now
0.4 10 5.00 Bisset and Antonia 1991
0.420 5.45 Choi and Fuiisawa 1993 Boun la erflow
0.400 5.00 Fox and McDonald 1994 Pi now
0.436 6.13 Za arolla and Smits 1997 Pi now
0.410 4.9<> Petter and wizzert 1997 Boundarv la erflow
0.440 6.13 Sutardi and Chin 1999 Bounda la erflow
0.380 4.10 Osterlund ct. al 2000 Bcunda la erflow
0.400 5.50 Fischer, Jovanovic and Durst 2001
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B.2 Power-law techniqu e

Figure 8.4 shows the pow er-la w approximation together with the present data at the

lower R~ (R~ = 830 and 1250) and at the higher R~(R~ - 3 100 and 4200) . The DNS data

from Spalart (1988) at R~ == 1410 are also shown in the figure for comparison . At the

lower Rp, there is good agreement between the experimental data and the power-law in

the region 30 s y. :>500 . The mean velocity data (nonnal ized by u, obtained from the

power-law approximation) are also in good agreemen t with the DNS data down to y . '" 2.

At y. :> 2, the heal conduct ion from the sensor to the wall becomes significant, and

resulting an increase in the anemometer output voltage. This is reflected as a spurious

increase in velocity as the wall is approached . At the higher Rp, on the contra ry, the

power-law fit in the overlap region is poor.

B.3 Slope of U at the ".'all

There are two steps 10 determine rOO' based on the slope of U at the wall technique. First,

the velocity data is plotted and a least squares straight line is obtained for the data dose

to the wall as shown in Fig. B.S. From this, a first approximation for v- can be calcu lated.

From the calculated u" the U and y values are converted into nonnalized values, if and

y. , respect ively, and a new linear fit is applied to the data in the region y. s 5.0 (Fig.

8 .6). The new value ofuc is considered valid only if the new linear fit describes the data

well in the regicn j ' :>5.0
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Fig. 8. 1 Typical of the Clauser-ehart for detenn ination of u._
Log-line #1 is the uppermost line, while log-line #5 is the lowermost line.
Log-line #1, U, '" 0.2350; Log-line #2, u. = 0.2250; Log-line #3, u, = 0.2195;
Log-line #4, u, '" 0.2 100; Log-line #5, u; '" 0.2000; u, is in mJs
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Fig. 8 .2 Clauser-c hart technique for detennin ing u, presented in a if - y ' plane.
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Fig . B.] Plot of the j.-intercept (B) vers us von Karman constant (K) from var ious sources
in Table B.1. --, linear regression line : B " 24 .911." - 4.93; - - - -, ±8%
variation.
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Fig. 8.4 Mean ve locity distribution. (i) lower plot: A,RI)= 830 ; 0 , R I)" 1250; (ii) upper

plot: to,R@ = 3100; 0 , R(J= 4200 ;--, •. •. •. •. •. , Power-law approximation ;
-----,DNSatRo = 1410 (Spalart, 1988).
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Appendix C

Experimental Uncertainties

C.I Uncer tainties in mean velocity (If) and tu rbulence intens ity (u') in

the str eamwlse di rection

C.2 Uncerta inties in the wall-no rma l turbulence Inte nsity (v') and

Reynolds stres s «(-uv)

C.3 Uncer ta inty in o.

C.4 Uncer ta inty analysis of u. and q

C.S Uncer ta inty in the estimation of the probe distance from th e wall

C.6 Summary
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C. I Uncer ta inties in mean velocity ( l!) and tu rbulence int ensity (u ') in the

str eamw ise direction

The streamwise mean velocity U is obtained using a calibrated single-nornal (SN) hot-

wire. The hot-wire was calibrated using an 8360-M-GB VelociCalc®Plus TSI air

velocity meter, hereafter is referred to as the 'TSI instrument'.

Total uncerta inty in U, denoted by l!.Ur, is a combination of the uncerta inty of the

'TSI instrument' reading (l!.UR) and the uncertainty of the calibration (l!.Uc), and is

expressed as

(C. I)

Eq. c. t, can also be written as

(C2)

where n is a function of the 'TSI instrument' mean velocity (U) and P is expressed in

following equation

P=[-'-t(I1U' l']"
n 'M' U I

(C.3)

In Eq. (C.3), l!.U,j represents deviations of measured U from the calibration curve. For

instance, « is obtained from the best fit of the measured 'TSl instrument' uncertainty data

and is shown in Fig. C. I. From the calibration data, pcan be calculated lind is found that

j3= 0.01615. The total uncertainty in U can then be obtained from following expression
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(Eq. CA ), and the result is also shown in Fig. C.I (upper curve).

ll.~T (%) = KO.004425U-2 100l + 0.(0 5579) +0.OI6152rx 100. (C.4)

The uncertainty in the fluctuating velocity (u~ is the same as the uncertainty in U

(Ya vuzkurt , 1984).

0 (%) = O,A425*U·2,1D4 + D5579

~ I I
"

~'-'.£I- .,..L ..... ------- _ ___ .0. ___ ---_.._.- • .0._ .

10

o
o 4 6 B

lSIMean Velocity (U ), mls
10 12

Fig. C,I Uncerta inty in U obtained from hot-wire calibrated using the 'TSI instrument',
D. uncerta inty of U measu red by the 'TSI instrument'; - - - -, fit to the data ;
- , tota l uncertainty in U.

C.2 Uncer ta inties in wall-nor mal tur bulence inten sity (v~ and Reynolds st ress

The uncertainty in v' is calculated from a rough estimation described briefly as

follows , based on the experimental results on the smooth-wa ll turbulent boundary
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layer using X-wire probe. As many as 30 smooth-wall v'-profiles are used to estimate the

experimental uncertainty in v'. Figure C.2 shows the ' calculated' II' in the inner region

(vI;;) '" 0.02), and Fig. C.3 is the corresponding frequency distribution of II' as shown in

Fig. C.2. The mean value of v' at this j-locaticn is 0.048 rnIs with an uncertainty ± 9.8

percent based on 95 percent confidence interval level. The uncertainty of v' in the outer

region (ylo .. 1.0) was estimated in the same way and the results are 0.OO577rn1s in mean

and ± 7.0 percent in the relative v- uncertainry. All of these estimations are based on the

assumption that the v'data are normally distributed about the mean.

0.07 ,- ---,

006

0.03

Experiment number /J

Fig. C.2 II' distribution at ylo = 0.02, for a smooth-wall flat plate turbulent boundary
layer.

The uncertainty in (-uv) is calculated in the same way as the estimation in the

uncertainty in II'. The values of the uncertainty in (-uv) are approximately 14.6
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percent and 10.4 percent , respectively, in the inner and outer regions relative to the local

va lueof (-uv) .

0.0440 00456 0,0472 0.0488 0,0504 0.0520 0,0536

v' (m is)

Fig. C.3 Histogram of v' distribution aty lo = 0.02, for a smoot h-wall flat plate turbulent
boundary layer. v' = 0 .048m1s ± 9.8 percent (95 percent confidence interval
level).

C.3 Uncertainty in Ii.

The uncertainty of the boundary layer thickness (5) is estimate d to be approxima tely 0.6

percent and 0.3 percent atR a= 1000 and 3000, respectively.

C.4 Uncert a inty a na lysis of u. and Cf

C.4.1 Power- law technique

The skin friction coefficient (ef) can be expressed in terms of Iluid prope rties and flow

variab les as
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(C S)

(C.6)

where t ... is wall shear stress , p is fluid density, and u, is fric tion velocity . Based on the

power-l aw approx imation of mean velocity profile in a turbulent boundary layer, Ching

et al. ( I99Sa) showed thai

."L= J_ I_ ("P{3t1a»)"'·' j. (C.7)
u, l exp(3 / 2a ) C

where a and C are ca lculated with following equat ions

(C8)

(C.9)

Combining Eqs. (C.7), (C.8), and (C 9) yie lds
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II is see n that U, = u, (VII.S,v), and the uncertain ty in u, can be expressed as

Ass uming the uncertainty in v is neglig ible , Eq. (C .11) can be written as

(C.12)

Differentiating Eq. (C. 10) with respec t to Vo and S yields

(C .13)

where

R =Vlf, /v B = O.5774In(R) + 2.S; G =2 +3 I1n(R). (C. IS)

Using Eq. (C.5) and follow ing Mo ffat's ( 1982) argument, one can express the uncertai nty

in Cj-as
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(C. 16)

which can be simplified as

(C.17)

C.4.2 Log-law (Clauser-charl) technique

The friction velocity (u,) can be obtained from the log-law technique using the

following equation:

U I {",y)-=-1 - +8 .
u, K v

(C. 18)

It is nol easy, however , to estimate the uncertainty of u, from the above express ion. The

uncerta inty in u, in this case is approximated using the combination of the uncertainties

in U and the uncertainty in the curve-fit for the log-region. This is illustrated using the

experimental data shown in Fig. CA .

The uncertainty in U for the range of interest is approximately 1.7 percent, which

relates to a velocity range of 2.9 10 4.4 mls. The uncertainty for determining the log-law

curve- fit is obtained using Eq. (C.3), and the value is about 0.9 percent . Therefore, the

total uncertainty of u, obtained using the log-law technique is approximately:

A(u,)/(u,) = {(l .7%i + (o.9"loi }oS= 1.92%.
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A typ ica l va lue ofu , ob tain ed using the log-law technique is 0.2310 mis, and hence:

!w, = (0 .0192)(0 .23 10 ml s) = 0.004 435 mls .

Inserting the values of u, = 0.23 10 m/s , l!.u, = 0.004435 mis, UQ= 5.50 mis , and l!.UQ=

0.094 mis, t.\C,calcula ted from Eq. (C.16) is 0 .000 18. Using a typical value of C, =

0.003554 from the log-law techniq ue, we have the uncertainty in C,as 5.1 percent.

10000100010010

---~/
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;0
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000

o
01

20
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~ 1 5
:0

yU ,f ,'

Fig. C.4 Estimat ion of u, using log-law technique. 0, experimental data ;--, log- law
fit.
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C.43 Preston t ubemeasurements

The uncertainty analysis of using Bcchert's (1995), Patel' s ( 1965) and the present

calibration equations to determine wall shear stress will be presented in the following

paragraphs.

a) Bechert calibr ation equ atio n

Bechert's equation can be expressed as

' .d' _J ,,( "Pd')' ("Pd' )")"p;z-- 1 28.~~ + oo66סס0.0 1 ~ .

In terms of the friction velocity (u,), Eq. (C.19) can be expressed as

J ' Tu, = t: = ~128" ~1 ) + 0.OOOOO66{~vdll ) .

(C. 19)

(C.20)

Equation (C.20) shows that u, - u, (tJ.p,d, P, v), where!J.p is the differential pressure

between total and static pressures at the wall, d is the outside tube diameter, p and v are

the density and kinematic viscosity of air, respectively. By assuming that air behaves as a

perfect gas, where p = PJRl~ , Eq. (C.20) can be rewritten as:

u = ~J28 .ii tJ.pdlR r~)l + O OOOOO66 1( tJ.pdlRr~ )" )I ' (C.21), dl ~ ~l ~ l
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or 14, ::: 14, (Ap, d, R, P", T", v), where R is the gas constant for air, Taand Pa are ambient

air temperature and atmospheric pressure, respective ly. at the test condition. For the

uncertainty analys is purposes, let us rep lace !:Jpwith P to avoid confusion of using 6,

hence P and!:Jp can be used interchangeably.

If the variation in v is assumed to be very small, and R is a constant, according to Moffat

(1982), the uncertainty &I, can be expressed as

(C.22)

Partia l derivatives in Eq. (C.22) can be obtained by differentia ting Eq. (C.21) with

respect to d. P, Ta, and Pa, respectively, and the results are as follow.

....(03)

au, " [ 56.88(P ·)1 + O.OOOO2314{?, )H ]
aP::: 8dP {28.44(P ·)l +O.00000661(P ')H}71' ' (C.24)

au, " [ 56.88e?,)l + 0.000023 14( P' )" ]
aF:::: - 8dP~ {28.44(P ') 2 + O.OOOOO661(r )I.II " " ' (C.26)
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b) Patel ealibration equation

Patel calibratio n equation in the intenne diate Reyno lds number range is expressed in

Eq.C.27.

y. = 0.8287 - O.138 Ix· + 0. 1437.....2 - 0.0060x · 3
, (C.27)

(
Pd ' 1valid for 1.5 < y. < 3.5 and 5.6 < utdl2v < 55, where x· • 10gIO~ and y• •

apv

(,d'l .. .10glO~ . The uncertauuy in y", according to Moffat ( 1982), can be expressed as
4p"

(C.28)

The uncertainty in x· has the fonn of

where

(C.29)

Ox' 2
ai = ln( IO)d;

Ox' 1
a:r:=In(IO)T~ ;

Ox' 1
JP = ln(IO)P ;

Ox' 1
aP: = - In( IO )P~ ;
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The friction veloc ity (u,) can be expressed in term of y • • and has the fonn of

(C.30)

Hence, the uncerta mtyin uTis

(C .3 l)

where

~=-27 1O( "" 2),and~ =i lO(Y" 2) ln( IO) . (C .32)

c) Presen t Calib ra tion Equ at ion

The present calibra tion equation has the fonn of

yU = 0.767 /n(XU) + 0.0097.

Hence, the uncertainty in y" can be expressed as

(C.34)
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The uncertainty in X U is

l(ax.. )' (Ox" )' [Ox" )' [ax" )'1"&.r •• = - &1 + - I!P + - .1.T + - I!P
ad ap aT~ · ap. ~

where

(C.35)

(C.36)

aX · · Iar::=In( IO)T. ;
aX· · I
~=- ln(IO)p" ;

The friction velocity (u,) can be expressed in tenn of y • • and has the fonn of

The uncertainty in u, is then:

(C.37 )

where
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:;0= 0.1554 ;:0; ):':: 10" .

CA.4 Slope of Mean Velocity (U) at the Wall

(C.39)

The wall shear stress [t ...) is calculated from the mean veloc ity grad ient at the wa ll, i.e.

(C.40)

The uncerta inty of 'r .. is the combination of the uncerta inty of Uat the near-wa ll region

and the uncerta inty of y at the same region. Inserting FAj. C.S into Eq. C.17 yields

(CA l)

The uncerta inty in r ...and Cf will be treated based on the measured mean velocity

(U) Rty+= if = 3.5. Equat ion CAO can also bewritten as

r .. = J.!~ ,............., .

which has the uncerta inty of ~t .... Hence ,

(CA2)
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(C.43)

In Eq. CA3, the relative uncertainty in U (deno ted as AVri l!) can be obta ined from Fig.

C.l for a given V, and the relative uncerta inty in y at the near-wall region (denoted as

Ay/y) is 6.3 percent and 14 .9 percent, respectively, at V~ "" 2.0mls and 5.5m1s. A brief

desc ription on how the Ay/y is estima ted is presented in Appendix C.s.

The results of the uncertainty in Cfca1culated from Eqs . C. 17 and CA l using

typical present experimental condit ions are presented in Table C. l .

C.S Uncert ainty in the estimation or the prob e distance from the wall

The uncertainty in the probe distance from the wall at the wall-region is different

from the uncertainty at a distance remote from the wall. At the wall region , the refere nce

value to determine the uncertainty of the probe distance from the wall is one wall unit

(v lu,), while at a distance remote from the wall, the linear displacement of 5mm is used

as the reference value . One wall unit at Ra "" 1000 is approxi mately 0.158mm, while at Ra

""3000, vlu, '" 0.067Im m. Assuming that the uncertainty of the linear displacement of the

probe is the same value as the minimum linear division of the traversing mechanis m, for

this instance is O.Olnun , then the uncertainty of the probe distance from the wall at the

wall reg ion is 6.3 percent and 14.9 percent, respectively , at Ra"" 1000 and 3000 . In the

outer region, the probe is moved in the wa ll-norma l direct ion at a step of 5mm. With the

abso lute uncertainty of O.Olmm at both Ra, the relative uncertainty in the wa ll distance

measurement becomes approx imately 0.2 percent in the outer region.
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C.6 Summary

Some importa nt results of the experi menta l uncertainties are summarized in Table

C.1.

Table C.1 Experim ental uncertainties

Flow vari ab le Uncertaiet %
R. 1000 R. 3000

Mean veloc ity (U) : - Ou ter region 1.7 1.7

- Wall- region 8.7 2.1

Strea mwise turbulence inte nsity (u' ):

-Outer reg ion 1.7 1.7

-Wall-region 8.7 2.1

Wall-norm al turbulence intens ity (v') :

- Outer reg ion 7.0 ,v,l
- Wa ll-region 9.8 ,v.'

Reynolds stress «-uv»
- Ou ter region lOA ,v,'
- Wall-region 14 .6 ,v,'

Boundary layer thickness (0 ) 0.6 OJ

Wall-distance (y)

- Outer region 0 .2 0.2

-Wall-regi on 6J 14.9

Skin friction coefficient (Cf ): - (dUldy)y_o 11.2 1504

<power-law 5 8

-Log-law 5. 1

- Preston tube 2.9 (B)

3.2(P)

3.3(5)

, No x -wire measu rements were take n at Ru" 3000.

P: Patel ' s equatio n; B: Beche n ' s equat ion ; S: Present equat ion.
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